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The Hebrew and Moorish women of Tunis
appear exclusively in the Oriental costume;
JOHN T. GILMAN, Editor,
but the Christian sisterhood of the city comply with the latest French fashions which
PUBLISHED AT 821 EXCHANGE STREET, BY
they receive monthly from Pans. That renowned appendage, the waterfall, had scarceN. A. FOSTER & CO.
ly been promulgated in Paris as one of the
Tiie Portland Daily Press Is published at
hirsute tokens of current fashion,, when some
$$,<)() per year m advance.
of the English ladies in Tunis admired it, and
The Maine State Press is published every
with all the eagerness of New York belles,
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.25, It naU within six months; and $2.50, it' pay- adopted It as a great reform Jin head-dresses.
ment be delayed beyond six months.
When they visited their Moorish lad v acquaintances, their wonder was justifiably excited by
Rates ©f Advertising*
the waterfalls of their Christian sisters, and
One inch of space, In length of
constitute
column,
some of them expressed their surprise and ana “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week ; 75 cents per
tipathy to the new fashion.
week alter; three insertions, o* less. $1.00; continuThere are probably but few aware that
ing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
John Howard Payne, the author of “Home,
ilatt square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
sweet home,” while Consul at Tunis, wrote an
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week arter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 Der square
important history of that country. When he
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
represented the United States in Tunis there
Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
were
materials within his reach to de$1^00 per square alter; three insertions or less, $1.50; scribeample
all the Turkish, Moorish and
hall a
square, three insertions,* $1.00; one week,
Algemine
$1.50.
complications connected with the territory of
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State the Mussulman.
embittered
Payne,
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
by his
unsuccessful literary career in
•f the State) for $1.00
America, and
per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
aware that a poet, like a
subsequent inserprophet, often rer
tion.
ceives no honor in his own country, expressed
Special Notices at llio usual rates.
his determination to some Americans iu TuAll Communications intended for the paper
nis to prosecute the work, and remarked that
should be directed to the Editor op the Press,”
he
had an abundance of data for an
and those of a business character to the “Pubimpartial
lishers.”
history. He commenced the task, and had
completed it, when the Government received
in formation of his intention. The
manuscript,
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The Steamboat Captain Who

was

Averse to

Baoine
Early in the Spring of the present year,

magnificent

now

steamer was

launched

a

upon

the Ohio river, and shortly afterwards made
her appearance at the Levee, opposite the flourishing city of Cincinati. Gilt edged covers,
enveloping the Captain’s respects, accompanied with invitations to “see lier
through,”
upon her first trip down the l iver, being forwarded to the editorial corp3 in that
vicinity;

it is said, was seized by the
authorities, on the
ground that its publication would be dangerous; but Mr. Payne’s official character exempted him from further trouble. It is stated
that, some time since, one of our consuls at
Tunis was instructed, at the instance of William Cullen Ilryant, to make an effort to obtain the manuscript from the Tunisiean government, but the effort has been) so far, unsuceessfrii. Should the copy of the poet’s latest
work be restored, it will, doubtless, give an extensive and critical view of Oriental life, cus-

Lewis, Hollins & Bond,
OPEKING

“none-such’s”. There was a stray parson,
too, in the crowd,—but as his leisure time,
between meetings was spent in trading
horses,
we dispensed with his
grace before meals.
We left our moorings an hour before sunset,
upon a clear cold afternoon, and passed down
stream a considerable distance without
experiencing any out-of-the-way occurrence. The
“sons of temperance” and the parson aforesaid, amused themselves orer a smoking whiskey toddy—the boys were relieving each other
of their superfluous dimes and quarters, at
euchre, when a tall gentleman, who was
“some,” (when he was sober) stopped suddenly Into the cabin, and imparted the information that a well-known fast boat liad just hove
in sight, at the mouth of the Kentucky river.
'The cards were dropt instanter,—the punches
disappeared—and the “mourners” were soon
distributed in knots upon the promenade dock

to watch the progress of events.
Our bully boat sped away like a bird, however, and the craft behind gave us evidence
that she should offer no chilli’s play. The “fat
was in the fire” at once,—a
huge column of
black smoke curled up in the clear
atmosphere,
an extra turn or two was visible nmm our own
boat, and away we went! A good deal of excitement existed among the party, as the rival
steamer was clearly gaining upon ns. A craft
like ours, with such a company and such a
captain, must not be beaten.
As the boat behind us fell in under our
stern,
and we could count her passengers, a sort of
impression came over us that we had got upon the wrong boat.
At least such' was the
expressed opinion of the parson, as he threatened to go down stairs and take another drink.
Our captain was a noble fellow—he paced the
deck quietly, with a constant eye to the windward; but he said nothing. A bevy of mourners stepped up to him with—

“What spied, cap’n ?”
“Fair, gentlemen; I may say very fair.”
“Smart craft, that behind,” ventured one.

“Very,!’ responded
captain, calmly,
he placed his hand upon a small brass knob at
the back of the pilot house. This movement
was resjjonded to by the faint jingling of a bell
below, followed immediately by a rush of cinders from the smoke pipes, and improved action of the paddles.
“Now we move again.”
“Some,” was the response, and a momenta-''
iy tremor pervaded the boat, as she slid along
right smartly.
But the craft in our rear moved llkfc a shadow on the calm waters, and as we shot down
the river, it seemed as if we had her in tow,
so calmly and uniformly did she follow in our
wake. The excitement of the congregation
upon deck had by this time become intense,
anil it was pretty plain that the boats must
snortly part company, 6r split “something!"—
The rascal behind us took advantage of a turn
in a channel, and “helm a starboard!” was
clearly heard from the lookout of our rival as
she hoye off and suddenly fell alongside us 1
the

as

The parson went below at once to put his
threat into execution, as we came up into the
current again, neck and neck; and when he

running

twenty-five knot
degrees!
“She’s going—goin’—go—’’muttered an auc-

lick,

we were

a

the steam smack on to 4!)

tioneer to himself.
A perfect uon3uit,” remarked a lawyer.
“Beaten but not vanquished,” added a politician ; and away we scudded side by side for
half a mile.

“Wouldn't she bear
asked the parson.

a

HOOP

Over Coats,

Hoop Skirts,

Hoop Skirts,

Of their

Goods Purchased

And can famish Garments at

BOTTOM PRICES.
We invite <all to

said I, “we’ll be
another turn, eh ?”

‘,Tira,”

licked—give

her

“I rayther think she moves as it is,” said
Tim.
“Yes. but the C-— is hard on us—give
her a little my boy—just for—
“Step in here a moment,” remarked Tim;
“it’s all mum, you know, nothing to be said,
eb ? Quiet,—there! don’t she tremble some ?
1 noticed for the first time that our boat did
labor prodigously 1

“But come round here a moment,” remarked Tim; “look there—mum,s the word, you
know.”
I stepped out of that engine-room (Tim said
afterwards I sprang out at a bound, but he
lied) in a hurry.
The sodder on the connee-

tion-pipe

had melted, and run down over the
seams in a dozen
places, from the excessive
heat a crow bar was
placed athwart the safty valve, with a fifty six upon ono end—and
we were shooting down the Ohio
under a
head of steam chocked up to 54 40!
My sleeping apartment was well" aft. I entered the state-room, got over on the hack side
of my oerlh, and, stuffing the pillow into my
ears, endeavored to compose myself in sleep
It was out of the question. In attempting to
right myself, 1 discovered that my hair stuck
out so straight that it was impossible to get
of the pillow!
my head within six inches
I tossed about till daylight in mementary
expectation of being landed in Kentucky, (or
somewhere els ; I) hut we got on finely. We
led our rival half an hour in Louisville; and I
immediately swore upon my night cap that I
would never accept another invitation for a
pleasure trip from a steamboat captaiu who
was averse to
racing.

Interesting

Facts about Tunis.

Fashion levies
heavy assessments on her votaries in all parts of the eai
th, but especially at
t urns.
Iiusbauds with bachelor instincts in
this country, complain of
the extravagance T>f
their wives in
trailing costly fabrics through
the mire of our
streets, but they little know
what t costs a noble
lady 0f Tunis for one of

the minor articles ot her
attire
When they
hear that these Oriental
angels wear on thek
and
feet
limbs a close-fitting dress
of
gold and silver filligreed
of
which
turc
consunRs five ion" months
they will feel themselves in the position nf
those who illustrate the proverb “misery loves
company.” Add to this occasional dresses of
white brocade satin, and new jewels periodically, it will be conceded that American ladies
are wonderfully considerate of their husband’s

Moors of Tunis.

50

CENTS

MERCHANT TAILOR!
St.,
FINE ASSORT-

hand A

Broadcloths,

see

Doeskins,
Cassimeres,
7

Wlilcli lie manufactures to order in tile

STALES, and
cr* He Cuts

superintends his

guarantees satisfaction in all

yourselves,

&c.

P.

B.

Lad:os! Anderson intend* to give you

prices

satisfactory. Our extenwidely spreading trade In these

which must be

articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
gives us such advantagos in the matter of
price, tliat in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bought o 1 other parties who get them through second or

Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,
and in no case shall we knowingly sell an inferior
Skirt.^a
Ladies arc invited to call and examine our splendid stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in price from
88c to S3,50.
Call! Judge for yourselves! Bo
convinced.

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Street,

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shatter Flannels,
Superior Gray Flannels,
Red Flannels,
Yellow Flannels,

All to be
300
160
590
5oO

Styles!

THE

_

Exhibition.

18G5.

November

Oct 27—d2w

PLEASE REMEMBER
Q.

N. S. GARDINER’S

Clothing

Establishment

--IS AT-

Middle

Street,

Where he keeps

a

Assortment

Full

of

Cloths

-AJXT>-

GENTS’ FURNISHING

GOODS,
j

Embracing
Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

CORSE1S ! !

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Cassimeres,
Doeskins,
and Fancy,

Middle Street*

A

splendid assortment from 88c to $7,50. From
the plain Domestic Corset to the most
beautlfiilly
Embroidered French Coutille.
Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

MERRILL & SMALL
WOULD

A.T

ANDERSON’S
New York Skirt and Corset Store,
80

MARKET SQUARE. 80.
GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
ty Skirts and Conets, wholesale and retail.

variety

transaction by mail, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate Is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 3(7 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in evory Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided llreir leiaiitance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor eve'y certificate, and remit 16 cents to us,
cither in Cash or Po3tago S amps.

New y°‘ k Ci,y-

NEW PERFUME

Am

And

CHEAP

ma

tlic

WEBSTER & SON.

Sept 18—edlw t eodtf

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,

Academy!

Fancy

Ploase send

sep25dtf

140 000 00
Capital Stock, paid in,
Bank and other stocks,
129 800 00
Loan* on Mortage-* of Real Estate
and

extensive

Dec»l«.„m„n-iB) Vises, &e,

Any Kind of Packing Boxes,
lumber, at short notice, and at

fe. *r. SHANNON, Saco

Maine.

BopZOeodgm

Stocks,

14 903 90

ble on hand,
Real Estate,
Cash on hand,
Whole amount at risk,
Whole amount of liabilities,

6^ 336 79
12 560 00
6 361 41

Premium Notes, and Bills Receiva-

1MORTELLES,

or

ALL SHADES aud WIDTHS.

Not 2-d2w

GILT

STEEL

ORNAMENTS !

Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21—cl2w t eod2w

NEW FALL GOODS!
Stock of

full

Set*.

C0„

Ask

htanufhctnre and .repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manutacturo and sell Wa! ten.’ powerful,
double-acting,
niitl-treezing Porcc-Pump. Warranted to
give satisfaction.
x' LrDaACK>

OEO’ *" ARMSaYY-

OOn.A YEAR made by any one with
sP—stencil Tools. No experience
AtHdewta Oashfes, and Treasur-

free
circular.
American Stencil Tool
Work*, Springfield, Vermont,
oc5d3m
tbe

of

iCCOfi1SLlnd

Sent

Blade English Crapes,

Copar

j

a

copart-

A lull Stock ol Straw itnd Foil Goods, adapted to City aud Country trade, now opening and Tor
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

AND

GOODS !
and

Al-

SALE l

FOR
AT

GORHAM
A

Julyl—eodCm

12 and 14 Franklin Street,
BOSTON.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

VILLAGE,

MAINE.

half storied
COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
BARN, together wlthTWO ACRES
OF LAND, in good state of ealtiva
Mon. House contains seven tinUhed
,—
Rooms, besides Hall and Closets—never tailing well
of good water.
Upon the lot are 40 or BO large hearing Fruit Trees,
mrtStlv grafted with choice fruits.
Loeated in one of the most desirable streets in the
village, within UVe minutes wnlk from the Seminary,
Churches and Railroad StaUon.
For sale CHEAP If applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham of .T .A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
or Messrs. REDLON & CARD, or
JOHN C. PROC TER.
Lime St., Portland.
Portland, Nov 2_d3w
neat

oje

an.l

a

STUFF

MORREIJj’S
LOOK

ExChlt“aC

A.T

Stree‘-

THIS!

Third

Mortgage

Bonds—Androscoggin M. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the
Androscoggin Railroad Company to Seth
May and als. in trust, lias
been t trccloaed. A new corporation has been organized thereon, called the Leetls and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Ronds and Coupons secured by said
mortgage, are hereby requested to pre-

THE

Git EAT PRICES GIVEN
-FOE-

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

descriptions, by
WM, BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street,
hinds Cleansed and Ropaired
Clothing
short notice. Second-hand Cloth
good style,
fng bought and sold.
sept20dtl

ii

sent them to tjio subscriber at his oiiies in Portland,
and receive therefin Cenillcales of Stock hi the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Companv, In aceordancc
with the Statute.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
freasurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.

Sept 28, 1805.

sep29d*w6w
1

Hardware & Window Glass,
1*7Middle and 118 Federal Sts#

DeerinK, Milliken & Co.,
Successors to G. L. Storer f Co.,
JOBBERS OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Aod Gent*'

Furnishing Goods

MERC H ANDISE
Beit

Agent* tor EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES tor
Stats of Maine.

as add SO Middle St.,
Sept I—dtf

Adrutage,

Should apply to the

Commission House

WILLIAM H.
Solicitor

REMOVAL! PLUMBE R!
■tins or

From 41 Union to 200 For* St,
Opposite Manufacturers* and Traders' Bank.

Pumps

Force

and Water

CO.,
Street*

Oct20d4w

Boots and Shoes.

PORTLAND. ME.

Carpeuters’, Sliip-Joiuers’. Coopers'
Has Removed from his old stand in Union Street
No. 200 Fob* St., where he U prepared to till all
orders for Carpenter*’ and other Tools, of the

very best
terms.

quality, at

abort notice and

TTJP

Warm. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bawls, Brass to Silver Plated Cacka.

No. 353 Congress Street.
BELL’S

CAN

No.

at N«. 128 Middle
where he t* ready to wait upon any
MAT
fbr
of
be lonnd

Ill

JONES,

Federal

St.,

paid

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Plctsres 83,00
any

one

Dozen,

a

makes.

WORK,

Class

Moots

good

charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish*
ment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
j. & c.

jTbarbour,

Exchange

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
PerlUad, Malar.
Work executed In every part of the State.

Juneldtt

C.

they

manufacturing and

are

Piano

Fortes,

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
which
are
Fortes, among

Sons, of New York.

All instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
gatiafaction.
Piano* to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN El)WA&l)SdCO.
March 8—d&wtf

FOR SALE
A.T .A. BARGAITSTI

-ALSO,BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six («) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
F. II. RANDALL, on the premises,
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury's.
Commercial St.

Sale Komi, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Bouton, Mast.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

Commission and

Portland

17* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Street.

WOMEN S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHILMEN’S.
DREN’S

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.
Men’s and Woman’s Wool Lined ARCTIC Gait.
ERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS
A large assortment of Men’s, Bovs’ and Youth.
Calf anil Thick Moots, with a good

HE.YRY P. LORD. TrMiiNr.
March 13—dtf

fc

BRADFORD

PINE!

RENICK,

yy
E>.

have this day removed to
STORE

COMMISSION

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block,

anc

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS
Rubber Belli, Hone and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, tfc.
To all of which they invite the attention of then
old custom era and the public generally.
*
Oct 13^d2mos

OCCUPIED BY

ESQ.,

Head af Lsag Wharf.
BRADLEY, COOLIDGB * ROGERS.

Portland,

Oof.

2,1883.

d2m_

3P-A.IISTE,

Teacher ofPiano Forte
And Musical
*7“ SLATE

AT

Theory.

PAINE’S MUSIC

STORE,

163 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eod3m*

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor
and
Draper,
EXCHANGE STREET,

Manufacture* to order and in the best manner Military and Nary Uniforms, and Boy* Garment*.

sept3dtf<W

___

JOHN F. ANDERSON.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OPTICK, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temj

mch 17 dkwtf

ie

Sheet,

NOTICE.

Congress St,

HAVE this day admitted u Partners W. C. t)wr
sal and C, U. Tbve ; and (Vitare business will be
continued under the firm name of

I

PORTLAND, ME.
Sept 29—eodti

A RARE

FORMERLY

CHASE.

T.

98

MEBCHANT8.71 Broadway, New
York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
t&vorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
iurni h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
oclM3m
sawn to order.

CHANCE

D. W. TRUE & OO.

!

nnderetgned contemplating making a change
busta-s, would dispose of their Retail
iTade, together with Horses, Bread Carts ami Baking Implements, on reasonable terms U applied lor

THE

D.

October tth, IMS.—oetltdAwSw*

W. TRUK.

In their

Tct.3,1^.—d»

PKARSU>' * SMITH*

Copartnership

SINGER'S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODHAN, TRUE k CO,
Agents,

Notice.
Nes.

formed

nership for the purpose of carrying
Bry Goods Business, under the firm of

on

a

coport-

the retail

EASTMAN BROTHERS,
b. M.
E. D.

Portland,

Not.

1st,

1868.

EASTMAN,

EASTMAN.
no3dlw

Farm and Stock tor Sale.
subscriber offers for sele his fhrm, situated
tn Gray, one mllo and a half from the corner. It
contains about 57 acres of land, divided Into tillage.,
It has on It a story and a
pasture and wood land. and
In good repair, togethhalf house, well finished,
er with barn and other usual out-buildtngs.
There
is a mill privilege on the fhrm, with a good supply of

THE

water.
He will also sell a
horses, and ether stock.

of oxen,
yokeTerms

the premises.

two
liberal.

Gray, Sept. 15, 1865—eod*w3m

*4 ud 5tf

«

Middle Street.

Needles and Trimmings always
marlStf

on

hand.

__

At 129 Middle Street, formerly occupied by 8. B.
GOWELL.

S

COAT’S, LEGGINS.
—Also,—

Removal.
E

Gk R.

oally.

on

Offiod.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
I (7* Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senter; Gerriah A Pearson; John Dennis <s Co.;
may23d«m
Clark, Bead & Co., Portland, Me.

SIX PER CENT LOAN.
Tbeasckeb’s Office,
I
March 11, ISM. (
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this office, in sums to suit, not leas
than 9500, on one, two, three, /our, and trn years’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

29—dtf.

of

OF

PORTLAND, ME.

A number of first-class TOP

awn

KIMBALL,

P.

PREBI.E STREET, (Near Preble Bouse.)

an-

iLkcep constantly on baud

fpHE
undersigned hare this day
1

RUBBER

Fresco and Banner Painter,

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

JFORTE8.

noun<!« that
rr'V^fi
LU-

City

S. Dana.

MANUFACTURER

PIANO

<©

A.

~

CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.

Steinway

Woodbury S. Dab a,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Sept. 1—d-fcw3m

*

MAINE.

PORTLAND.
■Luthrb Diva,
Johx
June ldtf

as

Made

None bnt the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the beet of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has lusd long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has

CAPS

as

CO.,
alt,

Fish and &

friends,

or

SOUTHERN

ME.

tire satisfaction.

First

DANA &

CITY

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from tho very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give en-

8

Street,

one wttiat raaaonibie prices, for as good work us la to be had at any
room in the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
to Children's picEspecial attention
tures; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will find them here, from which
conies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

themselves

pictures

City of Portland,

CUSTOM

No.

on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS el all descriptions.
aprSdtf

H. DUPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER!

Oct 24—dtf

H.

manner, and all
orders 111 tonor country faithfully executed. AD
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantup

ly

June 10—dtf

Aug.

he found one of tho best selected stocks
at BOOTS. SHOES and BUBBEItS that can he
found in tliiH city, which will he sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL

B.

of

toe., arranged

jy"3To. 200 Fore Street.

Water Fixtures tor

Dweldescription
EVERT
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Building*, Shops,
in the best
and set

Business.

TOWN

SAMUCL

reasonable

THE

Boot, Shoo & Rubber Store,
AT

ou

Carriage ZVfanafmes.ry No. 20 Preble
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a first-class Carriage Manufhcturing

__

Closets,

STREET,

Manufacturer ol and Dealer In

The public are requested to call and give me a try,
I am hound to make as
good work as can he found.
An assortment of FRAMES,
<fco., will be found

less

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aug !0—dtl

The undersigned begs lease to

Middle

AT

of

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

EVER RECEIVED.

133

CLIFFORD,

Xe. IOS Middle Street.

CO.,

Sept 8—dtf

LADIES GARMENTS

30 per cent,

POMTLAXD.

COUNSELLOR

os

for $9.00
Cassock for 9.00

!

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

prices.

—

Wo have this day opened the largest and best
selected assortment of

—

TEOV8EESI

of all
and at

JOHN P. SHAW,
FRED E. SHAW.
uovadtf

DEXTER,

ManuCtcturerx oi and Dealer* in

WISHING

Wltli Fair 8tltch.

—

&

Suoees ion to Chase, Littlefield to Co.,
lasparlera of nod Dealers la all blade sf

PARTIES

Ing

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

PORTLAND,

SUPPLIED

Pohtlahd, Mi.

KINO

ity, Style or Price.
Every article warranted

I.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

BROTHERS,

Portland, Nov. 1,1SG5.

Counterfeits.

”* 113

GLOVES,

are

CMETT,

Jmnel2tf

to

SILKS,
ERS, FLOWERS,

prompt-

sol'cl ted

Manufacturer of Mirror O Picture Framer,
Mo. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

Furniture !

and Calkers* Tools,

Manufacturer and Dealer In

tner sliip.

and fresh nock of

a new

town

la

Joseph. Bradford,

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

A. G. OLNEY iB

they
Students (either LADIES
pr0J^the
or GENTLEMEN) in
any part of the United States
and
also
America;
that our Counting Booms
tor inductive training (without anv
copying,) both in
Mercantile Law, &c,
Hli}ioe,
9*c*’ OFFER as/tt«, thorough, complete, practical and
fXpe,Utu>ut faoiutieb lor BUStNMs EDUCATION, as any College in tlie U. {j.
This is the only Commercial
College in the State
a“d complete Scholarship In
Book-keepwier.^,fPil
ing, writing, <£c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through the course without oba
taming thorough countmg-room education.
B,!*wu would present to the Citizens
of .Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage the past ti teen
and with the promise of faithfulness, soyears;other
licits
favors !
R. N. BROWN.
Jn
Portland, September 18,1860.
seplddecxl&wly

opened with

F I

01

Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

In every variet •, cannot fall to command the favor ot
all In want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual-

RIBBON'S!

These goods are fresh, and
than regular prices, at

1 do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other
Continent; ami that my
Diplomas and full
Scholarships, aro good all
over this great world; but I do claim
will

E.

,

from ont

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

_

for Fhnlan's—Take tie athrr.
Sold by druggists generally.

GOOD

Edge

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30!

tered.
A Most Exquisite, Delicate anil Fritgrout Fcrfnnte, Distill,,! fret it the
Itnre and Beautiful Flower front
which it tnkrs tin Home.
Manufactured only by FBI A EOOf Sr SOX

oc33.14wood

No. 4 Manufacturer* Block, Union St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Oct

Colored Corded

A niee Black

Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries,
rhe Principal has had 21
years’ experience.

Station

Onr stock, mostly manufactured by ourselves, in
the most faithful manner, of the Latest Deelgns,comprising DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINING
ROOM and CHAMBER

U. T. S. RICE &

A nice Black Sack

Is open

Passenger

No. 63 Commercial St.

ty?"Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw

EgTnr. Exchanged, Repaired

-AT-

i
Machinists,

tSi* sfitukT*tbe

AND

J

—OF—

great variety

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.

—

2,014,421.00.

6,000.00.
GEO. A. WRIGHT,

TIBBY, TlDBSCK

B

A

have

we

Aug. 2*—dtr

A.11

B3P Beware

where
goods.

Goods

Comprising a

ly attended to. Orders
May 22—dtl

the

over

Maine

Bought or Sold to the

CJ ASSOCKS!

TRIM MINGS !

FUR

INSTRUCTION
GERMAN, &c.
for Circular.

Halls

Boston and

Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

HATS, CAPS,

given in DRAWING, FRENCH,

elegant stock ef

IX SHOOK.

In

ST.,

the State of Maine.

solicited for Cigar, Soap, Candle, Boot,

And Velvet Hibbons l

Where they will be CONSTANTLY
with all the LATEST STYLES of

PRINCIPAL.

MRS. J. W. EMERY

V elvets

K18 MIDDLE STREET,

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER

large

Ac.

For variety anil comprehenaivenew we think our
•took equal to
any In our largest cities, and wdl be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

—AND

No. 113 Exchange St.

Beautiful! THE

Boxes !

Rich Silk

Nov 2—dim

Insurance Comp y, I
j
following is a statement of the affairs of this
Company, rendered in pursuance of the requirements of Ch^p. 49, Sec. 21, of the Revised Statutes of

ESP*Cut Flowers and Boquets constantly on hand
and furnished to order.
Oct 11—ood4w

AYjCTIOifof^

stand, over the
have taken the

our

lnl for

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

R

CO.,

we

GOODS,

Sept 4—d3m

At the old stand of J. P. SHAW,

Portland, Nov. 2,1SC5.

Cor. Congress and Chestnut
Sts.

No* 99 Middle St., Portland,

SHAW

P. MORRELL & CO.

Office of the Ocean

To which she Invites the attention of her
tends and
the public, at her
rooms,

M. & A. P. DARLING,

nndersigned have this <lav formed
rTE
nership under the firm style of

as

they will insure the various classes of risks against
fire, at as reasonable rates as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shar e of the public patronage.

Between United States k Preble House,
Oct 6—eodtf

CHEAPEST,

GOOD as the BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS, at the Store of
ba

Portland

BABB,

~

Middle Street.

E. WEBSTER, Insnranec Agent,
removed from Exchange to No. 74 Middle
HAS
St., two doors west of Exchange St., and having
received his son, J. H. WEBSTER,
co-partner

K.

C.

Ubi

ot

GENTS' FUENISHING GOODS,

Oct 20—d2m

REMOVAL!
From IS Exchange Street to 74

lull

As lierutoftre our customers will Cud our prices at
the lowest marker- rates, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay onr
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

PORTLAND, 1IR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing

&_ BANCROFT.

recent fire at
old
SINCE
Worcester Passenger Station,
and beautiftil

-ALSO,-

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

CLOTHS,
a

!

Wood !

we

Belt

PLAI* AID OKI AM EMT AL

STUOOO AFD MASTIO
WORKERS,
Osk Street, between, Congrea. and Free
Stt.,

as recommended. Gratethe liberal patronage ofthe last Twenty years,
hope for the continuance ot the favors ot our old
friends and the public.
Boston, September SO, 1803.
ocl8d3mos

Complete Stock

NETS,
Clasps, Ac.,

PUSTERER8,

October 2—d3tn

Inform their friends and the Trade
gen
entity that their spacious store, lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now prepared to show a

SATINS, VELVET, FEATH-

——-■

10000
to
40 4i
250 Gents* GoldHunt’g-CaseWatehe>60 to 100 each
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,
70 «
509 Gents* Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 u
Watches,
200 Diamond Rings,
50 to 100 11
D000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains
4 to
80
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10
2000 Chatelaine Cliains&GuardCliains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gobi BroocliGS*
4 to
10 ic
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooelu-s,
4 to
8
5009 Mosaic. Jet,Lava and Florentine’
8
4 to
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald
4 to
6
4000 California DiaimmdBreast-piiiija.GO to
10
3tW(Hioia l?ob and Vest Watch-kdy«2.*0 So
8 “
4000 Fob ami Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10
5000 Sets Sol it air a Sleovo-buttons,
3 to
8
Studs, &c.,
3900 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
G *f
4 to
1<KKK) Minature Lockets,
10 u
2.59 to
4000
10
to
20
magic spring,
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold King*,
4 to
10
10000 Stone Set and Signdt Rings.
10
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
11
4 to
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
1C
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—.Jet and
5 to
15 “
Gold,
GOOOSets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 *•
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10
10000 Gobi Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 tl
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext; nsion
15 to
25
Holders,
5000 Ladies’ Gilt and Jet Buckles,
6 to
15
“
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
1ft «
certificates or the varioug articles me first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered arc token out without regard to choice, and sent
On .receipt of
by mail, thus gfting all a fair chance.
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
and then It is at your option to send the DoRsr ana
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a (fold Watch. Diamond King, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

Ntv4-d J5

Over and Under Garments,
And

“

^

BRYAXT BROS. <& CO.,

DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.
Oct 21—ood€w

CORSETS.

500
50

Scud 25 Cents for Certificate*

Which he will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the best si vies in the maiket.
81

200 to

Silver Teai»ots andCoflee Urns, 20 to

$150 eaoli

In all

Br^adcloaths,
Both Plain

SWISS MUSLINS,
e,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKF3.

Eardrops,

Tailoring!

-THAT-r

to

HOSS & FEEEY,

Haynurktl S,mre,

FA-ISTCY

Produce,sepaodlyr

j..

BUCKLEY

Pohtlaio, Me.

attention pakl to oonalgnmenu of all kinds

™

For Sale at the GROCERY STORES.
BEST THING lor KINDLING HA HD COAL.

the

2nd,

To whleli she Invites the attention of her friends and
the public in general, to call and examine.

.,

oc20eodlm

Custom

Castanets,

$20

and

25—d2w*

DMA LEMS II

Mo. a Um* Street,

Dealer

Millinery Goods,

Thursday,

AMO WHOLESALE

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.
DRIED APPLES, &c.

IRON.

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD

a

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,

TableSpoonsiForks20

Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for Ladies wear.
Or*!1articular attention paid to Cutting aflcl Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

19,

STRIPED

30 to 100
Charing Diilies,
Ice Pi chcis,
20 io
50
Syrup Cups, with Sal vers,20 to 00
3000
Gablets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
50
’*
3000
Castors,
15 to 20
“
20«b
Fnrit,<’ard&CakeBaskets20 to 5)
5000 Dogen Silver Tea Si>oons,
10 to
20 doz.

SACKS, Ac., Ac.

Oct

Bells and

HEAVY

-BY THY-

Winter Bonnets!

Hats and
On

ALSO,

looo
2500

CASSOCKS,

on

’with

OF

Kindling’

Oct

Black and

Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !

Musical Boxes,

WORKERS

Sole Agents in Portland Ur the Celebrated

FASHIONABLE ASSORTMENT

Fall and

Commission Merchants,

Choking, Office and Parlor StoTei,

JHasceo Furnaces and Stoves.

BLOCK,

Will be prepared to exhibit

Blenched 4e Unbleached Cotton Flannels.

to receive.

seen as

CORSETS,

Saco, Sept. 18,1865.

L> BERING

S

Beltings,

Fine English Flannels,
White Cotton and Wool Flannels,
5-4 White Flannels,

SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLE8!

inform the Ladies of Portland and vicinity that bo lias secured the services of MR.
LITTLEFIELD as Cutter, and that of MRS. JONES,
late at the head of Mrs. Chick’s Establishment, to
superintend the making and trimming, and is prepared to Ihrniah

81

made of j, 3 or J inch
the lowest prices. bv

NO.

HEAD

Flannels!

Flannels,

Without Reyard to Value. Xotto be Paid
for until you Isnotc what you are

Exchange Street,

third hands.N

Shoe,
ORDERS

&c.

ALSO,

JO BE DISPOSED OK AT

FROST,

Sample Garments

New Designs in

BOSOMS,

#

Middle

RANGES,

Hosiery,

CUSHMAN,

New and

Russia and American CRASH; Tal'Io DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;

Half Million Dollars Worth

ENGLISH FliOCKS,

an

and Plaid

ALSO,

N. B.—If not convenient to call, send 50 cents and
your address, through the Post Ottlee, and we will
select and forward one of the envelopes.
Nov 3—d4w

himself,

WOULD

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

and

Heavy Black Clsak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

WM. GRACE & CO.

cases.

In an the Various

lias just returned from New
York with

Mrs.

Large Stock Ladies Cloths!

4

EACH.

at

FURNACES,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
nil kind, of Tin, Copper and Sbeot
Iron, in quantities to suit.

ALL FIGHT A GAIN!

ALSO,

PORTLAND, MI5.

LATEST

work

for

Wo. 169

«

at FAIR PRICES.
and

Poplins,

4 oo

OUR PLAN OF OPERATIONS:
We.sell you an envelope for FIFTY CENT3, containing an ord r for one of our new and beautiful Mclaino Pictures, retail price 50 cents, and a very large
proportion of envelopes in addition thereto, will eontain an order for one of our engravings, valued from
Sl-to $15, or an order on any one of the first artists
in tho city for a Portrait of yourself, framed worth
$4. It will be noticed, that no one fails to get a picture worth all they pay, and everything
considered,
cheap at the price; but in addition to that many
lucky ones will get from $1 to $15 worth. Our customers arc assured that every article in the stock
will be lai ly distributed on these
terms, without
favoritism, and each person purchasing an envelope
will have a fair chance with his neighbor.
Call and

NATHAN GO OLD,

on

und

PRODUCE

;

And

General Assortment of Goods.

X EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

SON,

Street.

t
Manufacturer,
of and
Dealer tn

SLEEVES,

AND

Jt

Exchange

P0RTLANDf

Muslins,

French, Toilet and American Qoilts!

Oct 12—eod&w4w

181 Middle

Swiss

NOYES

■**«.

-or-

Delaines,

Gray Linseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

v

Skirt and Corset Store!

Novel and

Muslins,

Merino Vests,
Handkerchiefs, Dress Buttons,
Stamped Embkoideries, Edgings,
Berlin Worsteds,
Yarns,

Cashmere Shawls,

Black antrvolored Alpaccas,
Saxony Plaids,

111 and 113 Middle St.

NEW YORK

ELI 1*11 A LET

Nainsook
Linen

ONE DOLLAR EACH, Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

ANDERSON’S,

mWa£ Packing

nurses, when compared with the wives of the

PUBCHASINa.

***** SUk°’

AH Wool

8 00

frame,

Cutting Bone for Others to Make.
The public are invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 28, 1865.

OPENING

CORSETS !

Empress Cloths,

Portrait of President Liucoln, in oval frame,
4 00
M
«
J Mrs. Lincoln,
4 00
u
*•
President Johnson, *
4 00
with over 500 other portraits ot Generals
Together
and
public men. Also, an immense stock of other
pictures, both American and foreign, all to be sold at

PRICES !

Merinos,

Poplins,

Plaid

frame
Port) ait of Maj. Gen. A. E. Burnside, in oval

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

-AT-

sive and

Paris

8 00
flamed,
Landing of Pilgrim Fathers in America, 1C20,
framed,
8,00
Portrait of Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant, in oval frame,
10x22,
4 00
Portrait of M^j. Gen. W. T. Sherman, in oval
4 oo
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. P. II. Sheridan, in oval
4 oo
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. O. O. Howard, in oval

ALL THE NEW STYLES I Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

“She’s

room—

the Re-

at

23 Free Street!
Jaconet Cambrics,
Goods,
WHITE
Plaid Cambrics,
Brilliants,

White Flannels,

N.

No. 30

Ni B.

skirts,

this season, Skirts and Corsets at

French

8 00
8 00

Full length Portait ot President Lincoln,
Signing the Compact on board the May Flower,
from the original picture by E. White,
N. A.,
Doparture of Pilgrim Fathers for America, 1620,

•

leetle more?” meekly

doing very well,” replied the captain.
“Don’t get excited, gentlemen, my boat is a
new one; her reputation and mine i3 at stake.
We mustn’t rush her—racing always injures
a boat, and I am averse to it;
saying wh;ch he
applied his thumb and finger to the brass knob
bell
tinkled
in
the
rgain—the
distance—and
our rival pilot shortly had an
opportunity to
examine the architecture of our rudder post!
I was acquainted with the engineer.
I
stepped below (believing we should be beaten
at our present speed); and entering the engine-

24x38, framed,

cent Advance !

94

NOW

we nave ever

8 00

framed,

before

!'°Y offering the choicest and most oxtensIvl stock
W1";."®
ha<lf consisting of

Prices.

Full length Portrait of George Washington,

A.

Fall and Winter Opening.

Gen. Sherman at Savannah, 20x32, framed,
$15 00
Full length Portrait of Martha Washington,

-FROM-

Business Cards.

CONGRESS STREET.

Regular
k

"Manufacture,"

own

per annum, in advance.

__Miscellaneous.

GOODS

Just Received

octl0d4w

Engravings!

ing:—

Vests,

SKIRTS,

Hoop

NEW

Gloves

most

Bants,

SKIRTS,

HOOP

O. K.

And other pictures, on terms more liberal than ever
before offered in Portland, aftefee goods a! o aU of the
desirable kind, and such as will suit the most
fastidious tasto, and will be sold at prices within the
reach of all. The stock consists in part cl'the follow-

Sacks,

SKIRTS,

HOOP

THE

Fine Steel

Fancy Goods.

COLLARS

subscribers propose to distribute among their
customers a large assortment of

Business Coats,

and

HOOP

and

“

constantly
MENT of
KEEPS

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

Dry Groocls

STREET.

Lfrensed by U. S. Government.

English Coats,

SKIRTS,

HOOP SKIRTS,

Fall and Winter

-AT-—

Call and Sec Our Stock

HOOP SKIRTS,

V

v-,.

SALE!

MIDDLE

109

SKIRTS,

HOOP

LARGE STOCK!
V

1ST ID

NOVELTY

A FINE STOCK OF

BEFORE

upon the western waters. Y our
humble servant was among the invited guests,
—and a nice time he had of it I
I found myself ou board this beautiful craft
in “close communiou” with a score ot
unquestionable beauties. The company proved to be a
of
heterogenous conglomeration
character,—
made up of editors, lawyers, auctioneers, indescribabies, and “fancies,”—with a sprinkling of

50 Cents Eaeh!

O IR,

ABE SOW

AND

excellence,

Only

Dry

$8

•ts

Only 50 Cents Each!

toms and government.

floating palace, which has since maintained
her repute untarnished as the crack boat,
par

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Miscellaneous.

Clothing.

the chalked hats were numerous on the occasion. It was a grand
affair, this debut of a

returned

Terms

_._

Shirt

FROM

MO.TO-V

May S—dtf

Block.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION.
AND
—

—

(travel

Roofingf

ROOFS.
E. HERSET, Agent,
No It Union Street.

FOR FLAT

cows, two

Enquire on
GEO. DOLLY.

Pattern**

MEASURE,
CO.
By CHARLES CU8TIS A
CUT

Janttdtf

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.
Nov.

Tuesday Morning,
>k' T*,>
<*«

TK. ta.hj m„, of
Wrf c,r«W<« */<4

Terms-$S,0O per
rjp-

Eeadinz Matter

_____-

on

da,i'f‘

'*

Fjbnajrs and^'tri.'Ulturi-i;.d®
of let- jBRrs ol' insects
of all kinds, bud the *4ry gA>
rijjatirtn to tibg habit* of than
-Mfanui Jrprevefl'i ng i net

ease

1865.^^J
•

***

fV_

f"»

in ad inn re.

....

all Four Fazes.
»
ai, yjy

Boston and Portland.

The Boston Cbmmcrefal Bulletin,—one of
the best papers on our exchange list, notwithstanding it is afflicted somewhat with local

■

Xul«T, A Monthly
■ V tin Entomological 3ofor Gratuitous Bis«l-

Y

««

«

year

7,

pride—what Saxe styles “Boston pride,”—a
pride which seems to think-that, bOrnln Boston one need3. no second birth,—talks very
pleasantly of our city, ip which .toe peepie-of
the ‘Hub” are beginning to discover a good
deal of merit. Says the Bullet in:
Portland is an enterprising city, iter leading men and capitalists are alive to all and evcommercial -welery question that affects her
fare. In this particular her example is well
worth following by some other places of larger
capital and population. Just now_lhjL business mea of that city are taking measures to
put a steamboat On the -rodtd between Portland and Maciiias. And: we_Jiope th» thing

ITEMS 07 STATE IttrWS.
Y $y The President has not issued an order
Department comparatively nothing for transsuspending the operations of the Freedine^’s
for
portation,
they were forwarded finjE^.- the
Somebody in the Star.it&a made a gross Bureau iu the State of Alabama, as stated in
BSnll
C4PP? by the U. S. transports, tfcc expanses of attack,
by way of implication, »P°n M^. Bart- the newspapers a few days ago.
which ware charged to the
Navy Department. lett, efilor of the Bangor J&ersonian, intimat|gf Kufus Leighton has been appointeC^olderived from these lotterj-has ing that be has hot been stwlght la his abarges lMor for the District of Puget Sound..
now ceas® and the mail lines
uptne<J'ihrough*l as Register of Probate for Penobscot, anffcsugISf-Advices fronlCataloiiia, Spain, gey chol-,
be paid
out the
j igestin||hat hip case wyjfSae up rictipves«((a- erm there is decreasing!' -Out rtusul at NuremS«|U.era States will haveand-toWill
be, tion before the Legislature. The writer shows burg states that the report of the cholera hav-by the l*oM Office Department,
a burden
his ignorance by suggesting that the Legislaas they
ing appeared there is false.
always were before the war,
tive, ina.Stad of the J udieial authorities, oaa in(S' The statement of a New York paper
of expense to It.
of the kind referred to.—
that the War Department has stopped the sale
-m? a weTl-Eiown fact that during the last quire into a matter
But beyond this, the thing has a suspicions of horses, wagons, and other material of war
routes at the North
thirty years the past
look. Mr. Bartlett has said a good deal in his
in the Quartermaster’s Department, for the purhave afforded an income to the Department,
about the alleged paper credit" frauds,
paper
pose of putting them in service, is emphaticalSouth
have
the
of
been
anexpense.those
while
and urged that investigation should be had. It ly denied.
so
be
next
and
will
year,
therefore,
to'ftT It
look* to -us as though the attack in the Star was
tsr Hon. A. H. Bullock will deliver an orawe are prepared to see the Report of the Post
a back fire, to change the direction of a hardtion in New York before the New England Sofor
the
June
Department
office
year ending
setting current, and its effect must be to ciety, on Dec. 22.
8t)| 1608, and thereafter, show a deficit, and a strengthen the suspicion that there has been
pr-a Western exchange asks :—Why is
large (me too, if all the routed asked for at the some wrong that needs
looking after. Let the General Jefferson C. Davis like a sailor? and
South arc established.
Investigation come. The innocent will not suf- answers: Because ho has reason to thank Gcd
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depredations,

have made the publication of a
paper like the above a desideratum. We are
|W *1 Wf SUBfl RU "(SBterprfse undertaken
those competent to make it a means of disseui-

.——

\>y

ilisting really valuable information. The pages
of the Entomologist will be filled with original
different

species pf ipp^pts wlnoh

the pests
of the farmer, the fruit-grower, the florist and
the nursery-man. The publishers desire the
co-operation of all intesestfed in these things,
and invite contributions not
only from scientists
and agriculturists, but from all whose observaare

'*«r

We do not believe any officer in the State
government will «hrink from the most searching inquisition; if rogues not in office—or
rogues in office—should get unearthed, they
will be entitled to no sympathy. It will not refer.

tion has put them in
possession of facts hearing
the subject. Letters addressed to them will
the joprbo
answered.through the columns of
j
*Wd
specimens in alco-
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from the Federal Capital.

Progress in Washington-—Col.

Dahlgren—

J. M. & the Fenians—Items.
Washington, Nov. 2d 1865.

t>KUls Wtaimng

for the C.
ity Some more subjects for lectures by Mr.
Wendell Phillips are suggested. Amongthem
are “The Maretzek-Bennett War,—Bennett
victorious ;’* “The Wendell

Phillips War against
hol,
move suspicion to make gross imputations of
To the Editor of the Press:
everybody,—Wendell Phillips victorious.”
ana Cauadas.
The metropolis is gradually becoming indocwrong-doing against those who call for investijy Atlanta, Ga., is rapidly recovering from
Those Vlshing to receive a copy of the Pracgation.
its dilapidated condition, caused by the war.—
tical EntomoloffM regularly, will please send trinated with northern ideas. As an evidence
s,#" The P. & K. Railroad ha3 introduced a Business enterprise is active.
of this we may cite the fact that the lecture syswith their names and address, twelve cents in
or series of baggage
system
the
checks, for way
thereon
for
one year
to
postage
{y Wirz is anxious to know whether he
an
is
pay
tem,
essentially Yankee institution, gradstamps
so as to get rid of using the chalk. The
baggage,
should
will be hung or not. His curiosity is certainly
be
addressed
E.
to
communications
All
,
ually taking Ann root in this rather unconge- idea
originated with Mr. Noyes, the late Su- very natural.
South
nial soil. It is true the lecture going epidemwill be done, and that the merchants'- will riot T. Cressou, Cprrespomjipg Secretary, 518
perintendent of the road, who had them in prepwait for the country round about to wake up Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.
ic which visits northern cities with such puncaration before he left to take the Superintenand come to Portland, but gp halfway to meet
FOREIGN MISCELLANY.
tilious regularity, comes here at rather uncer- dency of the Maine Central.
them with inducements that have influence.
Blackwood’s Edinbubsjh Magazine for
tain intervals f but it is a sign of hope that it
The Price Current says one milk dealer
There is no wonder that Portland is a grow—It has been proposed in England to hold a
October js redded, L* oe»Cain»d%nt II. of comes at all. Four years ago some gentlemen> of this city owns he has made $3,000 the post
one cornu
mg iiiiu prosperous city,
■Memoirs of the Confederate War for Indemeeting of archeologists on Salisbury Plain, at
“nothing else” with her fine natural advancomehtthor in that general influx of year selling milk.
who,had
Horos Von Borcke, Chief of
Stonehenge, to make an excavation under the
tages, followed up with mercantile and busi- pendence, By
northern barbarians which touoweu tne southE3T Sylvanus Cobb, Jr., is Treasurer of tho altar-stone and raise the fallen
ness activity.
Hrtajf to Gen. J. E. B. Stuart;—“Mies MarjoriThe last few years the merTrllithon; hut
Oxford Petroleum Oil Co. Wm. Wirt Virgin
ern csodtts, organized and introducee to this
the owner of the ground, Sir Edward Antrochants of Portland seem to have given more binks," Part XL;-*-“Giacomo Leopardi;”
of
is
President
the
same.
town
that
ami
attention to this fact,
spacious yjwe- “Switzerland iu Summer and Autumn,” Part enlightened
unparalleled novelty,
bns, has refused to permit it
While the Massachusetts workingmen
houses, ample docks, braucbing railways, man- IT.;—“The Obstinate Titan;”—awl “The Laying a course of popular lectures. The course was
—The building of a railroad along the Medifor
efforts
now
the
for
are clamoring
ufacturing enterprises,
only eight hours of labor per- terranean ooast has been
of the Atlantic Cable,” By Henry O'Neil, A. R
delivered in the lecture room of the SmithsoSteamboat lines and such enterprises as the
interrupted in the pasA.
nian, and was a most decided success. The day, the factory operatives at Lewiston are sage of the line through the
new scheme for building a second Lowell on
principality of
the progressive and
a view to reduce their
to
nest
meetings
winter,
owing
holding
wit^
the Presumpscot just at the back door of the
Republished by Leonard Scott and Co, New scmiewliat radical character of the first
Monaco, in consequence of the exorbitant preten.
*Ten
course,
hours
labor
to
hours
of
are
enough tensions of the Prince who
A
city, all attest the fact of her. rapid and solid Yprk, at $1 pdk annum.
demands an indemno hall or church could be obtained for simifor man or woman, out of the factory or in it
growth.
lar lectures in the whole city. Another year
nity of eight million francs for a strip of about
Schooner Franklin Treat, of Frankfort
All this is kind, and we accept it in tha THe Sunday Magazine. Edited
courses
and
we
had
three
announced
two and a half miles of land. The
by Thomas went by,
company is
arrived at that port on the
spirit in which it was | conceived and is : exGuthrie, D. D. New York: Strahan and besides the scientific one at the Smithsonian. T. R. Clark, master,
now making surveys to see whother
hy means
St.
28th
hunfive
a
character
ult.,from
Bay
this
last
was
of
Lawrence,
As
^ith
Company.
unusually
pressed. But the Bulletin seems troubled
of a tunnel the territory of Monaco canuot be
of
to
and
in
dred
barrels
common
"We
are indebted to the.agents, Messrs. Short
landed
mackerel, having
comprehension,
adapted
previ- avoided.
with the course pursued by the
touchand Loring, Exchange St, for a copy of the faet well calculated to attract the public— ously at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
—The erection of a statue to Dr.
ing fhe Portland and Rochester Railroad^ by
of New York, and Prof. six hundred and
Lord
Dr,
Agassiz,
Simpson, as
October issue of this admirable Scotch magafifty barrels, making in all
which a new route is not only to fee opened
of Harvard giving several lectures
discoverer of chloroform, is exciting some intwelve hundred barrels, which were taken bezine. The table of oontents is varied and at- Whitney
each—as Gough moreover lectured several
terest in foreign medical circles. The French
to Boston,biit a shorter route is to bo secutractive, embracing carefully written essays, times on a separate account, drawing ol course tween J unt 20th and Oct. 10th of the present doctors
red between Maine and1 New York and far- in both the
say that one M. Soubeiran is the origicrew
The
consisted
of
receivseventeen men.
year.
light and the serious vein' tales, packed houses; tire other three courses
nal discoverer.
ther South. We copy two more paragraphs: sketches and
dis^p”Thc Bath Times thinks that changing the
poetry, with 3 number of illus- ed but an indifferent support Apparently
—The Great Northern railway in England is
the various
The echtor of the Press seems to be afflicted trations on wood, ehgfaved from designs by couraged by this circumstance,
day #f Thanksgiving is the only foolish thing
lecture associations died out, and we had no
going to introduce a system of consuming the
he ever knew the Governor to do. The Timet,
by a malignant type of Bostonphobia lately, if Birket Poster, Robert Barnes, Shields, Wolf, lectures
smoke of the locomotives, and
la3t| winter. For this season however which always gets a free
we are to judge try his articles upon the imthereby at the
Salman and others. We take great pleasure
turkey for Thanksgiv- same
we have the promise of better intellectual tare,
time, manufacture the necessary gas for
provement of railroad and steamboat facilities iu reoommending this magazine to all w ho can as the Continental
Association are ing, feels probably that the Governor has
Literary
in his city. None of these cart, it would seam,
the trains.
and enjoy that which is really valuunderstood to have engaged the services of cheated him out of one good dinner. We take lighting
be carried out, unless in some waf this pdbr appreciate
—The Emperor of Morocco has permitted
and arrangelecturers,
in
several
able
a different view of the Governor’s wisdom in
distinguished
literature.
Its
Dr.
periodical
editor,
village be avoided or subdued, and hardly can
telegraph wires to be laid in his dominions.
making for the delivery this thing, in this region.
be spoken of without serving as an occasion to
Guthrie, has been well characterized as “one ments are said to belecture!
on Oriental Life.
of Dr. Macgowan’s
a
editorial
Boston
of
—Captain Patey has died at Canford, Engthe brjghte^ lights of
sound
drubbing.
give
8®“ The Bangor Whig may oonsider it
Jl^e F/ee Church of The learned Doctor was invited a year since
It may be that some over-zealous and offiand be is an impressive and powersmart to misrepresent the Press and to draw a land. He was midshipman on hoard the Mars
Scotland,”
Members
of
and
the
House
Senators
by many
cious persons, hailing from this metropolis,
ful writer. Many of the articles are from his to deliver them in the Capitol, but circumstanconclusion from a garbled extract, but we don’t at the battle of Trafalgar. The Mars lost three
undertook to say harsh and uncharitable
hundred out of five hundred men at the famous
and
is
Bee it. The Press never said “because Bangor
able corps ces occurred to prevent. They have been dehe
aided by.a
aqd
things of Portland, widle the location of the pen,
lurjjo
livered, and.received with great favor in Lon- has several of the State officers, therefore Au- battle.
Atlantic terminus of the Grand Trunk Rail-, of ebntftbntdrg'. the work us marked by great
and Dublin.
—It has been suggested that the British Parroad was pending; if so, they did a foofish variety; and while it contains matter which don, Paris, Edinburgh
gusta shouldn’t have the Speakership.”
A further indication of advancing civilizaliament should vote a sum of £30,000 to ascerthing on their own personal responsibility.— will commend itself to the best and most culti- tion
that
of
the
Bangor
store
8t^”The
Whig says
among us may be found in the gradual
But such was not the general tone of fhfi,mertain whether coal may bo found in the
vated minds, it is yet more especially adapted
neighdecay of prejudices ingendered by Slavery. In E B Patten in that city, on Broad Street, was borhood of
cantile community here, who, we trust, are
London. Many geologists, it seems,
the good old days of bondage and the street entered on Wedesday night last, by means of
far above such petty jealousy; but if ou Port:, fo the popular taste and requirements. Its exbelieve
that
the
Belgian coal-field extends
omnibus, no colored person, 'however strong false keys, and robbed of some eight thousand
land friends have any such old scores laid up tensive circulation can hardly fail to have the
or the plea of
along under all the southern counties of Engagainst us, we would suggest that they have effect of counteracting, in some degreq, the the demands of the emergency,
cigars, valued at several hundred dollars.
hi
the
oi
a
sercapacity
belabored and belittled Boston about enough vitiating influence of ,the vapid and watery humanity, could, except
&y“The St. Croix Courier says the annual land.
vant enter one of Uiose vehicles; whose name,
to cancel it, while the freedom with which
—A marble cross has been placed near the
flood poured otrt upoWs by many of our magof the Milford and Princeton Turnmeeting
of
like
the
was
Dec’laration
conIndependence,
Massachusetts capital h^s been solicited and
spot where Mrs. Arbuthnot was struck dead by
and of stimulating a (taste for stronger
was held at Prinoeton on Wedazines,
strued
the
Democratic
fashion
after
to
mean
pike
Company
bestowed on enterprises in Maine which will
while ascending the Schlithorn, in
benefit Portland, proves that ou business and more wholesome mental food. The low not for all, but only for ail white people.— nesday, 1st inst., when the following gentlemen lightning
men are certainly making no desperate efforts
price at which it is furnished—twenty-five cents When cars were introduced colored passen- were chosen office-bearers for the ensuing year: Switzerland, while on her bridal tour.
were allowed to ride upon the front platto despoil that
—The Khokanese still seem disposed to give
Hon. Joseph Granger, President; Hon. Wm.
city of its trade, as. some» peo- i a qumber—places it srittyn the reach of ail, and geis
form ; a practice which gave rise to many acciJ
ple there seem, to Inttmate.*
we would be glad to soe it find a place’on every
trouble. It is now reported by telegram from
dents. I myself remember a very intelligent Duren, Calais, Hon. Geo. P. Sewall, Oldtown,
We trust that the “poor village” which family .table.,-I \Uv
Trieste that the town of Taschkend has been
ism,..' U ->•»•.
boy, a descendant of Col. Custis, the son of H. F. Hill, Esq., St. Stephen, Geo. Stetson, Esq,,
stands at the.liead of Massachusetts Bay, and
Mrs. Washington, who was crushed to death
Bangor, Putman Rolfe, Esq., Princeton, Direc- captured, and that the whole of the Russian
“Portland: Its Enterprise.”
which may be reached in going to New York
by this arrangement—a veritable human sac- tors; Leonard Peabody, Clerk and Treasurer.— Garrison has been massacred.
Under this head t\j? editor of the Machlas rifice to the mqksch of caste. A line of the At the suggestion of the Hon. Mr. Granger, a
by making, a very inconvenient elbow, will
—It is generally believed that Pio IX counts
the old eoache3 was also established for the
committee of three was appointed to circulate
a miracle upon Saint Peter’s day next
compose itself, and remember that it has
Union, who recently spent some clays in our
upon
the
offensive
of
of
class
wayfarers,
conveyance
wealth and honor, pride and aristocracy, city, speaks of the progress made here since a and soon after the same coaches, mountocf on petitions throughout the County and else- year, that being the eighteenth centenary of
Harvard University, and the “big oighjV to fall:.' visit made eleven years ago. After alluding to trucks, were allowed to run over the same rails where, for the purpose of obtaining an appro- the Apostle’s martyrdom under the Emperor
hack upon, so that its guarantee against being the changes in our streets from the erection of as the cars bearing passengers of the white priation in aid of the work from the coming Nero. Should, however, the Saint forget his
persuasion." Soon these were withdrawn, and
successor and leave him to his fate, the Pope
cutoff, ignored and “left out m the cold” is blocks of ware-houses, churches, private dwell- cam like the rest, except this inscription “Col- Legislature.
iiSP"A marine railway has just been con- lias made up his mind to leave Rome on the
he
closes
with
and
the
assured.
ored
The people of Portland and of ings,,
public buildings,
persons admitted," were seen at intervals
fully
day of the evacuation hy the French troops,
along the route. In these rode some colored and structed and put in operation at Calais.
Maine hold no grudge against Boston; can
following Id relation to commercial affairs:
S®-Another theme for Wendall Philips— and to go to Venice under the protection of the
moo; white people,and theselastwere often of
ill-will
their
mother
comcherish iyo
Portland is and must ever, remain the Comagainst
a class not apt to be shunned even in fastidiThe war of the milkmen against the
people of Emperor of Austria.
monwealth. She is a glorious old State, and mercial centre and metropolis of Maine. Othous society. Teuator Foster one evening rePortland: the milkmen victorious.
localities
cherish
of
and
—Dr. Livingstone has arrived at Bombay en
feelings jealousy
may
marked during a debate upon the rights of
Boston is fifll of and surrounded by glorious jer
E5P“The November number of the Bowdoin route for another
distrust but the fact remains. Age,; location,
he’d
a
that
ride
perilous journey into Africa
to
the
just
passengers,
enjoyed
memories. She has her “Cradle of Liherty,”
wealth,1 enterprise- andj ability to Command, Senate in a “colored car.” A lady of my ac- Bugle has eame to hand. We are indebted to His otyect this time is to explore the tract of
and her next neighbor 4m dhe north holds give her this pre-eminened”ovd* oilier cities.
the
senior
L.
Ch
editor, Henry
apman, for a
quaintance once stepped into one. A gentlecountry—now unknown—which lies between
Bunker Jlijl with its tomiwtpue of tyra^nf, It is recognized it not admiMed;de3eived if man rose to give her His seat. It was Senator
It makes an almost perfe ot register of that
copy.
previously visited by him and the territory
not accorded.
and she and alfthat surrounds her are filled
Cfark, then actum Vice President, while near all that belongs to the college—the Faculty, discovered by Captain Speke. The watershed
it snomu De tne ODject or every Maine man,
Senator
of
Howard
Senator
byj4.it
Michigan,
Committees, Societies, Clubs &o. &c. It is val- of the Zambesi will also be the
with and inspired,by the spirit bl Liberty.— other
subject of investhings being equal, to encourage trade Lane of .Ind., and several Members of the uable for
purposes of reference.
The old Bay State funished the first blood and business with Portland. Portland mer- House. And now at length, shocking to retigation.
chants engaged iu the sale of Floor, grain
•—The Temps (16th) announces that the numshed in the Revolution, and the first blood shed
late, the colored passenger has come to enjoy
West India Goods, Dry Goods and domestic [ the same privileges in the street car as
ber of deaths from cholera in the department
any
in the struggle to put down rebellion; fbr
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
manufactures are endeavoring to merit and re- body else who pays his fare.
of the Seine, was—on Thursday 216; on
which may Heaven ever bless her, and all ceive the confidence and patronage of their
Friday
i iiat rue cunua pusson, once forbidden to
63P”The last number of The Nation contains 180; on Saturday, 212; and on Sunday, about
There are Agricultural Waretrue, met) hold bar in everlasting remem- neighbors.
the
as
a
enter
Capitol grounds, except
servant, an
and
able
the
200.
interesting
paper on
snbject of
houses, Manufacturers of crockery, glass ware, can now take his seat in the Congressional
brance.
State Sovereignty,” which, dated at Florence,
wholesale dealers 1ti hardware, ship stores and galleries, can ride in the cars, can even shoulSo mueli we cheerfully say for Boston, Mil
jobbers in every department of trade, offering der a g«u and stand guard around the city, is and bearing the initials G. P. M., is doubtless BY TELEGRAPH
when it comes to the question Of trade and as favorable inducements to thebuyer gs are of course a source of unspeakable
from the pen of Hon. George P. Marsh, Ameragony to
held out elsewhere. The dealers and jobbers ex-slavedrivers, northern flunkies and the nuTHEcommerce, like onr own city the "Hub” Is
ican Minister to Italy.
in the Shoo business will spon give Union
merous
race of fools in
general. “Time is a
slightly provincial, ha3 not quite attained to Street, Portland, tb6 reputation that Pearl
Tbe revenue of the United States, from
61?"
O
EVENING
afflicted ones—so at least says
PAPERS.
gentle god,”
full metropolitan pnflpiJrtionij arid for 'this Street has ao
long enjoyed in Boston. The Sopliocle3—and to him you must look for re- all sources except loans, for the three months
reason our merchants feel disposed to go to
Shoe business on this street is comparatively
ending Sept. 30, was $148,000,000, by far the
lief. By easy stages has he reduced you to
in infancy, y.et from the high character fur
the greater markets for
largest sum ever received daring any similar The Insurrection at Jamaica—The Island
your present State of woe, and since you can
purpo^g of trade, and Vonor
under a Eoign of Terror.
^ad Integrity- of those Firms already hardly look for other relief, you will do well to period. The internal revenue
use all dilliganco in seaiying the shortest and
receipts continue
and
of
those
throw
there
whowill shortly
open
beseech of him that gradual mitigation of anNew York, Nov. 0.
large, and for the present month will amount
mosi expeditious methods by which to reaejt
Havana files per steamer Columbia, give
guish which he seldom denios to the miser to $25,000,000 or $30,000,000.
''
those markets.
able.
particulars regarding the negro insurrection in
ear* A dentist of Edinburgh has patented an Jamaica. Kingston is in great excitement.—
We hope our contemporary Ofthe Bulletin
The funeral services of Col. Ulric Dalilgren
modification
of
taak place in1 -the First Presbyterian church, ingenious
forceps, which ad mits Business is entirely suspended, the population
will not oppose us in a work so laudable as
on Tuesday, the 31st ult, and were conducted
cooled air through its points to the
placing themselves in a state of defence.
artificially
the
this.
We think it is one of
“conditions"
An immense meeting has been held, volunby Iiev. Henry Ward Beecher, assisted by sev- gum so as to deadeu sensation previously to the
on which the permanent prosperity and growth
teers enlisting under the order of the Goveral other clergymen. The sermon by Mr. B.,
nf the tooth, and thus render the opextraction
'A'/.it fl
ernor.
from Apts XX, 24, “But none of these things
of our city depend.
,U
eration painless.
The rebellion raged with fury at St. Thommove me, neither count' 1 mg life dear unto
What the Bulletin says above about “offiThe
SIP”
I
story about Gottsclialk’s running as.
In the east unprecedented outrages were
'myself” was a glowing tribute to the talents
cious persons” hailing ta tlpt city, saying
and virtues cf the youthful hero, who fell so
committed upon lives and property. The volaway from California on account of an intrigue
“harsh and tmcKaritable tiurigs or Portland” is
.glori usly in a gallant, though vain attempt to with some boardihg-sohool miss, is declared to unteers sent to the insurrectionary districts
liberate our prisoners then
only partially successful in repulsing the
just and proper, hut the coolness With which
perishing ot cold be a pure invention of tfo^ San Francisco newsand hunger in Kichmond.
An immense
isurgents.
it speaks of the pendency of “the location of
mongers, not having Die slightest foundation in
crowd was m attendance.
One
band of negroes, 800 strong, and thorThe President,
the Atlantic terminus pf the Grand Trunk
fact.
Secietaues Harlan, Stanton,
and Atoughly organized, was sweeping everything beWelles,
Railroad” is indeed refreshing, z Joe could not
CiSf- A man named Jameson, in Cincinnati, fore it. Kingston and other volunteers were
torney General Speed were present, a3’ were
also many officers of the army and
make it more so. A stranger might suppose
wishing to curtail household expenses, adopted being pressed forward.
navy.
Of file Fenian excitement we hear much
A dispatch from Hon. W. P. George was
a novel mode to effect his
from the language used, that, by the repeal of
object. He kissed
and see little. We wish our friends of that
read in the Commercial Exchange, stating that
the servant girl one morning when he knew
;
an act of our legislature prohibiting the laying
order much joy over the release of that “Irish
he had been wounded, and that Hon. Baron
Mrs. J. would see him.
Results—discharged Yon Kutchhool, one ef the officials in St.
of a thud rail between this city and the State
The Maine “Twelfth.”
patriot,” J. M. It was Punch, I believe, that servant
and
twelve
dollars
girl
month
Bavper
said in allusiqn to the simultaneous disapline at Klttcry, the Atlantic terminus of the
Thomas, Dr. Gerard, Charles Anthony Price,
Camp 12th Mauve begimeivt, )
ed.
pearance of the potato disease and that demStephen Cooke, and Kev. Mr. Marshall had
Grand Trunk Bailroad had been transferred
Savannah, Go.., Ocl. 26, 1835. )
ifom
his
Aeronauts
63P~
have
native
is
found that rain-olouds been killed.
agogue
land, “it to be hoped
from this city to Boston I Verdancy was nev- To the Editor of the Press:
lie has carried the last rotten potato out of
sometimes let water foil by the bucket
A later dispatch confirms the above, and
full, to
Our regiment again is encamped at Savan- Ireland in his bosom’”
er more verdant.
he
take
May
himself, separate afterwards into drops, while, under adds that the Insurgents killed an official
and whatever rottenness may be In him out
nah and is doing tha garrison duty of the
The Grand Trunk Bailroad ends at tide
Alberga, and cut his head off.—
opposite states of cloud formation, rain begins named Henry
this country speedily and forever.
Inspector of poliee finances Bowen, and John
water in this city, and there the temiinus Will Dost. The left wing of the regiment came by
in
fine
which
high
up
coalesce as they Walton were also shot
drops,
The working men of this city made a
by the rebels. The Secfall.
and must remain. Tha corporation etmtrol- steamers two weeks since; the right wing large and imposing demonstration last very
everetary Justice of the Peace is reported mure
came
overland
Co.
E
Miss Hettie Robinson, the contestant in
jnd arrived jast Sunday.
ning in favor of the eight hour system of lamg this road, have shown no disposition to
is still tel Doctor town with our Coidnel (Kim- bor.
A council of war was held in Kingston on
the famous Howland will case, of New Bedchange it; would not if it could. Nor would it
General
ball) who is in command of the Sub. Dist. of ern tom- Howard, now absent upon a south- ford, has an annual income of four hundred the 10th inst. Subsequently martial law was
be changed by a third radio Boston. The
is
declared for the district of Suney, in the name
inspection,
expected to return to thousand dollars—and yet wants more ! She
is of the Queen.
road west of this city wouldstfh bs {he Ksi4 the Altamaha.
this city in about a week, and resume his duMgj. Gen. O’Connor has taken
a dear creature.
The regiment is commanded by our efficient ties at the Freedman’s Bureau.
P. road, leased to the Eastern, and Boston 4
command of the troops, and is concentrating
T. S. P.
New
York
Tribune
!53P”The
enters
into
Dt.
Col.
some
Active
Edwin
them.
measures will be taken for a
Haley; than whom abetter
Maine, and so ftr as the Grand ’Trunk should
calculations to show that cotton
New Orleans Correspondence.
planting in rigorous campaign against the rebels.
send any freight over that line to Boston, it officer it not.
The latest dispatch received from the scat of
this country is to-day the best business on earth
With us at present the all absorbing topic of
would be simply tributary to that, and not
New Orleans, Oct. 24,1865.
—for better than gold mining in any State or war by the Governor, says the insurrection is
the G. T. extended. More than this: you may discussion is the probable effect our late move To the Editor qf the Press:
increasing. Troops are wanted, and there is
no time to be lost.
The writer, who is an admirer of your Territory.
Among the clergy killed
lay down a third rail and even then freight for will have on our going home. So few troop3
The New Bedford Mercury
63?”
says the
is Rev. Mr. Foote.
straight forward and consistent political con- Arctic whalers have done
now remain in service that we are getting a
Boston will go from here by steamers, and pay
poorly the past seaduct, and who is connected by strong ties with
good living Weights, though oartied at rates little anxious to be numbered among the citizens of Portland, desires to
son, even those that escaped the pirate Shenanform an acstored
out”
are
We
that would necessarily imyovilrh a railroad
hoping that after quaintance, and if agreeable to your wishes, doah, while the vessels just arrived from the The Explosion of the Infernal Machine at
the Wyoming Motel.
State Convention .which is now in ses- write you an occasional letter from our dis- Atlantic, and those yet to come, will make the
between the Wo cities:
Still more; the third
tant “Orescent City”
be
The
New Yoke, Nov. 6.
never
the
will
conclude
there
it
bark
that
compensation complete.
A R. Tuckrail mil
is utterly imlaid;
sion,
government
My object will be, to present in a true and
Twenty-two persons were injured at the
practicable ; totally Inconsistent with safety; 11 no ftirther use for us and send us on our favorable light, all items of commercial as er, which arrived a few days since, after a voyhotel by the explosion yesterday, but
and further still, If it could be laid it would not way rejoicing. But as long as Uncle Sam has well as political intelligence, to show to the age ot seventeen months, haring sailed for $15,- Wyoming
none seriously except a milkman who was
in a cargo worth, at present
000,
brought
merchants
and
Boston
capitalists generally, of Portprices, passing at the time. The box was left in the
may think it duty for us, we shall consider it ever our duty
injure this city, though
in round numbers, $70,000.
to be derived from a diland, the
hotel by a man named Theo. Sears. The barwould; and we can afford to sinile at the delu- to perform it, and wait the good old gentle- rect tradeadvantages
with New Orleans, the immense
sy The New York World! Washington keeper, Grqgan, and Mr. Merseran, who movtime.
sion which is cherished there by those simple
,
derived
from
the
sale
profit
of
eastern
Vj r\
prodispatch of the 6th, says that the cabinet has ed it out or the building, got away before it
This is a late day to write of ele etion; of and ducts and the great demand in which
souls who think, by a third rail, to draw Portthey are had under consideration for several
exploded, and were not a great deal injured.—
days the Sears has been arrested. He states that he
land from her rocky foundations and make her election generaUy I have pothina to remait; of held, and the ready and profitable sale which
trial of,Jeff Davis. It is divided as to the
meetin
this
to
they
advance
it
the
inin
market;
one Co. of mS?
brought the box from Hamburg, and that it
only a suburb of their “poor yill^gg.’’
regiment, I nave a word to terest of the Press, and urge the advantage course to adopt. The President is opposed to a contained
chemical oils, and was entrusted to
When the third rail question was being can- sey. Capt. Kiehardsoii's company, (D) cast of advertising in Eastern
papers, more espectrial by military comraissloin, but several mem- him as a specimen for sale by the agent of the
sixteen
ballots every one for the Union candi- ially in Portland.
vassed we did not oppose the repeal of the law
Sears asserts positively
bers favor this mode.
Definite action will house of Wilhelm.
There are many citizens of Portland who
from any fear that such repeal would severely date*. It is curren'ly reported through the
that he never opened it, and knew nothing
he deoided in a few days.
probably
are
owners
of
shipping. Are they aware
further of its contents than stated above.—
injure our city, but we did so because, and on- regiment that returns of that company were thatlarge
here U a field for operating ? There is no
tf-The New York Herald! Washington When he left the hotel to board elsewhere, he
ly because, we did not wish to-see the legisla- not sent home. If-t^j js ^ fact aaxJ these men disengaged iormzge in our ports, and
shippers correspondent says abont a million of dollars forgot the box, but subsequently told a man
are deprived of their rights either
tion and policy of Maine controlled
through neg- arc becoming clamorous in their demands for in five-cent notes will be sent South to supply named Schoomaker to get it for him, which
by Boston
more
room
for
our
malice
or
us
(let
freight
great staple I Can
the latter neglected to do.
hope the former,) is it
influence, or the supposed advantages of our ligence
the demand existing there.
not hurry up those princes of the shipcity traded off by ad venturers So secure their more than justice that since their votes cannot you
The female clerks in the Patent
Elf
Office,
Davis,
interests,
and
Captains
ping
Marwick,
own selfishaudsinister
add to the Union majority, their case should Clem. Sonle? Let them
ends.
From St. Domingo.
ui
push f rward their it is said, are to he discharged, as the building
li a better spirit is
? Let the blame rest on whose
thus
become
is to be devoted to other purposes.
be
made
vessels
and
m the New
pioneers
public
New Yoke Nov. 0.
growihg up in Boston
Orleans and Portland trade.
towards Poitlaud we shah
it
gy Wirz denies that he is the person who
The World’s Havana correspondence of OcVet.
certainly rejoice at Us shoulders belongs.
It is for the interest of individuals as well as was convicted in Switzerland of embezzlement tober 81st, says news from St.
developement. Heifer city can permanently''
Domingo to the
of Hie country at large, to embark in more
18th states that affairs are progressing favoraand was divorced, as stated in some of the
The Post Office Department.
injure the other, though each may eontribute
extensive trade, and commercial adventures.
the
under
of
Gen. Cabral.—
proclamation
He says the person alluded to
bly
to the prosperity of the other. We
The recently published report of the sum- Let the goods of the East come to the market newspapers.
Gcffrard has lost another steamer. While ochope to do
cousin.
was
hit
where
most
want
needed. We
the Yankee
such a work for Boston, but we must be
of the Post
cupied in taking a schooner, the armed boats
allow-, mary of receipts and expenditures
among ua. Let him send hi3 wares, if he canjyit is now stated that Mr. Cashing has of the same boarded his war steamer La Baled to work out our own problem and
Office Department shows that for the fiscal not
Lis
mission
not
hi3
shrewd
is
to
and
business
not
coma;
going Europe;—that he drague, near Cape St. Nicholas. President
ingenuity,
gone
and in doing so the Portland and
Hocliester yea* ending June 80,1666, -the excess of re- tact, his economy and attentiveness to b'usi- is quietly preparing for a winter's sojourn at Geffranl, it is said, will have the commander
road will be built, and a shorter passage
and
habits
over
enterprising
who surrendered the steamer shot.
expenditures amounted to almost are sadly intelligence,
than ceipts
Washington.
wanted in oiir midst. We need his
The health of Havana is good.
Is now opened will be secured between Maine
The Mississippi Legislature has ap§850,000. It has been reasoned, from the ingenious
gy
appliances, labor saving machines,
and the great commercial and financial centre
above fact, that hereafter, when the mail ser- a bettor acquaintance
to
committee
a
petition President
pointed joint
must be made, good
of the Union.
vice is again established in the Southern
States, I feehng engendered, and what will bring this Johnson to pardon Jacob Thompson. “Jake”
Wife Murder and. Attempted Suicide.
and
about,
quicker
more substantially than
Hie Department will
should first seek pardon for stealing the Indian
be made self sustaining. business
Habtfobd, Conn., Nov. 0.
P. & K. RAtr.iiOAD.—We understand the
transactions, commercial intercourse. Trust bonds. It is probable the
B. W. Greene, late President of the ConnecU0^ a8ree w*Hi this
Virginia quonreasoning; neither It qnites all parties, heals political wounds
trains on the Portland & Kennebec Railroad
0
Fire
Insurance
ticut
for
the
soon
ask
dam
will
rebels
Company, in a fit of inbelieve the Department can sustain its and differences.
pardon of John
will commence running on the new Mae into
sanity last night, cut his wife's throat with a
B. Floyd. True, be has “stepped out,” but then
expenses from the
me a place in your
Should
give
you
s
columns
receipt for many years to
this city on
razor, causing her death in a few minutes.
I shall go more into details and use my best
where be has gone there may be the devil to
Monday nest. The track is all c°n»e. The millions of
He then cut his own throat in two places and
soldier’s letters that
efforts to make the letters worthy of attention.
him
laid, and workmen are busy in surfacing it up. pp896 nrough the mails
can
and
how
be
whore
there
is
pay
pay,
gashed his arm. He Is alive this morning, b at
last year, cost the
Adventure,
to
with very little prospect of recovery,
nothing steal ?
1-1 5' i
are

solicited from any locality iu the U. 8.

uc

—

*

A Brave Deed.—Edward
Blaisdcjj, a native of Oxfc.nl county, formerly
onjWeencf)
the Gran# Trunk Railway, is now
:
engine on a road in Illinois. A short tin*
since, by hi* cool courage and presence! of
wind he averted
whafit was failed would1 be

nJminyfiE

*

———-
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Agoing nhfel
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Market Square*

5JG.

,h, Is

being

dlr^^to,.

^njor for F»K Diver,
ui l art tw.th
maLl^lli
,!Sk«ny «■»•*
towrd Into

cordla.
wTi e A »aa
aw»y.
SobKokot, from
mr st
cargo of pig Iron, lost l-ott.
the
blown oil her course, and lias
»»riv o
3*
Sch Henriciitta, of Oouhleboro™
into Gloucester 30Ui. has been
u “OKI
tor Slid.
Sch Henry» oi' tiearspoi t, at New York »,«
tanzss, t ad heavy weather on the passage; ort m&‘“
boom, split sails, Ate.
Brig Tubal Cain, Boring, at New York frrn s„.
Cav TI, ha-1 rough weather, shipped several hesvV1
seas, sloyc skylight, Ulled cabin, split sails, Ac.
Barque John Wesley, from New Orleans tor LWerpoo!, wrecked at sea, registered t21 tons, and was
built at Searspott In lt'K, where she was owned.

Pr"™,?!?,
EMwSJwrt

mi*Ts^i,

L.r»^r’la‘»
SSSl^iif SSe
Condemned^,)”**
u

uncovered that the axle

ofone

-tteOROIg ANPITKSGX. Tacnt.

---

octlSsnd3m

of hi3 drivers

breaking. Fearing to stop on the bridge,
coolly delayed whistling down the breaks
until the
engine was fairly over, when the
wheel ceased
swaying and fell, the connecting
r
oMing it from getting underneath the
rear driver.
The train was
running at the
rate of over
twenty miles an hour, and for a
was

LOOK, 'LOOK !
DOLLAR, I»v in:ul, a.u>i 1 vv.il
Send yfftraViy (#r.e MSS void-Plate I Articles:
Ladies Nook Chain, Gants Vest Chain, No. 5 Locket tor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladies Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Pfci, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button*, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.

he

SEN I

coolness.

ME ONE

gans in
fcicc on

a

state ot Health and Disease, with

truth Ail

Albany, N. Y.
The author may he consulted upon
any of the disupon which his book treats cither pcruonuUp or
by mbit, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct C—s it d&wGm
eases

ro,

Quire,

Blooming Cereus,

FOB SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS.

Unsolicited Testimony,

Edwards, C-ow

Ceutre St.

MRS.

York.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, brig Elmira, Norton, ftu
Philadelphia.
Sid 5th, schs Glenroy, Meady, Elizaliethport; Sarah E Jonos, Fish, New York.
HOLMES’S HOLK—Ar 3d, brig Antilles, Thestrup, Baltimore for Boston: sclis Matanzas,Hamilton.
Rllttbettyri for Portlana; Gov Cony, Brown, from

Cliilmark for Augusta.
Ar ith, schs win Jones, Monroe, Jersey City for
Boston; E McLain, Bucklin, New York for Bangor;
Trade Wind, Liner? on. do ior Biddeford.
In
port, brigs Moonlight, Jessie Rhvnas, Antilles;
schs Dr Kane, Matanzns, Got Cony, lrident, E McLain, and Trade Wind.

WINSLOW,

EXPKBIENCKH HUBSE ami Female TUysician, presents to the attention of Mothers her
AN

A

LAKGE ASSORTMENT OF

FIRST

Nov. 3.

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening lie gams, reducing all Inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upoq 4, mothers, it will give rout Vs your* Ji
selves, arid

H. L. BEAL.

years, aixtfoon say in eohflticfea and truth ot it
what wo hRvu. never been able ho say of ttnf other
medicine—Never has it failed tn a single instance to
eject a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instianoe of di*so(ti>fiiOtibHby spy one who used ii.
On tlv*«ontf arj, allure aenghted with its operations,

GALLLERY,

and

E. S. WORMELL,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No* 00 Middle Street, Portland*

magical

J

junc3snd&w6in

HABF INTEREST in the exclusive State Right to
manufacture and sell one of the best articles in the
market. Other business demanding the owners at

ITCH I

XVlieaton’s

“MANUFACTURER,”
Box 2110, Portland Post Office,

ITCH I
Scratch!

Scratch,

Scratch,

Capital Required....$700..

Av at Malaga 12th ult, brig Alberti, Dow, ftn Corunna,
Ar at Warren Boint, E, Hth ult, ship Fanny Feru,
Butler. 8t John NB.
Sid ftu Queenstown 21st, ship Hellespont, Burnham, for Galway.
At Buenos Ayres Sept 23, barques A E Sherwood,
Smith, tor New York 2 days; J F Pearson, Lewis,
unc; and others.
Ar at St John NB 31st ult, ship Eleanor, Patten,
Loudon; sell Ciuneo, Rlwcll, Eostport.
CM 31st, brigs Hattie, Gilkey, Havana; 1st tost,
Nat hi Stevens, Barbour. Philadelphia.

•

ITCH !

tention.

Ointment

Will Cnr$ Ihe Itch iu Foci,-Eight Hour..

curtAAf TrartTM, UL^Elfe, 'chilblains,

Also
and all

Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sendinthOci nteto WEEKS & POTJ^EP, Sole
Boston, It will do forAgents, 17# Washington
warded by mail, free of postage, to any pa.t of the
States.
United
Oct 25, I860.—8 n d&wly;

Campaigns!

By Colonels Bowman and Ibwin.
Aids to Gen. Sherman in the Campaigns described^
Erabellishod with Strol Engravod Portraits of the
General Officers, and Illustrated with Maps and Diagrams ot routes and positions of the army*
The editors having free access to the private papers
and journals of their Commanding Officer, have bees
enabled to present a more Cdtiii'ul record of events, a
more complete inner official history of the great Campaigns, than it wonld be possible far any one o’se to
do.
#
Sold only by Subscription.
Prices, in Muslin, $3.50; Calf (handsome library
oi
$5.50.
binding),
style

SPOKEN.

Sapt 16, lat 11 12 N, Ion 26 45, ship Emily Augusta,
Plummer, from Liverpool for Aden.

New Advertisements.

r

DR. TTBIJETS* PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

GENERATOR,
euv of tub

THE

M8COVfa- %>re Gray iiair

MOST

aon,»wiH

WONDERFUL

VICICEIt Y& BO WEN

npttively
Mack,

to it* original eolbr/wlretner
Arowii or anbum,
an<l being a delightful dressing, it. imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new Iiair on bald heads, where
the glonds or roots are not (Visor pjani zed; and effectually retrieve all'dandruff, itching and humors trom
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the abovo results or money,

healthy

Are

W. \V.

Whipple, Agent for Portland. Sold by
inaylleod6m*

Liat.
Board, Nov
American Gold.
United States Coupons,..
U. S. Coupon Shxes, lb&l,...
United Slates 7 3-1 (Kb* Loon, 1st series.
Boston Stock
Sales at thj& Brokers

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
St.,

WISCONSIN.

bought,

stored and

HAIR

RESTORING,

C]

No. 2 Free Street Block.

Nov 7—d2w

WINTER
MRS.

-AND-

DRESSING
PRICE

THE

FIFTY

DIED.

HAIR.

--BYt-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

b

CO.,

Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July 22—sndtf

c.

E.

R.

_H.

XiMiutiire Aluuimc
Sun rises.04a
Sun sets .,4AG

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
warranted to do all that la claimed for it. Will
Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cnrcs all eruptions of the
Scalp, trees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot ho surpassed by any preparation in the market. Tty it. (1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS Sc CO., Agents for Portland,
Is

William

o'clock,
Relatives and
at 2

.......

November 7*

jgoon xjse*..

Me.

Iflgli water.2.00

p' i

PORT

OF

*

"■

ir

*-

and St John NB.

Brig Trenton, Atherton, Boston.
Sch Dashing Wavy,—. Bar ChMeur.
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian llair Re newer has proved itself to he the most
perfbot preparation for tho hair ever ufTcre* 1 to the public.

inju-

FHOB

a

hair

splendid

No person, old

or young, should fail to ult U.
RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
tor Hall’s Sicilian llalr
GT
Renewer, and

IT IS

take

ue

other.

whaler,
ready to launch

h. p. hall a co..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips If Co Wholesale
Agents.

next re ir.fh.
David Clark Is b indietr far on rtf eJ In Massaand on
clilsi tt«, a shigle-dcck b.rig and a fishing sehri
ethers
the adjoining premises Mr Mark Pool and
Mr

auglosndfcwfim

^’r^lT^'pcridn,
of about two u>n*. whieft
a ghip
building
HrIghe-iuntil

*prt:ip.

;

i

TO DTE EAST

Venetian Hair Dye i*
the best la the world.
Complete In one bottle. No
:'o
wash,
stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the
p jblicity of having their
hair dyed in
public, can
DTE AT I (OME
better than any barber can do
it, by using the Venetian Dye. 4 does not rub off or
make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imp ana
mjw life and lustre.
Gives a beautiul black or bi
ow*,, as prclerred. Price
75 cents. Prepared
by A. I. } (ATHEW3, N. Y.
Dehas Barnes &
Wholes*C0„ New

York,

mayirs.N-sod'y
Rubber Go ods can bf
substantial manner, at

repaired

in

a

neat

hue

T.lALL’S ru bbkr emporium,

jnlyils’jtf

147 Middle St.

Hall’s Bub
'-S at 147 Mill.lie Street,
ber

Goods

can

be

ber

Emporium

where

every variety of Rub-

Manufhcturers’ prices.
prod ired,
ot, Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
at

Their assortment

Goods is rcfd’.y ma^ni^oent.

juncMtt

No. 4 Free Si.

undersigned
THE
der the
and
II.

have firmed
style ot

Notice.
partnership

a

CUMMINGS, M. D.t A

T.

Apothecary

un-

CO.,

business In all

its

branches, at the old stand No. 432 and 4M Congress
Street, east ot State, (the “Up town Drug St re.'*)—
Thankful for past fevors to the old es ubliahmcnt,
they hope to merit and receive a generous support
tro.u the public, and they pledge their best endeavors to sustain the ancient reputation of the shop lor
ot goo

honesty of dpaling.
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,

and

s

A. C.
lt>65.

Portland, Novi 1,

MITCHELL.

All those who are Indebted to H. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
all having demands against him will prssent the
same for settlement.
nov7d3w#

Turkish

Cleansing

Fluid t

T7K)U removing Grease, Paint, Ink, Pitch, Ac., from
J1 Clothing of all kinds. It Is harm!»ss to labrics
when the directions are followed, and Is unliko
many other articles recommended tor the same purpose, free from any ffensive smell.
Will be sold by Grosman A Co., No. 75 Middle St.;
N. S. Gardiner, No. 81 Middle St.; A. T>. Reeves,
No. 98 Exchange St.; Ge i. W. Hayden, No. 313 ConMorse A
gress St.; F. Sweetsir, 17 Market Square;
W i there li, 95 Exchange St.
Nov 4—d5t«
»

PE N MANSHIP I
In this art will

at

beyond

in

the

lu

afternoon
Room.

OT'MammcripU Copied.
reasonable pticea.

For Sale

Visiting

Card, marked
nov7dkw*

to Let.

or

One Acre of Land, alt unted
IIOUSE, Barn,
in Falmouth, one-half tulle from Atlantic ami
ALawrence
Casand

St.
ed

Depot, and ono-flmrth mile from
Buy. Far term, apply at No. 8 Cbapel Street.

Nov.

7—dtf

Board.
two .Ingle gentleand Wife,
A GENTLEMAN
men, will to accommodated with beard hr the

winter.

at 181

K{.

_

be

given,both
and evening, by EHMi
COOK.
INSTRUCTION
11»J Federal Street, second floor.

or

wm i.ot do

Brackett 8t.

-Mllw
__

the

Wanted.

fiartmast.

class
FIFTY first
of Lime 8t.

Coat

1st inst, trom the yard
Launched-AI Richmond
*«e double-.look barque nr
nr T T Southard * son, a
the Benjamin Kcwal!.
called
Al,
fwomiis rettog the Uufldars, together wlt
Sewall,
She is owned by

comer

Makers, at 62 Middle St

j ^ muki,hey, Ag’t.

Nov 7—tllw

SHERIFF'S

*im th«yt*d of FO Morse,
D°£otath,-of1thC35lnkt.
tons, not yet
owned
the

SALE.

a

named,
barque
by
builder mod lor wile.
At Calais 4tli mist, from the vaj»l of B Young, a
brig of 230 lone, called the Wm Robinson. she
J* copper fhsiened, double-decked, and will rate Al
Jbr seven years. She is owned by Capt W M Reel,
1*4 others, of Calais.
C H Kelley is bail*ling a barque of abont 4'X) tons,
at Us yaed in Calais, to bo
completed In ab >ut four
weeks.

ft/ic

FROM

A Fact "Wort h Knowing,
That

■

HUDSON’S,

Copartnership

jSEMfeiirjft
the fail poop forward

Iavery desirable. Mathews*

&

BURROUGHS
Nov 7—dtf

Ot T.

Ycpng,

dressing.

More Settees!
FOR SALK AT

—

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses tho scalp and makes the batr'soft, lustrous and silken.

Surgeon.

KENT’S

COBBSSFOXh&NT.
:
KEI'WEBUNKPJKT, Nov 4
Launa'icd, from
■Ward’s yard, a superior schrof 1C8 tons, old meaA
Win
named
Hi
tended
tor an AtGsozler,
urement,
lantic whaler- She- was Bnilt'tnf Win A Atkins and
and
of
Province (own.
others,
Capt Moses
She is to be enumanded by Capt Young.
other
vessel)
the
There aro f-ur
i>u
stocks ini his
yard,—two ships in frame, or about 1000 tons each,
of
nne
16S
and two schooners,
tons, building fo.- Capt
John Atwood, Jr, af Provtncetown, and one of 113
tons, bitUdiug tor Nelson & l>an’, of GVdutester, both
of which will he lad-.ieht'fl tn ionr week!?.
in the yard of Mr v teo Ch> ist.-nion, aro two forge
school ers, hn tilling on contract,—one Ir leaded IIra
and the other 1 nr a fisherman. Both will be

INAL COLOR.

It is

Few

Maracaibo, Henley, Portsmouth.

_

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

Florida, Tltompson, Boston.
Leesburg, Blake. Botkport, Mass.

Pntaskl, Career, Joncsport.
Oloueester, Coombs, Tremnnt tor Boston.
Livonia, Stanley, Bangor tot Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque Bnchcl, Mitchell. Matan:as—Geo S Hunt.
Sch Sarah Johnson, (Br) Moore, Cornwallis NS—
master.
Sch Industry, (Br) Brown, nillsboro NB—master.
Sen Eva, (Br) wood, St Johh KB -master.
Sch Bramhuli, Hamilton, Boston—M B Nickerson.
Sch J Baker, Barberiek, Boston—E < *orey.
Sch Lady Ellen, Libby, Ellsworth—Eastern Pack•*et°o.

JuaeSldlyr

no

A

.Vsmukrr C.

AKttlVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, IS«w York.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastport

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
Is made front the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient In Its nature, fragrantly scented
and ettremely beneficial in Its act upon the si in.
For tale by all Druggists anti Fancy Qoo4!s Dealers

of

Residence* Cor* of Oxford and Cedar Sta*
Nov 7—eodtf

quality

demand,

and

And will continue the

PORIUKB.
MDUilar.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

ASSORTMENT

WADSWORTH, JR.,

Phjsician

PM

MA.RI3STE NEWS

oc9ax6w

It Is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

DR. P.

name

v... D.io r n

restore the

1

RICH

a

7—eodtf

Nov.

iCalifornia

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE of MAINE,
Morton

Mr

late residence, Essex Court.
friends are invitod to aUeun.
At Mechanic Falls, Nov 3, Dr James N llall, formerly of Portland, aged 76 years.
papers Mease copy.]
n Union, Oct 9, Mrs Martha Morrill, wife ot Rev
F V Nprcross, aged 33 years.
In sico. Oct 23. Mary F, daughter of Thcs S Sanders, agod 1 years 6 months.
t In Saco, Oct 23, Mrs Sophia, wife of John Harvey,
aged 7b years 7 months.
at bis

Wholesale and Retail,

COLBT,

A.

opening

Office, 353 1-2 Congress Street.

In this city, Nov C, very suddenly,
Horr, aged 05 years.
dr*Eunerai Wednesday afternoon,

CENTS.

For sale at

OPENING !

bonnets, hats, feathers,
FLOWERS, RIBBONS, See.
No. 4* Free SI. Block, Up Stain.

In Anson, Oct 20, Norris M Stetson, of MadL-on,
and Livonia ilaelow, of Concord.

BEAUTIFYING,
(fit*

BOWEN,

971

Batters.

>■

&

VICKERY

IT]

In this city, Nov 6, by Rev Dr Shatter, Ilenry P
Dewey, of Lubec, anu Miss Sophronia Winslow, of
Portland.
In Lewiston, Nov 2, Wm O Hen .erson and Ruth

A Magical Preparation
,n

1<

_MARRIED._

LIFE I

CHEAP.

1*7]

IS winter

insured at

—poe—

SOLD

I47j

now

marl3eodIy
i__

SEELE’S

Which will be

small..
id]
United States Five-twenties, 1st issue. 1*2)
do
small.101
do
2dk»sue. 101
United Slates Ten-Iorilea. 12J
United States Debt Certificates, Sept.
Poriland City Sixes, 1871. 91
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 26]

Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Be ports sent daily or weekly without

W O O LENS !

6.

2d series.

do
do

Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Best
For it. Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands 01 Floor on hand:—

Flour and Produce
liberal rates.

GOODS!
AND

.Druggists everywhere.

BICE BROTHERS,

charge.

lot of,

% new

__

--

MILWAUKIK,

receiving

DRY

igfanded.

BfcOTILHRS,
7TTtSbJIETTS
'ProprtCtors, Manchester, NTTI.

C. W. ATWELl*
Canvassing Agent for Portland.

09 and 71 Eai! Water

Oeean’

FOREIGN PORTS*

Price only &5 Cents per Bottle.

For Sale:

nov3dtfsN

terms of commendation of its

tllo

iuay26fn<f6m

Sherman & his

m

ministered.
Full directions for using will accompany bach botNone genuine unless the thc-simile of CURTIS
& PERKlNSaNqw York, i$oR the outside wrapper.
SoW.-by all Dmggi4s tUroayhout the world.

ty Card Photographs at Three Dollars
per dozen,—the best in the City.

Address:

apealc

effects and medical virtues. Wo sneak in this matter
“what we da Ignewh” after thirty yeaxs akfeifence;
and
fox thefiiteiRmonto# what
pleA^f dnryanvatfan
In almost every instance where the
we here declare.
is
from
inlhnt
suffering
pain and exliaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is ad-

*

Garcelon, Anderson, and

James

Pierce, do.
Sid <hh, Larque S W Holbrook.
At 6th, sclis Rising Sun, Cbandier, Machias; Leo
Cl oo, Clark, Mt Insert; Mmriel, Kalcr, Walboboro;
Sarau Hall, Pierce, Bangor.
Below, ship Lawrence Brown, from Antwerp.
Cld 6th, ships Nightingale, JJ K Mayo, San Francisco; Premier, B S Mcrithew, Baltimore, to load for
San Francisco; mh Keokuk, Small. Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 4th, brigs Alls! on, Sawyer, Ban;or
for New London; Koamer, C rabtree, Buidetbrd r
Norfolk; tchs E G Sawyer, Hall, Musquash NB for
New York; Reno, Lambert, Philadelphia.
Ar 5tb, brig E H Kennedy. Gover, PhiUdelphif.
NEWBURY PORT—Ar 6th, schs Jack flowing,
llodsdon. and David Crockett, Matthew**, Bangor.
Sid 5th, schs Hiawatha, lograham, and Defiance,
Nash, New York.

We

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Mitldle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tl.
Copying done in the best manor.

novCdlf sn

Yarmouth;

Relief M ^^alth'to your Infants.
have pirtuip and sold this article lor over thirty

PORT Is AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

TEETHING

SOU CHILDREN

POOR FROM CONGRESS STREET.

dtl

BOSTON—Ar 4tli, barque Fury,Lavender, Malaga;
Art basal us, Mitehai, Rondout.
4th, brio's Ambrose Light, Simpson, St Johu;
Princeton, Wells, Philadelphia; sch Delaware, Robinson, Thomaston.
Ar 5th, schs J N M Brewer. Smith,Eostport; Commodore, Huckins, Lubee; N Jones, Huntley, MsChios; Delaware, Wood, and Tugwassa, Patten, from
Ellsworth; John & George, Sin ullage, ftn Mt Desert;
Exchange, Woodbury, and Helen Mar, Davis, Bangor; Arcade, Munroe, C&mden; Cornelia, Henderson, Rockland; Greyhound, Pierce, and Emily K
Swift, Ornc, Southport ; En.ma Oakes, Johnson
seh F
Cld

Syrup,

Soothing

Card Photographs, Fancy Articles,
CAILDREN’S BOOKS, GAMES, Ac.
STATIONERY OF ALL KIN OS,
At the New Store, No. 36 Centre Street.

Bav CB.

Ar 4th, schs H B Metcalf, R >gers, fin Boston; Ada
Frances. New Bedford.
BRISTOL—Sid 4th, sch Robin, Hopkins, lor New

n

Nov. 3.

Kelley, Bridgeport.

Cl«l 4tli, ships Harvest Queen, Hutchings, LiverCornelius Urlnnell, Spencer, London; Chose,

pool;

Me., July 25, 18G5.
£»»TLAND,
lo -if
Messrs, Burhtyh
$ Honors:—Having been troubled with my Kidneys for some two years past, and
having tried a great many nateut sumUqum* to no
pwpvee, 1 was induced to try S.VIOLAnX>E1VS COMPOUND EXTRACT OK BtfCKU. amt, alter using
two bottle only, I have found it what It is represented to be in OVfuy respoct,—a benqjbctor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidnjcy Complaints, and
would cheerfully reccoinmend it to tile public.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
Smalander’s Bucku is for sole by all Apothecaries.
Price one dollar.
oetltjsr.dttw

BUFF ENVELOPES, 5 cts. per
BUNCH,
Al the New Store, No. 36 Centre
Street.
Nov. 3. dti
First Door from Congress St.

»

phia.

adviser to the married, and those contem-

i»

for New York.

WILMINGTON—Cld 30th, brig A Ilorta, Young,
for Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 2d, sch Coivo, Achorn, tin Rocklaud.
Shi 2d, barque Waylhyer, Blanchard, Rio Janeiro;
brig Isabella Jewett, Smith, New York.
HAl/llMOItE—bid 3d, brigs Martha Washington,
Blanchard, Providence; John Freeman, Lorlng, tor
Boston.
* tii-uADELPHiA—Ckl 3d
Inst, brig Forest State,
Shute, Rockland.
Ar 4fh, sch Early Bird, Stcbbins, PortlamL
NEW YORK—Ar 1st tost, larque Ada carter,Taylor. New Orleans 15 days.
Ar 4th. brigs John Stevens. Hopkins, Qalvoston;
Mary Cobb, Duncan, from Galveston; schs Antelope,
Brourr, Rockland: daue, Haskell, New Haven; Mo-

plating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of
postage to any address,
on receipt of 25
cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,

_

At the New Store,
<lir.

Trea-

a

Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Miiul ami Body, with the Author's Plan of
Treatment— the only rational ami rAccCs^Ail m6dc of
cuic, as shown by the report of cases treated. A

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Phalon’s Night

PettangLU,

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 22d ult, ship Zeihyr, West,
Boston; bavquow Aberdeen, Anderson, and Arlington, Bartlett, New York.
Below hath, ship Mayflower. Goodwin, from Boston
Cld 23d, barque Cammcrcc, Roblnscn, New York;
25 hship Flying Eagle, Hayes. Liverpool.
MOBILE—CM 27th, rhije- ironsides, Weeks, and
Caravan. Marshall, Liverpool.
■SAVANNAH—<1(128th, brig Mary Cobb, Duncan,
New York; sch Honest Abe, Conarv, do; Hattie
>
->
M Mayo, Curtis.-.
Below, ship Mont Blanc, Donnell, from Philadel-

ESP” A Physiological View of Marring* :
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and ISO fine Platen
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or-

E3F"In Adams County,Mi
sissippi, immense
bones have been
exhumed, winch medical men
believe to be those of a
giant who must have
been fifty feet high. The
Boston Advertiser
considers the estimate of the
giant’s height ah
too
together
small, and so added ,in copying, only ten feet, and suggests that each exchange
should add as much more. We have
complied
with the suggestion.

Mute Note Paper, 10 els. per

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—SM 31st, ship Geo Griswold,

Address
L* DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
1
Oct 27—SXd4w*
Box 132.

sixty dollars,
appreciation of his bravery and

token of their

>

—

hundred yards or more the
wheel was carried
in this position, while the
broken parallel red
in its revolutions sent
splinters and pieces of
iron around the head of
the faithful engineer,
who stood firm at his
post JT* fireman
jumped off and was injured. The passengers
prepared an address to Mr. Blaisdell, and presented him with a purse of
in

Sere

*

>,

te?**e

■

^t“‘roPhehe
with his train, when about
two miles east of

s

.<

toRjilroaddoSTwie,,

MERCHANTS

EXCHANGE.

KEW YORK, Nov ti—Barques Waliham. of Richand .Jane M Harwaxd, of Bath, were both
wracked on the coast Of Florida during the recent
hurricane.
Ar at Havana 30th ult, brigs Klla Marla, Dally,
and J Polled©, Marwick, Portland.

mond,

DISASTERS.
Barque KUaa Whlto, Look, at PliiladelpWa
Salt Cay TI, reports very heavy woathor on tBe pnswhich lost and split sails.
1 'Ogo, during
he
dow,
Sch Ida. with lumber, while Procee.hng
Wtaslow ledge
K ennebec river, 4th lust. sUuckon was run down
stove a hole In her boktun. She
an

^

A

ITACH"fci>
I

Tavlor

on «mmlrr
A a 1*. John

hi fevor nf Henry
Taylor. James Bradley.

Alvah \V. Dam, again.*
^Urtin rennoil % Co. and
will be fold at Pnbllc AucTboniaa M Steven*, awl
*» the highest bidders
I* on^7r»«ent of part*
at II
Mb, A. D.

on

1*66,
Thursday. Nu»cmt»r
o’clockJA.
& Boothby. on Temple
I
3',,
M ,t the Stable. Taylor
In the dty of TortfoniH.lv occupied by Dr..Ripley,
of Cumberland.
land iatbe saw County
The lollowlng Personal property to wit! Two Buffalo Rohes, One Wolf, One Bitting Harness, Two Hid
ins lirfdles, One bet, One Collar, One (lay Cutter

one Brown Buggy, One Sliver Mounted Harness,
Kour Sleighs, Unu Bay Mare, Qne Grey Mare, Two
Striped-lbcod Sorrell Hones, One Brown Horae, One
Park Bay Horse, Two Silver Mounted Harm sees,
Tw > Buffalo Robes, Three Halters, Two Blankets,
Two Monitor Buggies, One Haok, One Tot. Bug:y,
One Sett Double Harnesses. One Double Slelgb. Two
Single Harnesses, Four Buffalo Robes, tine Pair

Blankets.
l>Sto<3 at Portland Not. Mb, 1MB.
GEORGE W. PARKER, Sheriff.
HENRY BAILEY A CO.,
AccrioimtM.
Nov, 7—did

«

Tuesday Morning, HoTejnber 7,1865.
PORTLAND

V1C1N1T1.

AND

OITY AFFAIRS.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Council was held last evening.

City

BY

SET* fith- i-ficara MU benefit t!i<*rs< le.-.t, u
bp sending in their ah'erttfenien.s
the day.

MAYOB AND ALDERMEN.
J lie Committee on
Laying Ont New Streets
leave
to
reported
withdraw upon petition, for
location ot a Court on Portland Street.

A communication was received from the
City Auditor stating that the appropriations
ior drains and sewers had been
exhausted.
A communication was received from J. T.
Clerk
of
Portland
the
Gas Light
McCobb, Esq.,

Kcw AdrcrSiucmenc* To-Vay*
AUCTION COLUMN.
Batten.
and Land at Auolion—E.
&c—E. M. Patten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Penmanship—Kmina E. Cook.
For Sale or To Let.
Scttes—Burroughs & Hudson.
Board—101 Brackett St.
New Dry Goods-Vickery & Bowen.
Winter Opening—Mrs. A-Colb*.
Physician r.nd Surgeon Dr. i\ a’swoi 111,
Sheriff’s Sale—Henry Barley & Go.
Wanted—Girls.

Buildings
Groceries,

Company, stating

that said

Company

had appoint id Messrs. Daveia and Holden co confer
with such Committe as may be raised by the
City Council upon the subject of the price of
gas. Aldermen Donnell and Shurtleif were
appointed on the part of thi3 Board. [The
Common Council joined Messrs. Burr, Corey

and Gildings.]
Charles Sampson

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PKESS.

IN HOARD OF

accommodate us,
at an early hour in

FIVE DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.

r*--

Arrival of the Peruvian off Farther
Point.

Farther Point, Nov. 0.
The steamship Peruvian from Liverpool
Oct. 20th, anil Londonderry Oct 27th, for
Quebec, passed this Point this evening.
The steamship Belgian from Quebec arrived
at Liverpool on the 26th ult.

in their

execution, is described end illustrated
with distinct topographical maps, chiefly obtained from official sources.
The important
naval conflicts are described and illustrated in
a similar manner.
The work also contains
much valuable information

relating to
equipping armies

the

and
raising, organizing and
fleets, the sanitary measures for their preservation, and the improvements in the implements of war.

It also embraces

a

statement

of the civil and political proceedings incidental
to the war, which took place previous to its
commencement or

its progress, the political Issues of the war and all other subjects

portion of its direet history.
work is published in a single volume of

properly
This

during

a

S00 pages, uniform in size with the New American Cyclopedia.
It is illustrated with finely
engraved steel portraits, and hound in a variety of styles ranging in price from five to nine
dollars.
We may also mention that this volume is prepared by gentlemen who have been
engaged in the compilation of the Cyclopedia,
and the reputation of Messrs. Appleton is of
itself a guaranty for its correctness and value.
The publishers have induced Mr. U. R. Cheney. formerly of Bates College to canvass this
city in their interest.

Portland Preedmon’e Aid Association.
At the adjourned meeting held in Reception
Room, City Hall, last evening, the organization
was completed by the election of the following officers and committees;
President—Hon. Wooiibubt Davis.
Vice Presidents—Rev. J. J. Cariuthers, D.
D.; Rev. D. M. Graham, D. D. ; Rev. J. E.
Walton; Hon. J. B. Brown: Hon. Wm. W.
Thomas; T. C. Hersey, Esq; Wm. W. Woodbury, Esq.; Mrs. Helen Gilman; Mrs. J. S.
Eaton; Mrs. Bettj. Kingsbury, Jr.
Secretary—Hon. George F. Talbot.

Treasurer—Hon. James T. Me Cobb.
Executive Committee—Hon. S. E. Spring;
Lewis B. Smith,Esq; M.A. Biancliard, Esq; J.
M. Heath, Esq.; Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.
Finance Committee—Hon. Jacob Me Lellan; Ebeu Steele, Esq; Oliver Gerrish, Esq ;
Miss Maria Hersey; Miss Justina Ray.
Committee on Teachcra and Schools— Rev.
J. T. Hewes; Samuel R. Leavitt, Esq; Mrs.
Wm. A. Shailer; Mrs. Win. W. Thomas; Mrs.
Charles Holden.
Committee on Public Meetings and Publications—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr.; W. S.
Dana,Esq.; Mrs. J. B. Brown; Miss Hattie
Me Cobb; Miss Lizzie Mountfort.
The Association has been organized under
the most favorable
auspices, and the most auspicious practical results are looked for in liehalf of the great
philanthropic object which
it has in view.

SUPREME JUDICIAL
COURT.
OCTOBER

TEIiM—DAVIS,

J., PBESIDING.

Monday.—Grand Trunk
Railway Co. vs.
Aotion to recover

Benjamin F. Hinds.
$645.50, alleged to have

been

improperly ob-

tained and withheld from the Company. After the evidence for plaintiff was out, eounse1
for defendant called for certain books of
plaintiffs, which they declined to produce on the

ground

that no notice had been

given

them

by-

defendant to produce them.
The Court decided to continue the case on payment
by
defendant of plaintiff’s costs this term.
P. Barnes.
E. & F. Fox.
Cost of Litlgatieu.

Fabmington, Nov. 4, 1864.
To the Editob of the Pkess:—Judge
Cutting is now holding court at this place, and
has kept the parties and jurors busy for twenty days at a cost tq somebody of about four
hundred dollars per day,
amounting to $8,000,

and in the mean time verdicts have been
awarded of one hundred and
eighty dollars,
equal to twenty-four dollars per

day.

Would

it not be better for the people to settle
more of
their controversies by the golden rule i

__8.

Dill.

Reopened.—Harry Brown’s studio on Free
Street, which has been closed since last June
—Harry having been off on a prospecting tour
—is now again opened to the public.

Dr.

Thompson, of New York; Dr. Sturtevant,
Illinois; Dr. Park, of Andover, and many
others equally eminent, from all parts of the
country. It will, probably, be the strongest
of

Orthodox Council

ever convened

in this Union.

The Foemes Concebt.—The three brothFormes will give their Grand Concert at
City Hall this evening. They gave one in
New York Friday evening and another in
Boston last evening. Of the former the Evening Po3t remarks that “they showed an unusual degree and variety of ability for one

ers

family.
ringing

Theodore, the tenor, has a powerful,
voice.
Carl is well known to New

York

audiences.
Wilhelm, the baritone
brother, of whom less has keen beard, has
really the most enjoyable and musical voice of
the three.” Their concert here to-night cannot fail to attract a large and brilliant audience.

Forest City Park.—This afternoon there
will be a trotting match at the Park, mile heats,
best 3 in 5 to harness, between the Furbish
stallion and Penobscot Boy, for a puise of $500.
An attempt has been making for some time to
bring these two fast and valuable horses together on the trade. If the day is pleasant
and the track

good, there will be an exciting
race, as both horses have many friends, and it
is said to be very doubtful which will be the
winner.

place

Thi3 is the last race that will take

on

the

commence

course

this season.

Trotting will

at 3 o’clock.

Wendell Phillips’ Lecture.—The lecture of this gentleman, “ The South Victorious,” drew a respectable audience last evening,
the hall being about half filled.
There was a
large element of the Democratic party present,
and the lecturer was introduced by a democrat. We did not hear the lecture, being engaged in the city council. The disparity in
numbers between the meeting last evening
and those at which this gentleman has heretofore

lectured,

always been
pacity

was

marked,

the hall

having

crowded before to its utmost ca-

Passing up Middle Street yesterday, we
noticed a crowd of customers at Grace & Co.’s
counter, 189 Middle Street, and we stopped to
soe the modus operandi of their great novelty
A lady
sale of engravings and pictures.
bought an envelope for 50 cents, and, opening

magnificent
worth $10.
It is not a lottery, bnt
fair business operation, evory purchaser being

it, found a
engraving,
a

ticket

entitling her to

a

to get full value received for his money,
and the lucky ones much more.
sure

Its Philosophy.—Sozodont is an antacid.
Sozodont is an anti-putrescent. Sozodont is a
tonic. Sozodont is all vegetable and entirely
Hence it cleanses the teeth from
harmless.
acetous concretions, stops the decomposition
of their

substance,

sweetens the

breath,

stim-

ulates the gums, and is the safest and best
preparation of its class in existence.
nov7d8teod
The best preparation for the hair is Pease’s
\ cgeiable
Kenewer, it will immediately free
the head from all
dandruff, restore the hair to

its natural
color, and produce a new growth
when it has fallen off. Crosman & Co. have
the genuine. At this
drug store can be found
reliable medicines, and a
constantly changing
stock of the most
attractive

Fancy Goods.

Onions.—We have received a bountiful
supply of nice silverskin onions, raised in Newburyport, and brought to this city in schooner
Wm. G. Eddy, which has a
cargo of 300 bushels, and i3 now lying at south-side of Central
Wharf, where purchasers can be accommodated with large or small
quantities at a low
priee.
Steamers from Liverpool.—The
Belgian
was the steamer that
sailed from Liverpool
last Thursday for this
port. She will he due
here next Monday.
The Moravian, of the
same line, is to sail on the same
day with a
full cargo for New York.
a full
cargo for this port.

The

Belgian

has

—OF—

FALL AND WINTER

nSSfrfff*

changed.

French 40s.

mixed 2t-s

Cloaks !
W i nt

Spirits Turpentine quiet aTTd nominal;

B.

exporters. The market opened steady but beirregular and close! at 1M lower for American
and Brazil. Ti e following are the authorized quotations: Fair Orleans 24*1; Middling Orleans 224dt

HOYT

88® 90c

Wei Lorn

Oats—Bales at 46

Prune 95c.
@ 50c, and sound

at 55 @

Furniture

Carpets,

OttlSTTS’
Got up iu

New Style
FITZGERALD

OOTONSl
SUPERIOR

Soa

Flower,

a

cargo

OKIOITS !

**,,

W.

ADAMS’

NarMrlea,

I Morrill’s Corner. Gabdeuebs, well
trained in our Nurseries, will be furnished—at cost—to plant trees and
vines In the City or
Names
or orders may be loft at the Tea Stove.
ROCK M APLES of large size tor streets, grown
in the Nursery, with abundance ot roots.
Am. and
Siberian Arbor Vit®; Hemlock and
Norway Spruce,
and new Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 26—d3w
—«-

—

Furnish

New Collections of Church Music.

LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

cheapest Establishment
Card

At

A FINE

Nov 4

rjm

—

Her*

best in the City.

K

Etag’ercel

Chairs,

was

CALL

M-MoKENNEl’S,

COUNTY RIGHTS

sale in a light Fancy Manufacturing business.
One of the best things in the market. Small
capital required.
Inquire at Room 3, No. 30 Exchange Street.

FOR

nov6dlw

For Sale.

TyjADE'.

hjvQ dlwig

R*

GOODS!
One Price !

VARIATION !

5 Free Street

AT AUCTION!
Saturday, at 11 o'clock a. m.. on
Lime 81., we shall sell Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Blankets, Robes Sleighs, <Stc., Ac.
HENRY HAILEY* Co., Auctioneers.

Every

Oct31—dtf

HAVE

is hereby given that the following described goods were seized at this port, on the
hereinafter
mentioned, lor a violation of the
days
Revenue Laws:—

Nome®

Sept. 2,1863, on board Steamer “New York," 3
Whiskey, marked G. Sept. 23, at Grand Trunk
Depot in this city, 1 Trunk containing 3 bags Nutmegs. Sept. 29, on board steamer “New York,” 1

bbls.

basket marked "Mr. Somerville, Boston, Mass.,’’
containing Crockery and Glass Ware; 1 package
Tea, and 1 Jug Whiskey. Oct. 6, on board steamer
“New Brunswick” 4 bottle Brandy.
Any person or persons claiming the same are ro-

qnesed

Press Office.
ly.T.,
y

Stores.
Lectures to

goods will be disposed oi in accordance with the
til Congress approved April 2, 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,

Lowest

Prices!

Cash

Collector.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

EVENINGS,

DR. W.

GOODS

In styles of Plain awl Fancy of the best fabrics, and
in the Choice*! Sftixudk'*.

richest qualities, and
From the lowest grade*
in u aVos that we can recommend for SERVICE.
to the

174 MIDDLE STREET.

Iyjers

Linen

Copying
any kind done at
OFConfess
St., by

manner; can and try it.

And

^

Nov. 3.

One

Price,

4

uud

Shmcls,

Shawls!
GOOD assortment of hand made SHAWLS,

be ROld cheap
ov. 8.
d2w*

If

N<^

(J ;t

to

PAINE’S,
13 Market Square.

FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at
A. M. MeKE VNEY’S.
2S4 Congress St.

3—eod&eow3m

Kew

Goods,
AT

d2w*

A

Ni

IV

3—d3w*

of the best Canada
D. REEVES,
92 Exchange St.

1

Ladies’ Under-Vests
*t
F)H

(1,50.

Nov 3-d2w*

Also nice English Vests lor 42.50,1

PAINE’S,

Two

TSnperior

|

of their Popular Kalntalswola

gTclock

FOUNDRY MACHINE WORKS.
ESTABLISHED

HALL,

IVhite

10 and 11, 1865.

ty Admission 36 Cent,. Reserved Seats BO cents.
Doors open at 7—commence at 8.
H. E. PARMELEE,

Agent.

Nov 6—dlw

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
riHTSRE will be
X held at

r

7

No. 13 Market Square,

HALL,

MwcHiwcry,

above Machinery
er§2jPXlie
at the Works.

THANKSGIVING

ON

EVB,

Under the auspices ol the ODonoghue Circle of the
Fuoaian Brotherhood of Portland.
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
•Total McAleney,
D. J. Farr*
John Kelley,
John OTfcmiieil.
James
Hugh Dolun,

C mprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
■W "EAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAM13 RICS, Muslins aud Brilliants.
Wc are now opening a choice selection of

T

sesse-

i&r1'

Miiass*

R. J.

Plain and Fancy Styles, including the finest qualities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we offer at

Iir

»
it
n O
o a
F L O

Jennings.

Nov 2—dlawlw

full
Music by Chandler’s
■«

lor the

JH. Cwtflih,
j^hn Clehan,
p.

ward,

Quadrille Band.

Coarse, Including the Ball.14.00

for the Assemblies.LOO
2ICJi?*i"iekels for
the Ball,..1M
ainile
8
^ Tickets one gentleman and two ladles)

i

BIocTk,

(admitting
No Checks given
cents.
Qnectsmrs to tfie Ball fifty
checked PUKE.
from tlie Gallery. Clothing
oct84 to novB
__

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

At tlie OLD CITY HALL,
nos a tew ilays only, commencing Nev. 2d, Mona.

X Joseph, the

ONE

BELGIAN GIANT!
Museum, N. Y., 7 ieet 8 Inches high,

PRICE!

From Bam urn's
weighs 402 lbs.

And No Variation
Oct 20—dtf

\

_

Also Smith’s STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS oi the War.
Open from * to 12 A. M, and from 2 to • P. M.

povlidtf.

STATE

end tested

seen

be

M
Bwrre. Mse.

OF MAINE.

EXECUTIVE department,1808.

Augusta, October SI,
ExccuUve Council wUl
Council Chamber, In Augusta, on
17hirto(mth
.ley of November Inst.
the
Monday,
thirt^utn^xjj FU*T jB
Attest.
Secretary of SUte.
*

A" M^^the
et
be held

session of the

Nov 2—dtd

_

Railroad.

Northern Pacific

regular Annual Meeting of the Stockholders
of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, will
beheld at the rooms or the Company, No. 67 BroadDec. 1,1806, et
way, New York City, on MuNDAV,
twelve o’clock noon.
9.
pERHAM
CHAS.
^
0ct30—dl aw 4w*

tHE

Large Pear Trees!
^

MANAGERS!

D. O. C. (TDonogbue,
Edward Laudregan,
P. E. Maloney,
j j MaJrbury.

Being convinced by our SUCCESS thus far that our
MOTTO is the true one to secure the confidence
of our customers.

Jfnmber!^®

in succession on the Wednesevenings o( November, together with a

BALL

can

■

Tuesday evening, October 31,
day

SONS,

«©

CIRCULAR SAW MII.LS; Improved Wentworth
Hucn; Jigger end Scroll Saws; Box, Powderand
Keg, Jointing and Matching Machinery: Fail Saw
Wood Turning Lathee: Water-Wheels; Malay
and Grist Mill Work; Superior Cora and Cob Crsck-

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

Following each week

Department!

the

course

Commencing

lLide Imported.

2^-Bemember

a

L dye ASTER

Small Wares, Hosiery
Gloves, including the

Goods

HEAXJ>

S.

1830.

IN

IS wilder* wf Ike Most Improved First Close

Friday and Saturday Evening*,
Xor.

TEETH I

TEETn!

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by lucTHiciir wBHotrr p ain. Persons having de« eyed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reaetifaig he would give a polite invitation to call.
Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
tor fondly use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. ran accotniMdate a lew patients with board
and treatment at his abuse.
A. M. to 12 M.; from
ornra hours from
t* G P. M., and 7 to 8 in the evening.
novltr
Consultation free.

Minstrels!

DEERING

Also—

3 Free St.

m. o. M. A.
An adjourned meeting of the Maine CharitOr^i able Mechanic Association, will be held hi tb
MCiN* Library Room on Thursday evening, Nov. 9C j,
*.
at T j o’clock.
A full attendance is earnestly requested, as ar
amendment to the Constitution wit! bo proposi a.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secret; Jy.
4h

N<rv. 6.—dtd

TEETH!

A FTER a successful season of Eight Weeks at the
Jn. Tremont Theatre, Uostou, Mass., will give

ONE PRICE, and Mo Variation,

PAINE’S,
No. 13 Market Square.

iOR* BUSINESS SUITS,
A.
Grey, at
nartdtf

vigor of health.

&¥URPHEY’S

California.

Ha.ndli:ei*cliieifc* I

No. 13 Market Square,

TMj be told CHEAP, at

Monday

flvo consecutive

wS"givo

COTTON

We would invite the special attention of the
Ladles to our

dust Received!

PAINE’S.

Kew Goods !
:

continuing through

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES

and No Variation!

Quality

.Albums, EngravintfS, Crayons,

AND

pain

Single Evening,.,
To he had at the principal stores and at the door.

Trimming'* and

No. 13 Market Square.

Shawls,

Hall,

at

PAINE’S,

d2w»

L. A D I E S
Who have cold hancs and feet: weak stomachs, lame
nervous
and sick headache: dizziand weak backs;
ness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
in the side and back;
of
the
bowels:
constipation
Uucorrhflea, (sr whites); falling of tho womb with internal grows, tumors, potVpus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure mean*
of cure. For painful menstruation, too proftise
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

special prominence to tho LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what sb« hM to say ot
the origin of thingB; ot life; of man; ot the antiquity
oi man; of the prophecies ol his creation, uttered
through nature.
$L00
Tickets for the Course,
He

CLOAKS,

M. McKENNEY’S. 384
method, in a superior
oct3cod&cow3in

Keif; Perfmne Muguuiro,
AT

SIX LEC-

Alunday Evcaiag« Nav. 13, at 7J •’clack#

Damasks,

—

The

Course of

COVMENCIXO ON

Of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE FATTERNS, and of the BEST materials, which wo offer

Pictures

A.

a

Mechanics’

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

PAINE’S. 13 Market Square.

DIAGRAMS!

Gunning,

Of Boston, will deliver
TURES on Geology, at

SHAWLS,

"BROTHERS,

a

2w*

AND

PAINTINGS

—os-

find splendid assortment of LADIES’
YOU
GLOVES, varying in prico from GO cte. to (8, at
Nov 3

G Y !

Amply illustrated by carefully prepared

*•

BLANKETS,

Gloves, Gloves, Gloves!

can

STO

GEO

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
Imp with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
Ity of youth; the heated grant Iecooled; the OroetMtten limbs reetored, the uncouth deformities removed; Mlntness converted to vigor, weakneee to
strength; the blind inode to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the ACCIDENTS of mature lile
presented; the calami lies of old age obviated and ou
active circulation maintained.

OT First Lecture Gratuitous.
4—eodlw tedtd

And ALL GOODS noedcxi for HOUSEHOLD USE I

Head Long Wharf.

If warty Opposite the (Jilted States Hotel,
THERE he would respectfully announce to the
Y Y citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two
we have been in this city, we have cured sctne
ol the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tied other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we wiD
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenlp*
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician*
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic alitqpsoa In
the form of nervousor sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroftila. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or orparalysis, St. olVitas* Dance, deafness, stamhesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indigesmering
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol* the cheat, and all forms of female

Nov.

Flannels,
Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

DEM1NG,

Electrician

Medical

H o’clock.

at

N.

complaints.

Stork comprises

DRESS

act

N.v. 1, 1868—dlawSw

LECTURES

Prof.

THE-

•••dir •'«

French Fluting !

commence

Nov 3—dtf

GOODS!

-AT

to appear and make such claim within nine-

ty days from the aate hereof; otherwise the sold

to

KfJFUB D. Beax,
E. A. Sawvbb,
F. G. Rich.
for
the
Tickets
(1.00
Course,
28
Evening Tickets,
To be had of the Committee and also at Short St
and
St
Book
Bailey
Noyes’
Losing's, E. C. Andrews,

now

DRY

Goods.

of

Seizure

the

Block,

In store,and are weekly receiving a full
and careftilly selctod stock of FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC
j

Boole

NOV. 4—3,TATtf

A good Family Horse, 3 yeau oW, Mod,
and perfectly sound, will te sold low.

■

Horse*, Carriages, Harnesses, Jkt.,

behalf of

coming winter. It Is with no small deDuring
gree ef pride that the Committee Invite Attention to
the following eminent orators, comprising as it does
some of the best talent In the country, many of whom
the citizens ot Portland have never had the pleasure
of hearing.
GEN. S. F. CAREY, of Ohio.
HON. S. B. CHASE, of Penn.
HON. SAM’L HASTINGS, of Wisconsin.
HON. JUDGE THOMAS BUSSELL,
Of Boston, Mam.
HON. S. L. TILLEY,
Provincial See’y of New Brunswick.
The Coarse will consist of six or more Lectures,
commencing Thursday Evening, Nov. SO.
OP~The first Lecture will he delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Mass.
MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
Committee qf Arrangement,:

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

Meal for Table Use !
from prime Southern Yellow Corn, lot sale

tps-•

For Sale.

Address,

ings consist of wooden one and a half storied dwelling. barn and shed.
This property la hi the immediate vicinity of the
Glass Works an t Shovel Factory.
Sale ikwIi ive.
Nov 7—dtd

JJCTURESI

THURSDAY

OX

Stipe*.■ior

of superior

eoa&eow on)

J

ON

the citizens of Portland that they hare made all necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS Tompemeee
Lectures, to take place at the

Black and Colored Silks,

Also, MELAIN OTYPES

CHASE

THE

,

ME.

-AND-

out.

Septa—d3m»

Square,

most beaulifel picture over made. Jliconly
place hi Portland to get t.fiem Is at
A.
ongress St., corner of Centre Street,

AND

at Auction.
SATURDAY, Nov. 11, at 3 P. M., on the
premises. Summer, near Clark St, the lot known
Land hu a front on Sumos the yebyau property.
mer St. of about 84 feet, by about 73 in depth. Build-

6, I860.dtf

In

M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St

Buildings and Land on Sommer St,

I

BLANCHARD,

Nov.

respectfully announce

Would

and see

Nov 3.

TOWN

E.

Lodge, No. 1,
Independent Order of Good Templars,

RETAIL!

OR

PORTLAND,

Our

Glass !

on

Fluting !

Hallotypes!

erty,

17th, 1965,

Nov.

^ Dwk*’ *«

CITY HALL,

148 and 150 Middle Street,

Hall
Cases!
<£• Square Musis Stools.

w

^

Order I

Oct 11-dtf

Sam'ilcs at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
• TrelileStrce’.
Notice on;door below Oxlord Street.

.,

■>

HOOP SKIRTS

WHOLESALE

WH^tetiTst^M
Nov?—dtd

\

Arcana

MANUFACTURE

To

ky'ffl

HALL,

undersigned Committee

The

Including

Mr. Barry, of Rochester, AT.
T., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best.’'
tir. Florey, Prest. of Mass. Hoit.
SocietV, thought
the cold which so gonern
alfee+orl the aoJPJebist and in
ally
Bdrtlett;
quality it certamly was its superior.”
p- "udthr and Den.
Hc'n;M:
Joseph Breck, Ex-Presiuant of tue sanuj Society, sav
they “*xui endorse all
that hasbOeti ealdin relation to its excellence.”
Price.—-frees ot three years,
havfng
generally
ihulb-btflM, $3«afch; $30 per do/. Smaller
*12 to $24
d- W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
PeftiS
Oct 20—d&wow
Morrill’s Corner.

loc t

M. A.

Portland,

LYCEUM

Photo-

Fear !

sise.”

RETAIL!

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

JUST

in

Am. Promo. Societii.
v.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.’*-Norfolk
Brtnckh said “It

AND

148 and ISO Middle St.

RECEIVED and for ale by
BURROUGHS Sc HUDSON’S,
Oct 26—dtf
4 Free St. Block.

Mr. McKEXiVEr, A?ent,
284 Congress St., CCr. of Centre

as

Exchange

St.

KENDALL A WHITNEY’S,
Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 City Building,
Market Square, Portland.

a new

Ag. Soc.
The late Dr.
quality, as weU

Cost!

Woolens,

‘‘Very large; similar to the Bartlett in firm,
musky in flavor; vinous, melting, but-JA^tery, and Juicy; fine texture; rants best.”—
•

!

93

Ambrotypes

jfBSi

:

D. REEVES’. Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

ASSORTMENT of
Dress Clotlia,
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor.

Messrs.

The Only perfect Piano forte!
Patent Isolated Piano,
ball and
PARMELEE’S
be convinced.
Clapp’s Favorite

WHOLESALE

showing their

Me

at

Oct 11—dtf

AND

Welch ’» Food for Cattle !
and quickest fattening Food

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver mid Vul*
base. All operations warranted to {jive satlsaction.
aogll'Ofloodte&wly

tario.

A.

At
Nov 4—dtf

canitc

A,
ocSeo 1&eow3ui

ENGLISH

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
t'ASSIMERE, and
FANCY
VESTINGS,
At
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

I>ENTIST,

|

AT

Gloves

NO

A
XX

M. JlcKEWET,
ood&eowCm
2S4 Congress St.

Clapp’s Black,

New

GOOI>R,

PANT
At
Nov 4—dtf

French

market

and

------

rrtHE BEST OF FRENCH,
1 AMERICAN

&j|§» ~oTh. OSGOOD,
No. 8

PITZGERALD & HODSDON

hand,

OVEUCO ATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor.
98 Exchange St.

t;,

A.

N

Oct 11—dtf

McKENNEY,
284 Congress St.

Nov 4—dtf

graphs $3*00 per doz.
Oet 6—8

showing their

are

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.

,.

on

Auction.
SATURDAY, Nov. 11 at 10 A. K. at OOleo
Molasses, and Beaus; Boxes Tobacco,
boxes PUUla SPICliS,
Saleratu*, Chocolate. Coffee
Oorn Starch, Pickles, Cream
Tartar, Cigar Cases
ul*“ Ware-8hocs “d »«*•
“c1!

ON

....

the

All work warranted.

the#State.

showing

to 2*50.

£4 ENTLEMEN, get your

^HOTOG-RAPHS’l

;

A. H.

Oct 3—eod»eow3m

The Hew Hook for this Season,
The Praiee of 'Jbloa,—A Gojlepfcio of Music
for aging Schools, Ch irs and Musical Convention#;
consisting of, I. A System ol Musical Notation. U.
A variety of Exercises and Citi es for Singing School#,

and

& HODSDON
FITZGERALD
best Manchester

Mirror Plates !

A forsateby

Groceries, Furniture, Stoves, Ac., at

Nov. 17, Hon. GEO. 8. BOCTWELL, of Mam.
Nov. 21, Hon. RICHARD H, DANA, Jr., of Mass.
Dm. 1, Mrs. FRANCE8 W. HARPER,
of Maryland.
Dec. 8, FREDERICK DOUGLASS, Esq., of N. Y.
Dec. IS,
(to be announced.!
Dec. 1»,
(to be announced.)
Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Dec.
Jan. 5,1666, Hon. JAMES HARLAN,
Sec. ol the Int trior.
Jan. 12, Ma). Gen. O. O. HOWARD, U. 8. A.
Jan. 19, GEO. WILLIAM CURTIS, Esd-, of N. V.
In addition to the above, the Committee feel Jostilled in saying that they hare good reason to expect Mn). Gun. Kilpatrick, of N. J., and Hon.
Lyman Trcmain, of N. Y.
MUSIC under the Superintendence of JOHN L.
SHAW, Esq.
TICKETS admitting the hearer to the Course $1.20.
Tickets admitting to one lecure, Twenty-lire Cent*;
tor sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Stork,
Crosman & Co.'s, and Lowed & Senter’s.
JACOB McLELLAN,
1
ISKAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Committee
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr., V
of
OLIVER GERRISH,
Arrangements.

One Price!

Pobtlakd, Me.

ocilGdtt

>

largest, best,

are

Vests, for $2

Oct 11—dtf

DRY

Wldgery’s Wharf,

Last Work.

The Diapason*—A CoUection of Church Music,
to which arc prefixed a new and comprehensive view
of Musi arid its Notation; Exercises tor
coding
Music, and Vocal Training; Soi*!** Part Songs,
Rounds, &o, For Choirs, Singing Schools, O-OYivenlioue, »»e. By Geoisub F. RooTk Price, $1,50.

TIIE

and $1.75.

Commission Merchants,

Root's Last Work.

is

showing their

-—-\

GENERAL

Asnph ; Or the Chair Book*—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music for Choirs, Singing
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
'The Elements of
of Music, and William Mason.
Musical Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, &c. llie
Tune Department contains mostly new music, and
provides lor every meter; anil the Anthem Department is full and attract! vo. Trice $ 1,50.

Lounges!

les; Chairs; Sinks; Divans; What-Nots; BedsteadsBureaus; Mirrors; Beds; Matrasses; Bedding
Crockery a lass and China Ware. Stores and Kitchen Furniture, together with a
general assortment of
Housekeeping Goods.

continued weekly thereafter, by the following
•distinguished Lecturers;—

STURTEVANT,

&

J~hN THURSDAY, Not. 9th, at 10 A. M., at Houae
V/ occupied by Capt. J. W. Crowther, No. «3 Dan•orth Street, corner of Winter Street, will be sold.
Brnsaells, Straw and 3 ply Carpets; Sours;
Rockers; Dining, Lhni and Marble Top Center Tab-

Portland Freedman’s Association!

AT

Please call and see, 388 Commercial Street,
address through the Post Oliice,
A. I. HODSDEN, Portland, Me.
Oct 25—d2w*

CHASE, ORAM

Exchange 8troet.
Household Furniture at Auction

And bo

are

wlHj

E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12

COUNTRY,

COMMENCING ON

T7UTZGERA1.D & HODSDON Mo Belling their
JT goods 20 per cent* lew than any other house
in the trade.
oclldtf

or

Last Work.

The 5tey NT»te.— A new collection of Sacred ami
Secular1 Music for Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury*# last previous work In this department, uThe Jubilee,” has
already had a sale ol over 200,000 copies, showing a
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
Kind. The Key Note is complete in all. its departments, and is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a stall*.
Brice, $1 50.

L tore ol this work

HODSDON

StovemWood !

Sawed apy, required length, (afid Split .if wished,)
At LOW as it can hr furnished tilths City.

T II li

Mr.

&
PTZGERALD
New

and

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange St.

Friday Evening,

Ladies9 Under

Y*. 2 Central Wharf.
S.

Tuesday Evening, November T, 1965.

CITY

Oct 11—dtl

*“

Ortff^hS1*"

Lancaster Hall,

to $3.00.

JfllTZGERALD & HODSDON

Cemetery!
Typhoid Fever, 1G; Dysentery, 3: Croup, 1;
Infantile, 3; Consumption, 18; Scalded, 1;
Dropsy on the Brain, 3; Vomiting, 1; Congestion of the Brain, 2; Canker, 2; Teething,
1; Fits, 1; Diarrhea 3; Child-birth, 1; Old
Age, 3; Uieers, 1; Diptheria, 1; Hernia, 1;
Dropsy 1; Disease of Kidneys, 1; Disease of
Heart,'1; Lung Fever, 1; Casualty,!; Still- Valuable Meal Estate
born, 3; Unknown, 1. Total, 71.
FOR SALE !
Ages—under five years, 22; between 5 and
10, 7; between 10 and 20, 8; between 20 and
tbreo-stm-y BRICK TENEMENT, No. 14
30, 7; between 30 and 40,4; between 40 and
Brown Street—a very desiiable residence—in
60, 4; between 50 and GO, 5; between GO and THAT
complete
repair.
70, 6; between 70 and 80, 4; between 80 and
Also—The t wo-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.
90, 1; between 90 and 100, 1; stillborn, 3.
Inquire of
D. H. INGRAHAM,
Total, 71.
Nov 4—dtf
101 Middle Streot.
Sexes—Males 25; females, 43; nnkuown, 8.
Total, 71.
The Portland Kindling Wood Co.
Loots Bottce,
Arc now prepared to
Superintendent of Burials.

Mason's

Hoods, from 75c

<?eb’

IN AID OF THE

showing their

are

1

And for sale CHEAP, by
F. O. TIIOME8,

Not 4—dlw

■

Dr.

Knit

& HODSDON

8, *t half put twelve
b«twc«n Middle
l?-1**
bbx:k of woolen dweU-

th.woogh repair and
*0,1
together
^ tomnta.
Land about trffeetm SIS*£"«*"“*'“V ^oSto.
after
Immediately
»ti“,u?,njjf®01;
northerly aide of Fore eei?K!i!, 8t’»16
8L m^^ir
011 For*
by about 40 in depth.
ca“ °n the
Auctb>««.

popular

*

Mobtai.tty op Pobtlaptb.—The whole
number of deaths in Portland during the
i month of October was seventy-one; of these
there died of

Bradbury’s

$50.00.

|Ktd Gloves, for $1.00

,,

Mr.

to

1,113

nunSLTu be.,iJ'J

have alwav.

LOCKE

J.

STATE OF THE

Oct 11—dtf

.;.76J
Illinois Central-.136
Cleveland a5ud Pittsburg. 892

II

showing their

A.

third Annual Course of these favorite
rpHE
1
lectures will be delivered in

the Best Possible Manner,

j^OW LANDING from Sch.

mb.

—ON THE-

l A NMX

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

Michio&fei

III— ■■ ■■■■■■■

are

Oct 11—dtf

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to deasingBed and

Erie.....-;.—
.......* .*$!f
Central...........114
Mlehigaq Southern

IT11 11 IM III — ■

& HODSDON

on Fore and India
8t».,
at Auction.

with lb«
XheouUto5S1Jl!Sl*StOK£t,lSi
®f
bnUrt, two storied,

Independent Lectures !

their

10c to $2.00.

Cloaks, from $7.00

Notice,
AnA Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases*

Liverpool—quiet.

showing

are

of

New Style
FITZGERALD

ami

Inge

Term to consist of Twelve Lessons. Ladies’ Class
will meet at 7 o’clock. Qent.’s Clam at 8 o’clock.
Terms for Ladles $3,0<>. Gentlemen
$S,oo.
P. S.—Those wishing to attend will
please commence the first leason, es this will he the
only term
he will teach this season.
novl dtd

Oct 11—dtf

St.

Ueal Estate

Dance^ScVat^

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

At Sliort

Hudsin....108
Read-ng..'.U5i

Ontario.
PicroN, C. W., Nov. «.
There was a heavy gale last night, which did
great damage to the shipping on Lake On-

New York, Nov. C.
The Commercial’s special Washington dispatch contains the following items:
The opinion is gaining ground that the idea
of trying Jeff.
Davis, has been abandoned and
that he will be exiled. The President is understood to be sanguine that the southern representatives who can take the oath will be admitted to Congress,

Hanover

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12
Exchanges!.

Will commence his Fail Term in
Waltzing, Folks,
Mazurka, Vanewtswaa, Waltz and PolkmoSidzilies
Gallop, Polka Redowa, Spanish

showing their

are

Horse Rail-

Stadf”**’

niaii
Nov 4—dtd

contaUdng

^

On

piTZGERALD & HODSDON

Idnds'WASITET) and CLEANSED
without.injury to lln*fines** fabrics.

...

IH—~

150 Middle St.

& HODSDON

30

Auction.
7 th, at 12 M., at Merchants'
OH TUE«DAY,Nov.shar<-‘8
Portland

Ilodsdon,

& HODSDON are showing their

New

Horse Railroad Stock at

DANCING!

gl

Oct 11—dU

and Glass Ware l

of all

T
U

StocJc Markets,
New York, Nov. r.
Second Board.—Stocks very strong.
Amer ican Gold.1461
United States 5-20 cotiimnu.... *
102?
Tennessee Sixes,., .87 j

Lake

Washington Correspondence.

piTZGERALD

Concerts ^

Admission to the reserved lower floor o*e twi„.
Proscenium 50c—to be had at Taiue’s Music stlm,’
and on the evening of the Concert, at the door.
ET3r“* The public are respectfully referred to the N
York snd Boston papers.
Nov 2—d5t

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00 to $5.00.

Njv

JVo.

Tallow—firm.

health commissioners.

New York, Nov. 6.
A destructive fire originated in the sash factory of A. E. White on Quincy street, near
Closson Avenue, Prooklyn, last night. A row
of six frame buildings on Closson Avenue, between Gates Avenue and Quincy Street, a
three story frame house on the comer of Gates
Avenue, were'destroyed. About a dozen families were turned out of doors, saving no proponly escaping with their lives.

CO.,

a

TUESDAY, Nov. 7th.

if

bailey7co7

RDWAHD M. PATTEN,
Awe.lo.eer,
1> Ezchaage Street.

HERR BCECHUL.

glr,

city

Oct 11—dtf

PTZGERALD
Styles
L—sl^y^ylw*
Buttons, from
PORTLAND C‘T¥ LMINORY, Oct 11-Utf

37c.

i
I

&

148 &

New Stock of

a

exchanged

be

Earthen and Iron Wire, together with
Kitchen Furniture. These things are all new and In
henry
°°T 8
<itd
Auctioneers.

Barytone ol the

~

Director,
Will

&c.

Psrti^nd,

58c.

Canton Companv..45
Cumberland Coal Co...,....t.................. 1.. 44|

Musical

Pm^r'ai^TstoV^rr’«l^;bl^a^Tln'
the^ntlre’

*"•»

-

Oper*.
“““^Jg
*ood««,5r-„.
K., of the Boston Philarmonlc.

Assisted Mr. p.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Fitzgerald

Feather Beds, Sec.,
Which they are selling at the LOWEST PRICES!
GFPleaee call and examine our stock. fl_
HOLT £s CO., 43 & 4V (Jaion St.
The highest prices paid lor second-hand
Furniture.

2 3b.

Various Items.

Brooklyn, F. T.

AT

Seco»d«Hand Carpets,

Sugars—quiet; oalej 100iihds. Muscovado
15c. Havana, 216 boxes, at lie.
Naval Stores—steady.
Petroleum—firmer; sales 1000 bbls crude at 96J @
to

^VlI'H«I-M FORMES,

-—Also--

Beet—steady.
Fork—lower; sales 7400 bbls. Mess 31 25 @ 3187
I/trd— firm; sales 800 bbl* at 24V® 23f,
Whiskey-quiet; sales 150 bbls m lots $tf2frFjgj

Freights

&

Have itist received

satisfactory, will
or injured.

not worn

■WAREHOUSE!

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Destructive Fire in

if not

Congress and ProbJe St.

FURJVITUHE

•
y<na York Mnrl.-t tn.
New York, Nov. 6.
Cotton—heavy $iul lower; sales 1006 bales Middling Uplands at 55 ® DGc.
Flour—State and Western 5 @ 10c lower. State
7 75 ® $ 60* iiounti Hoop Ohio 9 ud (a) 12 15.
Western 7 80 ® 8 S5.
Southern lower; sales 5SO bbls. at
9 6.) @ 16 25. Canada 5 ® 10c lower; sales 350 bbls at
8 3 ) («) 12 10.
Wheat—1 @ 3c lower; sales 69,000 bushels Chicago
1 78.
M ilwaukee Clut*«l 73 ® LT8.
Spring at l 74
Amber MuwafiKee, hew, 1 75 @ i So. Red Western,
oH,2U0. State 2 34 %2 37.
Corn—unchanged: aaLea 123,000 bushels. Mixed

excitement.
Tlio weather is cold and stomy. The hurricane last night it is feared caused considerable damage to vessels on the Lake.

sels had their canvass blown to pieces. Some
lost their deck loads. The shore below is strewn
with stoven boats.

®oraer

CO’S,

UNION STREET

mated 3u3,000 bales, of which 50,000 bales arc AmeriThe sales oi cotton to-day (Friday) were 15,00$
can.
bale?, the market closing firm at an advance of
id. @ 4d.
LONDON HONEY MARKET, Oct. 27. —CoitfoN
closed at 882 ®
for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S. 5-29s G31 @ 633*
Illinois Central Shares 82. Erie Shares 65 @ 55$.

alleged

Oswego, N. Y., Nov 6.
The gale on Lake Ontario yesterday was
terrific. The schooners Morning Star and Almyria are ashore near the city. Several ves-

HAMILTON A

came

sional article of a decisive character on the Fenians, but beyond this there are no signs of

oh

F.

Nov 4—dgw

presentation of a number of
hitherto unpublished comi>opltions of CHARLES
as well as some bv Novelli and NtetrZbcner,
| KOnr?r. now first published from their
manuscripts
| in addition fco the rich contributions cf living AuI t >ors. The contents of the Praise of Zion are char
| actcrized
by freshness, variety and practicability,
and the publishers c .nfiuently predict lor it a very
wide popularity and use. Price, $1*50.
MASON BROTHERS are also put Ushers of the
! New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,50.—
The Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50.
The
subject.
Sabbath Bed, by Oeoi ge F. Root. $ 1.50. The Shawm,
Weis's
by ^radhury, Root and Hustings, $1,50.
Fenian Excitement in Canada Denied,
Church Music (lor the Episcopal Service,) by Charles
Weis, $3J|0: and also of many other Music Books in
Toeonto, C. W., Nov. 0.
all departments. Copies by mail post paid at the
The special sensation telegrams from this prees.
MASON BROTHERS,
596 Broadway, Now York.
city in reference to the Fenian excitement may ocl4 Tli&s6w&w3w
be regarded as the productions of some one
with a lively and excited imagination, there

Great Gale

Variety!

Now opening at

A delegation of twelve ladies from Baltimore, claiming to represent 1,500 of their sex, in. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants,
called on the President to-day, and presented
liv Solon Wilder ana Frederics.Davenport.
a petition
signed by that number of women,
The publishers Invite attrition to this new book,
with great confidence that it will prove verv attract
asking for the release of Jelf. Davis.
ive
and useful to SinkingSchools.Choirs ana ConveuFrederick W. Seward having sufficiently retions. The authors have had at their command many
coveted from hi3 injuries, has resumed his du- | new
compositions by the most popular and Olstinj
ty at the Department as Assistant Secretary guished composers, foreign and AmeriCan. A fea-

Parsons will soon visit Poston.
The government has placed one of the captured blockade runners at the disposal of our

Great

Petroleum firm at 3s for refined.

500 to

week.

ernor

Cloaks

er

In

HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers
Oct 31—dtd*

*• Ura“ Bawo.

«BfrSfMK8' Te"OT

Depart ment-that of CLOAKS,
from the celebrated Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,

Cloaks !!

one

throughout”

three BROTHERS FORMES! o Furniture at Auction.
tenement,

another

—

WA3imraT02r, Nov. 6.
The Tunis embassy called ofl the Secretary
of State, who accompanied them to the executive mansion. The object of the visit was to
take leave of the President.
The interview
continued about twenty minutes, aud waS of a
most agreeable character.
The embassy expressed their warmest acknowie igmcnts for
the civilities everywhere extended to them,
both by officers of the government and maay
of our hospitable citizens. They will leave
Washington to-morrow for Philadelphia, intending to depart from the United States next

New Y ork, Nov. C.
Tlie rise in Milwaukie and Prairie du CUien
railroad shares gave way at the second board,
falling from 220 to 160.
A meeting was held in Wall street to-day at
which Gov. Parsons stated that one filth of the
people of Alabama are entirely destitute, and
need assistance to prevent starvation. Gov-

ft* Street.

21

Nov, 4—dfit

by Telegraph to Londonderry.
The Cotton
LiYEBppOL. October 27fcU, I\ M.
Broker’s Clrqiilar reports Lie sc.te§ for tfee
k at
44,000 balre, including 17,000 to simulators anJ 10,-

Washington.

being no excitement whatever. The fee.iug is
that the government is quite able to deal with
any Fenian projects that are hatched here or
elsewhere. The banks have an extra guard,
as quite a number of daring burglaries have
been perpetrated. The volunteer armories are
well guarded. The daily papers have an occa-

^ “d

CHOICEST
MATERIALS,
A. J. tTFTON St CO.,

Latest

the claims of deferred bondholders.
It is reported in Vienna that a council of
ministers resolved to concede a separate ministry to Hungary.
The statement that Austria was rising
troops for Mexico has modified the negotiations pending for a permission to fill vacancies
at Mexico’3 expense.
The free town ol Frankfort energetically repels the imputations of Austria and Prussia,
and the Senate has determined to uphold their
independence. It b thought that the case is
one of attempted spoliation.

of State.
Mr. Lewis Seliade, counsel for Wirz, called
to-day on the President, and asked for an interview in beha:f of his client, before the finding of the military eommission shall be definitely acted upon by him. There being a crowd
of persons in the room, and tlio President
consequently busy, he informed Mr. Seliade
that he would see him Wednesday on that

Ule iatest

811

ON

and a half story wooden bouse, finished
8 good rooms, good closets and cellar,
abandon..;
water. The lot Is good size, with a fine garden snot

The Great Combination

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies* Cloak is considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first considerationit Is
more difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided
success in the Hosiery and Glove
Trade has induced us this season to add

BONNETS,

Hate, Cape, and Fancy Good,.

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Oct. 26.—
The market tends upward. Richardson, Spence &
Co. and others report Beef firm and scarce; Bacoii
firmer; Laid inactive, but steady; Butter quiet, bdfc
firm; Cheese flrmev; Tallow firm but quiet.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Oct. 26.Ashes still advancing; pots 36s; pearls 33s.
Sugars
uuiet and steady. Coffee steady. Rice active and
firm.
Linrccd’ Oil steady. Rosin dull and un-

commission. The excitement has almost entirely subsided.
It b stated that Mexico b about to settle

From

^£6d higlmr;

urlcoa ara3

LADIES’_^DRESS!

Choice Selection

House and Land at Auction *
TUESDAY, Nov. 7, a! 3 P. M on th„
iw, bouse No. 76 Bracket Street, it j» a

OPERATICJONCERT!

oi>o»

Point.

Auction Sales.

CJB A IN I>

a

icy

LIVERPOOL OOTION MARKET, Oct. 26.-The
cotton sales for four days were 24,000 bales, including
7500 to speculators ana exporters. The market was
dull and prices declined Id per II*., closing wifc£ lees
disposition to proas rales.
LIVERPOOL I3READSTUFFS MARKET. Oct.
2G.—The market Is-buoyant and higher. Richardson, Spenqe <& Co. an 1 Wakefield, Nash & Co. report
lloar firm au<l fid higher.
Wkfcaf tends upward and
prices a^e 2 % JJahlgnor. "Corn tends upward and

—

clearly statstep by step,

on

I

Entertainments.

Opening

WEDNESDAY. Nov. 8th.
to the
WILL
ln*peot,*a of Uie-Ladles of Poitlandand vicln.

I

Commercial.
Per Steamship Peruvian oft' Farther

_r^lsceliafteous.

Mrs. A.J^XTl'ON £• CO+*

—

—

The Council will compose some of the ablest
clergymen in the Union, among whom are
Drs. Kirk and Webb, of Boston ; Dr. Storer
and Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, of Brooklyn ;

Fall and Winter

rebels are shocking, Mr. Me Comtek was
dasheil to. pieces against a cannoiirrMr. HoesBaron Yon Kittskcll’s tongue was cut out
chaldt’s fingers were cut off.

—

jects of the various campaigns are
ed, and the progress of the armies,

Miscellaneous,

swrwsas&’aiwsi

was appointed Undertaker
GREAT BRITAIN.
for the Alms House.
The preparations for Lord Palmerston’s fuCurrency.
Petition of James Hackled’ & als., that the
neral were being rapidly completed.
The
reservoir on the corner of Washington and
Last Friday morning a man stopped into
cairiage heads the cortege. The pall
Queen’s
streets
bo
Cumberland
on
was
laid
of
Mr.
may
Ii. W. Jones on Fore
the shop
bearers would be the ten Cabinet Ministers.—
Street, the table at the suggestion offilled,
Alderman Morpurchased a five cent piece of tobacco, and gan, who stated that the same had been done. The lfrincc of Wales would attend at the Abbey; business would bo generally susDonded.
paid for it with a 50 cent currency iv>tc, rePetition of George Keely, for license as proIt was reported that
Palmerston would
ceiving back 40 cents. Some one in the shop prietor of the “Seguin House,” was laid on the be created a Peeress Lady
in her own right. Queeln
table.
as
the
man stepped out, that he hud
remarked,
Victoria was expected to reach London fro*t
Aid. Donnell, from the Committe on salaScotland on the
The
seen the same person
purchasing single pieces ries, reported in favor of increasing the pay of new ministerial morning of the 24th. subarrangements would)be
of tobacco at several shops, amt
always paying the Police Officers, and introduced orders, mitted on the 30th. The Morning
is
Post
apfor them with 50 cent
raising the salary of Marshal to $1,200, Dep- parently going over to the
Mr. Jones
currency.
opposition. It says
uty Marshals to $$00, and Policemen to $700 the feeling of the
then remarked that the
RusEarl
towards
was
undoubtcountry
currency
for the current year.
The order was laid on sel’s
ministry will be one of total apathy, the
edly counterfeit, though he had not closely ex- the table.
will see so little to priusifor condemn.
country
amined the piece when it was handed him.
Committee on Fire Department reported It will be no
his
easy matter to
He then looked at it again and discovered that that it was inexpedient to organize companies government in the commons reconstruct
,butTie must cerof veterans to man two hand engines.
Also
it was a spurious oue.
tainly introduce some fresh elements to return
that it was not expedient to make any alterathe majority nominally acquired.
mailing some one to tend his shop, and send- tions in the reservoir on Exchange Street
The Advertiser thinks it will be impossible
ing word to the Police Office, Mr. Jones im- Also, that it is not expedient to increase the for Mr. Gladstone to woik the Commons unless
crews of the steam fire engines.
Accepted.
with more help than is visible.
mediately started to follow the man. He saw
The same Committee also
The Herald says if Earl Russell makes any
reported that
him go into Cushman’s shop, purchase a piece
freeman S. Furlong be discharged from Stmr. radical
move the conservatives will certainly
of tobacco, pay for it with a 50 cent currency Cumberland for disobedience of orders. Aclose no opportunity to checkmate him.
and receive his change.
then
cepted.
The fellow
Queen Emma of the Sandwich Islands, was
relation ot A, K. Shurtiell & als. that a cenon a visit to Liverpool.
passed up Exchange Street, into Milk Street,
sus of the city may be taken, was referred to
AMERICAN SECURITIES.
and, after loitering a little while around the a joint special committee, consisting of
tliq
Market, went into Hall’s shop, where he pur- Mayor, Aid. Morgan, Jack aDd Whittemore, “ Sattertkwaite’s circular of Oct. 25th says
The markets have been steady until thia
chased another piece of tobacco, and was just on the part of this board, with powers to cause
in the act of paying for it when Deputy a census to be taken,if the committee deem it morning, when prices gave way on large sales.
expedient.
[The Common Council joined Five-twenties had improved during tiie week
Marshal Irish arrived, having found Mr. Jones, Messrs.
Gerrish, of 1, ltice, Nowell, Robinson, one dollar, but declined to former ^notations,
who was still watching the man, and arrested Cummings, Staples and Brown.]
closing at from 63 3-4 a 64.
Aid. Southard, from the Committee on Cemhim.
ITALY.
On his was to the Police Office the fellow eterie-, reported that it was inexpedient to
The Princo and Princess Napoleon an-rved
to
the
on
of
flats
the
city
dispose
belonging
at Turin ou the 2Mh.
The King and Queen
tried to get away and slipped his arm
the Cape Elizabeth side.
away
of Portugal Were expected the same evening.
from the officer; but Jones was
Aid.
as Gas Agent of the city,
and
Southard,
following,
The town would be illuminated.
made a further report of the financial condihe immediately grabbed him.
He was taken
FRANKFORT.
tion of the Portland Gas Light Company.—
,
to the Police Office ami
searched, and $200 of After some discussion the whole matter was
Austria and Prussia have addressed a severe
counterfeit currency, all of the denomination referred to the
joint select committee appoint- remonstrance to the Senate of Frankfort
of 50 cents was found upon him. He
ed at this meeting.
against agitation and the coarse attacks on the
gave hi3
Petitions Presented and Referred.—Of Chas.
two principal German powers, and threaten
name as Milton J.
Stewart, and has recently E. Beckett & als. for a
at
the
comer of
the mayor and senate noth intervention should
lamp
come from Connecticut. His rooms at Atlantic
Pine and Vaughan streets; of Lucretia 1).
further meetings of delegates be permitted.
House were searched and nearly one hundred Sewail for remuneration for land taken in
laySOHJLEISWIQ-HOLfcTEIN.
dollars more of the counterfeit stuff was found ing out Lincoln Street; of Parish Committee
The Prussian commissioners haVe announced
of Congress Square Universalist Church for
there, besides a large lot of small pieces of toa
will be used to prevent
repair of sidewalk, erection of cross-walk, and that military force
bacco, pins, needles, spool cotton, and various for a lamp in front of said church; of Moses the inhabitants of Schleswig from recognizing
other little articles that could be ftmiishcd for Gould & als. that the grade of the Eastern the Duke of Augustinburg or persons as havin the Duchy. The ovation to
five or ten cents, which he had purchased at Promenade be established; of Ekm Base Ball ing authority
Club for the payment of the second prize ($25) the Duke Kcukenford caused these demonstravarious places, getting rid of a 50 cent
piece at offered by the city authorities for the second tions.
Latest by Telegraph.
each place and
receiving 40 or 45 cents in good best playing on the 4th of July last.
Liverpool, Oct. 21th.—Lord Parlmerston b
Orders Passed.—In relation to drains and
currency.
buried to-day.
Stewart was taken before U. S. Commis- sewers; establishing a quarantine on all ves- being
A buoy, suposed to be stationary, was
sels arriving from ports infected with cholera;
sioner Clifford last
Friday, and the case was authorizing the Mayor to cause to be prepar- passed in lat. 42; long. 40 west. It is thought
to have been one of the Atlantic Telegraph
continued to Monday, in the expectation that ed a list of the volunteers from this city,
bouys.
whether entered upon the quota of Portland
others connoted in this business would be arThe following b a summary of tlie news
rested. Yesterday he was again before the or any other place; presenting the thanks of forwarded in the
steamships Etna and Virthe City Council to Charles S. Akers, Esq., for
Commissioner, pleaded guilty, and wa3 order- a medallion bust of the late President Lin- ginia now due at New York.
It lias been deckled by the express wish of
ed to recognize in the sum of $1,000 for his
coln; instructing the Committee on Laying
Queen Victoria that Lord Palmerston should
appearance at the United States District Court Out New Streets to discontinue Gould Street, be honored with a
public (Uneral in Westminsif they think it expedient; authorizing the
on the first Tuesday of December.
It was exCommittee on Fire Department to purchase a ter Abbey. Most of the towns will be represented by deputies.
pected that the bail would be furnished.
hook and ladder carriage, if they deem it exThe official announcement of a change in
Great credit is uue Mr. Jone3 for Ins inde- pedient—Adjourned.
the Cabinet will be made after Lord Palmersand
successful efforts in arresting
fatigable
ton’s funeral.
the fellow.
Ecclesiastical.
The State
Street
The Globe says the Queen ha3 expressed a
church in this city and the Congregational wish that Earl Bussell should accept the
Hew and Valuable Work.
church in Farmington have been invited to be Premiership. Earl BusselHias received cordial assurances of support from all lib colMessrs. D. Appleton and Co., JNew York, represented by pastor and
delegate in the ie
es.
have just issued “The Military and Naval Hir. Council at Washington, D. C., Nov. 15th, for
e Globe believes that the Earl of Ciarence
tory of the Rebellion in the United States.— the purpose of forming and establishing a Con- will take the Foreign Office.
Public opinion generally favors Earl Bussell,
With Biographical sketches of deceased offi- gregational church in that city.
except the Times, which favored Gladstone,
The State Street church in this city have secers,” a work presenting in one volume the
but has rather veered round.
chief military and naval scenes of the great
lected Mr. E. G. Chapman, as their delegate,
The Paris correspondent of the Times reitcontest
erates that Mr. Seward did send a dispatch to
recently closed. It contains not only and John C. Brooks, Esq., as his substitute.
ail the principal battles by land and sea, but The church also voted to defray the expenses the French Government.
The Fenians are to be tried by a special
every important skirmish. The plans and ob- of their pastor as a member of the Council.—

Arrest for Passing Counterfeit United States

of ike '*JtnnaUa Rebellion.
New Yobk, Nov. 0.
) ;■! f»u S I f*
The Times Havana correspondent of 3tst
Rzrtorltiee

J. XV. ADAMS, at hb Nursery at Mor-

Tree*
SfrUl’H Corner, offers a lew extra stsed Pear
ZSCwlth fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,

Bonne, $c. $3 to $5 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller

I Liiuiso

"IfcS
meved

..

LAaGEGRAPE VINES,
from iMd already sold.

the above

re-

,££$&*

mMUdS.

TTAVrap

25

to be

named gen

Portland, Nov. 1st,

«°

*•

g

B

1885.

o*

GOWELL.
n'l3<Jlw

Fop Sale.
LOT In Evergreen Cemetery, on the main AveSaid lot Is composed of two lots In one,
nue.
For particulars,
•nit is very handsomely laid oat.
address Box 596 P. O.

A

Novt-dtf

**

Upon the hills the wind Is sharp and

fold-

L«l, embracing hny-lield, orchard,
■£ large garden nud pasturage. A good
two story nouse and out-buildings, with stablo and
bam: all in go's! repair. To any gentleman wisliing
4 country residence, this property Is particularly

home.

us

stuml>l«*“<1fil^d
Watche^the^tr^fgh’r'mom
th^seattered flocks;
home.
brings

Among the mists we

The sharp

recommended.

us

But evening

Enquire

and our tender foet
lliorni lnrink us,the lambB
d
re; eat
rest i, sweet

JOHN
oct3l)d2w

A the dentin Gorham.

Portland.

evening, bring

us

home.

Portland,

Inquire

quired (he stuttered):—

“H-h-how do you know its A ?”
The teacher replied that when she was a
girl she had been to school to an old gentleman who told her so.
The boy eyed the A for a moment, and then
asked “H-h-how did he know t"
Tills was almost a stunner, but the teacher
suddenly recollected that he had told her that
when a boy he had been to school to a
lady
who taught him that it was A.
The hoy eyed the letter a little longer, when
he burst out with “How did he know but she

H-lied

The teacher could not get over this
obstacle,
and the poor boy was sent home as
Incorrigible.—[Boston Advertiser.

For Sale.
20
BRICK HOUSE, containing
rooms; centrally located.
^l80
WOODEN HOUSE, on the same lot. Lot Contains
«00 fcet. Inquire
c. PROCTER.

ATWO-STORT

ofJOHW

Portland,

26—d*w

Oct.

A FARM FOR

“I verily believe that no sad disaster ever
yet befel any person or people, nor pny villainy
or flagitious action was ever
yet committed,
but upon a due inquiry into the causes of it, it
will be found that a lie was first or last the
principle engine to effect it, and whether pride,
lust or cruelty brought it forth, it was falsehood that begot it”—[South.

SALE!

Or Exchange for City

Property

———

in

flourishing Towns in Cuinberland
County; contains between forty and
fifty acres of excellent land, good
Orchard, Ac., Ac.
—t r-i— Buildings, good
Persons wishing to purchase, or having City property to exchange, would <lo well to inquire oi the subscriber for particulars, and get a description of said
form, before looking elsewhere. A good bargain
4

,T

KENNARD,

C. A.

house and lot corner ot

Lhi-

Mayo Streets, containing twelve
It is finished for two families, with

SSMLrooma.
abundance of hard and soft water. Lot 35 by 40. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Terms

Apply

easy.

to

JOHN E. PALMER,

Oct 21—dti

144 Middle St.

FOR

SALE i

FARM containing about
good Land, situatod

A

Seventy-Five Aches

ON THE BLANCHARD ROAD,
One Mile from Cumberland Center,
Ten Acres of which are covered with WOOD.
The Buildings are a Two-story Dwelling House,
with good Carriage House, Ban* and Wood House,

Repair*

in Good

For further information

inquire of

Mr. F, A. l»EItIuEY,
Premises? or to the Subscriber at
Portland,

On the

JONAS H. PERLEY.

OCtTdtf

House aud Land lor Sale.
undersigned, an Guardian of the Eetate ot
THE
Charles H. Place, Charles rT Kfnsman, aud
others, would offer lbr sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 80 Spring Street, between Brackett
and Clark Street. The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 fret front on Spring Street, and running
hack about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
fhwllles, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, Ac., application may be made to JOHN

KINSMAN,
Street;
at 498 Congress Street,
53 Union

or

undersigned

to the

octl4dtf

REEVES.

JOHN J. W.
:___

SPECIFICH,

particulars applv

to
B.

A.

Oct 3—Isdtf

%

STEPHENSON,

Commercial St.

For Sale and to Let.

Reliable. They are the only Medicines
eiout,
rrsHE Stock of Goods for Sale, and .Store to rent in
perfootly adapted to popular usu—so simple that
Not. 27J Middle St. Apply to P.
mistakes cannot be made iu using
them; so harmless j
the premises, ot at house! No. 42 Middle St.,
as to bo free from danger, and so efficient
* *
as to he alIftV 1 v«l 3
PortMMI
ways reliable. They have raisod the highest commendation from all, and will aiwaysrender satislhc

tion.

C

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
2
Worm, Worm-Fever Worm-Colie,
85
3
or Teething Of
Crying-Colic
25
infants,
11
4
Diarreea of children or adults.
26
6
Dysentery, Urlping, Billions Colie,
25
•'
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 26
V Coughs, Colds, Brouohitis,
7
25
8
Neuralgia, Toothache, F'aceache,
25
"
9
he attaches, hick-Ueadadie, Vertigo. 96
"
"
10
Dyspesia, Billion- Stomach,
L25
Croup,Bough, difficult

UroathlmJ
Erysipelas. Eruptions,

29
25
25

Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains

"n
21
22
23
24

S

; 2G
“27
1

and

weak

sore or

Sea-Sickness, sickness Grom riding:,
Kidney Disease, Gravel,

28

Nervous

Debility. Seminal Emissions,

THE
son

SoptdUtf

Hordes

for Sale.
the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
suitable for work or family use.
S' ^tniir81

AT

GO
50
GO
50
AO

OO
SO*
GO
GO
50

Urinara

Incontinence, wetting bed,

FAMILY CASKS.
35 Vials, Morocco Caae, and Book,
(10 00
20 large Vials, in Mtroioo, and Book
6 00

large Vials,

15 Boxes (Nos.

plain case, and Book,
1 to 16) aud Book,

110 00
1 go
or single Box,
are sent to any part of ilie country, by Mail or Express, fr ee of charge on receipt of the price. Address,
HUMPHREYS SPECIFIC
HOMtEOrATHlC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Offioe and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr. Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
personally or hy letter, os above, for all forms of
disease.
H. H. HAY, Agont, Portland.
July26’65eodly

Something New for Portland!
subscribere having taken room* at N#.
rpHE
A Middle St., are now
to

1C1
manufacture

CARPET HASSOCKSl
variety of style, at short notice. The Carpot Hassock is the best Footstool in nse, being, light,
durable and ornamental.
It Is really an article oi
beauty- and far superior to anything ol the kind ever
before manufactured In this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants of Carpeting made
into this desirable footstool, iu
any style at trilling
expense.

CALL

AND

full assortment constantly
tured to order at
A

EXAMINE.

on hand or

REPRODUCTOR

Please Rcndthe following Notices.

Portland, May 3d, 1865.
This certifies that I
have used Johnson’s

Beproduetor for
years

have been

sev-

past and

perfectly

vrfOi
ft.—
While It la entirely
free from the objec
tionable qualities of

satisfied
i
*

f-

p prenarations of that

p kind. I believe it to be
P capable of doinu all
f
I1;1' phe scalp and hair
ft
that can
reasonably
e expected
from any
application*
UAJtDlJNEK LUDWIG, M.
D.,
Congress Square.

POBTLASD, May 17th, 1865.
Mb. Johhboh:—Sir—I commenced using yourRelast February, my head being almost bold.
have used but one bottle and now bave a healthful,
thick head of hair wldch does not fell off, and Is In a>
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that In
Its producing a good head of hair Kir me where I had
almost none, I am glad to add my testimony to Its excellence as a remedy.
WM. J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.

rroductor

finely located Real Estate, on
„r
^
y ner of
State and HanfoHh

remedies. She hm
5i«i,w2.?i?l0‘taa
on.r astonishment tlu
faUhig^rt tSSUC,‘°r’ andt<>and
lias
flm
he^of hate
tly cea“d| Ul,s"be
t® testito Its vadiie ^iI^mroady„,
now
manncr

a

&s$S&j6Si8£ap*
Cor
St
Cor. St.

Lawrence

and

\
CHASE,
Sherbrooke Streets.

May 1UM.
I have used and shall
Reproductor, wldch I have found to
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps
”CIUI
perfectly clean and tree from dandruff.
S. H.

,,!uS

james

,,

StaX

Real Estate lor Sale,
At tfdpe Elizabeth.

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland
Bridge. The house is
two storiM, containing 13
rootiw, closets, Ac., all in
complete order. Also weB arranged Stable and outbuildings. 1 he lot contains 50.000 fcot, and for beauty of location isunsurpassed in this yicinty.

AVERY

For particulars enquire at
C’o»n/re«a At.,

PLEASANT

ed or
.Tree St.

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
rpHE
A road, opposite Capt. Green
Walden’s, containing

Nov2^1w*rftn8iCntb0arder8

Tenement,

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land
It
unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON,
Jy6—df121 Commercial Street.

To Let.
CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

family without chi Ulren,

over

HO and 112 Federal st.

:>■)

’Portland, April 20,1865.—rltiH
To Let or Lease for

a

STE™ON.

..--ft—-

THE

House Lots for Sale.
QEYERAL finely located Howe Dote in Cape EHzO abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Shernrs Otfice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots mav be
seen.
mayi3tf

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.

Apples!

The

draft oi

the spars

can

Apples!

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
, members larger
Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The necessary rosult is,
in it than in any other.

#

Porto Pico

Comparisons

Molasses,

Muscovado Molasses.

FOB

*

SPARROW,

POHTLAND, MAINE,

October 3d, 1865.
are invited by the undersigned, for
the delivery of good, merchantable Timothy hay
and straw on board of vessels, at such whArf in Portland Harbor os may be designated.
The Hay and Straw must be securely baled, ard
weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
of wood.
Proposals must state plainly, the quantity, price,
and time of delivery.
The Hay and Straw will be inspected
by a Government Inspectm*. and welghedbefore being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver hay and
straw at
D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above requirements.
Bids will be accepted from time to time, to meet
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.

Washington,

HE\RI INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. M.f U. S. A.

Oct 4—dtf.

_

New
“

England Remedy..

Dr. J.

344 irhda. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.
4i Tcs. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing and for sale by
II.

EATON,
No. 1

Oct 30—d3w*

Central Wbarf.

Is

dmd

Molasses;
hogsheads
Molasses;
For sale by
20

CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
fbr

Kidney Complaints,

Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will bo found very valua-

Kidneys

and

ble.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.
Sold by &H Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

ally.

»

rV1

J. W.

PERKINS,

A

Oct.

a

20.—dim

Apples

H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

W. F. PHILLIPS

3500
ed«^&pr,meyellowmeal200 Bbls.
“Oswego Family Flour,”

Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now lauding and
for sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
Is. B.—In store 500 bushels White Com
per sch.
Convoy from Norfolk. Va.
oc19tt&8

Ilackmetack.
AAA FEET Hackroetack.
yJ v/

Plank

Flat Timber for Sale by
}
C.S. CLARK, Agent St. Francis' Mills.
Oct. 17,1865.—dlmis
Smith’s Wharf.
and

FLOUR!

FLOUR!

LARGE assortment ni all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for sale
by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
E. HAMBLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
to purchase, HOOPS and

For Sale.

atfR°ora

3

No. 30

a

light fancy
^

Exchange St.
01

T^e?Ul^ir^t'HOUSC
ohas. j.
13—dtf

Main

i. <hr

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No.
T„„
at
a
Street,
grbat bargain.
^ or
particulars, enquire oi
BENJ. KNIGHT,
.wmca...

2 Deer

~

more,

on

very favor-

SS'aaatgayiSfeffi*
^®™;andGrXl“keC?oun?;
J-

23,

»•

JAMES T. PATTEN &

CO.,

\ BOLTS Superior Bleached
;)/
Ji tMJ 300 do All Long flax “Government contract,"
300 do Extra All Long 11 ax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,

..

w

Arbroath.

TUORMTOIf.

i.

W.

''''

LIFE INSURANCE.

Leave Saco River for

Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

A. m.

p. si

Leave Portland for Saco
and 5 30 P M.
The9 40 a. m and 200 p

River at 8 00

a.

u,

and 2 0)

m. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
dT* Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorliam, I

Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seb&go,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Frycburg,
Conway, Barilett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Mad son. and Eaton, N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newfield,

Parson “field and
At
for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26 1865—dif

Sacc&rappa

Equitable
Of

United

the

in

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Trunk fetation, for Lowiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1.25 P.M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at2 13 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at l r*. M.
Stages connect with traits at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this lino.
C. M.

Waterville, June 22,1865.

Society

MORSE, Supt.

jbne23tf

Ol

on

all regular Life

Second.—All Endowment

forfeitable after three years,

Policies

Policies declared

for

a pro

non

rata amount.

1

Third.—Its cash income is greater than that ol
any company organised within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized cither in Europe or America, has experienced such ex-

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits
insured.
Sixth.—Its

ra

are

divided among the

io of disbursements to rocoipts is

less than that of any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any other first class company.
References.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogdon,

af

Maine*

rp jj

Stove/'

IS THE CHAMPION OF THE DAY I

Train for

Pari*, Lewiston and

South

A if.

WafcerviUe, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebre at 110 p m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,

etroitand Chicago. 8 eeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Qucbeo and Montreal.
No Baggage cau be received or chocked after tlie
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
810 a if.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
1 45 p. m.
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at tbo rate of
one passenger tor every $60 additional valne.
C. J. BUYDOES, Managing Director.
II BAILEY, iMcal Superintendent.
nov2U3t
Nov.
Portland,
1,18G5

ear.

Company

For Tickets to all points West & South West,
APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,

90 Exchange Street.
j5=* Faros from $4 to 1ST loiter via. ttio Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
WM. FLOWERS,
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
U76 Broadway, New York.

William, NEW YORK.

ERINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

E.

JAS.

90

Jamuany, 1866.

PORTLAND,

August 10—lif’in
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.
The whol. profits of the Company rovert to the
Assukud, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; andforwhich
Certificates are issued, bearing intereet until redeemed.
The Dividends In the Years 1863-4 and 6 were 40
per cent eaeh.
The Profits for 22 Tears amount to
•urn of
Ol whioh here has been redeemed

Cash,

the

by

*19,691,020
12,663,780

The Company has Aeeett, over Mleven ttiUion
Pollare, viz
United States and State of New-Tork
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974.700
Loans secret! by Stooks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgagee, and
other securities,
,8,140,680
United Suttee Gold Coin,
441,890
Cash in Bank,
288,480

TBHCTXK8

Important to Travelers

W H H Moore,
Henry Coil,

Boyal Phelps,

Caleb Barstow,

BenJ Babcock,

Fletcher Westray,
Bob B Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,

Frederlok Chauneey, a
James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
Johh D. Joints, President.
Chablis Dunns, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Uooss, Id Viee-Pree’t.

Summer

has been sold In this market only
yet

IT

a

short time,

It has taken the lead of every thing in the
Cooking Stove line.
In no case has it foiled to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its workiug.
It has all the best points of our former fevorito
Stoves, besides others which they do not possess.
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifts ashes without duet, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to be used im-

mediately.

It consumes as little, if not actually less, coal
than any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may be regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was ever lielore considered possible.
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manufacture.
7th, and last. These Stoves are warranted in respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &c., &c.
3d.

Don’t

boy

a

seen

Cook Store until you have
and examined tke

ELDORADO!
New

Second Stoyeb of all kinds may
FOUND AT OfTB STOVE STORE.

and

be

F. «fc C. B. NASH,
No. 1T4 Fore Street.
Portland.
s__

copartner snip Notice.
undersigned have this day iormed a copartners'' ip under the style ol
S. K. JACKSON & SON.
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Whari, ibot of High Street.
,S. R. JACKSON,

THE

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Portland, June 12,1865—tf

fT\HE undersigned have formed
JL der the name and firm of

PURCHASERFOREASTEBN ACCOUNT,
CF
FLOUR

GR^, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally,

^RSSs^firawBSfSBsa;
"Hnoi.
in.

r o. a,
References—Messrs. S. G. Bewdlear A Co- Hi,,
ard ft Sons; H. ft W. Cbickerirg; c. II.
* Co; Chas. H. Stone; HoUett, Davie ft
Co;
J- N. Bacon,
K-m, President Newton National

Camm^L"
Bolton
Bank'

&

Will,

a

copartnership uo-

DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
trade ofPortland, will remain with
sep28 ’65 tf

to the Hardware
the not. firm

F. V- A. TREUTLER, Architect, late ot
Brexlaw wishes important information, he should
soon write l t the E liter ot the “Vossische Zeltung,
*«24d2w«
at Berlin,
■

cess.

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should liave
their enlcacy established
by well tested experience In
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies Ata hbu for all the duties he must
ftilAll; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum.and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always lujurieus. The un

fortunate should be particular In selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontiovertabfe fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitution* by maltreatment
from inexperienced physician* in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the Vent sywhilographers, that the study and management of tbe>e
complaints should engross the whole Urue of those
who would be competent and successful In their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with tnoir pathology, commonly
of treatment, in most cases makpursues one
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

generally

opportunity

system

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Montreal,

until further

notice,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

run os

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wedncs-

day. Thursday, Friday and SaturWharf, Boston,

day, at 7 o’clock P. M

; and India
every Monday, Tuesday,
day and Saturday, a:5 o’clock P. AI,
Fare iu Cabin

$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for every $■**) additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
Aug 5, 1805.
fob.13,I860 —dtf

Now England Screw Steamship Go
LINK.

8EMI-WEKKLY
splendid

The

and

fast

Steamships

CHE8ATEAKK, Capt W. W. Sherwood aud

FRANCONIA, Capt.

11.

SBSAWOOJJ, will until further notice,
tol-ows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,overy WEDIfilSDAY and
at 4 i\ M.t and leave Tier
9 North River, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
and 8ATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Iiiese vessels are fitted up w’th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe aud oomfortaol. route lor traveller., between
New York and Maine.
Ta-rege, in State Boom,
•8.00. Cabin passage S8.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and

rua aa

3t.John.

Shippers

are

And all neodfnl information cheerfully furnished.
TRAYM.r,Ess Will And It greatly to their advantage
to prooute Through Tleketn at the
Railway Ticket Office,

31.Ex-

change Street, (up stairs.)

or passage apply to
k FOJC, llmiii Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., Eo. 86 West Stroct,
New York.
Mav M. IMS.
dtf

KMXRT

ami Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youtli,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passos but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, and In a snort time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or buntthe system in amannei
ing sensation, and
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
will often be found,
sediment
urhiary deposits a ropy
and sometime* small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milklsh hue,
turbid appearance.
again changing to a darkdieand
of this difficulty, ignorThere are many men who
ant of tho cause, which Is the
There

weakening

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull ami healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so *»y writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All

Through Tickets.
OIL REGIONS of Nnw
wtia^iifiSToRK, PunnsYLVAiiiA, Ohio, and all
parts of the Wkst, via tho Em* Railway, fbr sab
at the lowest rates, at the Union Tronnr Omen,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
D. LITTLE, Agent.
marlSdfcwlttf
For tho

No. 5

International

Steamship

Calais and

Eastport,

TO

Tha rad aye at 8 a. it, for Eastport, Portland and
Bos* on.
At Eastpert the Steamer “Queen" v i!l connect
for St. Andrews, lidbiiwton aud t aluiH.uith the Nevr
Brnewick and Canada Railway for Woods’ock aiid
tfoulton station*.
S'age Coadie* a*bo connect at
Ka*tport 5or Machine and intermediate place*.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind1 or, Digby and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederic aud tho St Jehu River.
Through ticket**
of the agents or the dork on board. No

procured

days of sailing

until 4 o'clock
C. C. EATON, Agent.
inchSltl
Portland, March 20.18C5.

accommodation.
especial
H.*s Hectic

l)r.
Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fina it invaluable in all cases of ob
Htructious after all other remedies have been tried In
It Is purely vegetable, containing nothina iu
vaiu.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with frill directions
1>U. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may cousult one of theii
A lady of experience In constant attend

own sex.
auce.

J. W.

MUHGER, 166

FebTledlm llmeod&wdw

Coe’s

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair: They
act

directly

upon the roots

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
SoM by all

200

Druggista.

Greenwich St. N.

Y.

Sept 27, 16C5—d&wCm

GJ-reat

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
X desirable building lots in tbo West End of the
city, lying on \ aughan, rme, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ton years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth oj the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build imfTlHE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Atlantic V lite Lead

The World’s Great

DYSPEPSIA!

ARBAaWEMENTI

PFALL

Monday, Oct. 00th,
fiwt-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Cant. W II
MowbR, win leave Railroad Wharf,
foot
of State Sireety Portland, every
uuTuesday and Friday Evening,at luo’clock, connecting with tho 3 p u train from Bostou.
Returning wifi leave Bangor every'Monday and
TiirusDAY Morning a’Oo’ch.ck, touching at Rock-

and a’1 disease's of the

land, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Kamden, both way?.
Passenger# ticketed through on tue Bostou, Mniue,
and Eastern Bai.rnad at the Depots iu Boston, Salem,
u>nu and Lawrenco.
For Freight or Passage a'qiJy to
A. SOME It ft V. Agent,
At OUke on tho Wharf.
Portland, Oct 27th, 1865.—dtf

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

STOMACH AND

and in

relieve the most

Lead,

Oil, ".ED LEAD,
Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rat

-,

Boiled

and Refined.
For sale

generally,

by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

Fever ard

Pearl

NEW YORK.

St.,

REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery. Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will bo pleased to see all their old
customers and os many new ones as will be pleased to

call.

R. W. SMARDON,
R. 8. SCAM MAN,
S. E.

August 16—dfct

SMARDON.

For Sale Cheap.
good order. ;

and in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
In e*ery instance regulates and restores to a
cosaition a disordered stomach, enabling the
to take healthy food without dauge of distress from it.
It is the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in Us action, ever knowu to the
world No one will do without it in tho house that
has ever used it onee.
and

1, the laro beBangor will l<e
$3.00; Rockland $A00; ether landings on the River reduced in proportion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Ageu!.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dti

healthy
patient

.“There is

We beg of you. if you kre sick, to tnako Just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

no

snch Word as Fail.”

TAR

NT’S

jnsyttf

THAT

BUFFBRIXQ,

ABE

one

trial

Soldby Druggists everywhere.

COMPOUND S-X TRACT OP

C. G. CLARK <fc CO., Proprietors,

Cubebs and

Copaiba,
Speedy

Cure for all diseasCertain, and
IS ofSure,
the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either in the
a
es

male or female, frequently performing
porlect cure in the short space of three or ?our
days, and «I wavs in leas time than any other preparation. In the nee ot
a

Copaibs

thereis no need ol confinement or change of diet
In Its approved form or a pasta, it 1. entirel. tasteless, aud causes ne nnpleas.nt sensation 10 the patient, and no ixpsaore It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the alov*
olass of disease., Cubebs and Copaiba are the or.lv
two remedies known that can be relied
ui on with

wiy certainty

New Haven, Conn.
II. H. HAY, IT F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. IT.
PERK IBS * CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

Periodical

Lyon’s

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
A

SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED

or success.

FLUID PREPARATION

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copaiba

JV EVER

Hanulacturcd

TAB BA NT

PA IL S.

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

only by
A CO.

Better than any

Pills

and is safe to

use

at

For all Female

Powders !

or

all times

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN
forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

CASES

the directions which

pany

H

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

LYOB, M. D.

L.

accom-

Sold by

C.O. CLARK <t CO., Gen’lAgents,

ren, are" Just the thing.

Two taken at night movthe bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
In all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,

such as Oppression after oatlng, Sonr Stomach, Spitting ol food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Hack and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Campbdut, Lossol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Faintness, Ac.
Tratelera find the Lozenge) just
tehnt they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the rest jmcket. Price
eonU per box: small boxes 30 oents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO.. Proprieto:!', No 1 Tremout
Temple, Boston, Will be mailed to any address on

enclosing SO

J.tr.PERKIJYSIr CO.. IF W. PHILLIPS lr CO.,
Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

and H. //. HA K,

(7r>u’.s* Cough Balsam!
No Medlcico ever known will cure

Goughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Coughf

JulyHily

cents.

KtT U you are in want of any kind ot PRINTING
call at the Pally Pn« Office.

CONSUMPTIVE COU'GH I

Try Thru ! and be convlooed of their superiori-

?wa.Cflrred

l°

everything
oit*!®k,?’J
the public ter Bremehitis, CWA». folds, lloar seludaonza
burner,
ne,, s«re Throat, Catarrh and
tne
Clergv, and others, ac,rom
ons testimo„iS'«
For
sale
by the principal
oompaoyinr each box.tho
city.
mayJTeodtf
Druggists throughout

ty over

e'se

as

ALVAH LTBBEY, who has had the' solo
for
IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER HE ATI NO API ARATUS, and Die justly
celebrated Mcilregor Hot Air Furnace, lwtb of which
have a wnrhl-wltie reputation, can lte found hereafter
at the stole of Messts. C. H. STUART A CO., 171
sn*l 173 Minnie St., where he will be happy to meet

It

MR,

those in want of furnace*, and roooive their order*.
He attend* personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.

Expectorate

IIA 1.1..

U?S£lJUCHABP ^

35
Heins Only

within

Cents ! 1

C.O.CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. PERK I,VS If CO
W. F. PHILLIPS *CO.,J.
and H.H. HAY, Portland Me., IFkotuale Ai/ente.

August 31,IS®5-

r I mj

\, r FLJ. arranged Ibr Concerts, Lectures, LxhildVV tiona, Levee*,**., nmy ba obtained en uppoea-

BALSAM!

and lr for tale by all Druggists.

aug22d3m

those wishing to engage in a profitable buslX ness; by calling for Agent at the American
House, or addressing P. O. Box C02, Portland,Maine,
yon can obtain a most profitable agency, for tome of
tbe most popular works out.
Oct 26, ISC')—(12\r*

as

docs not dry np a cough, hnt loosens it
freely. It is
patientean
the reach of all, the

Price

_

Portiand, Aug 21, 1865.

qulok

COE’S COUGII

Special Notice.

~MECHANICS’

Sunday,

Portland, M*y *, IBM.

Heartburn,

OR RELIEVE

REMOVAL.
undersigned take this method to inlorm their
fpHE
and
the public generally that they have
I customers

a

Sickness at stomach,

Ague.

Colie t'ains,

by
General Agents,

give us

£ick Headache,

Dysentery,

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

287

agg.avated attacks of

Cholera Morbus,

For U. 8. ami Canada.

Glass-m-: ers’

LITHARGE,

BOWELS 1

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst ciseof
Dyspepsia in existent)*, and on* done will instantly

3:,

Manufacturers of PU \E WHITE

LEAD, Dry

Remedy

—•-FOR—

On and after
tho now and

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

Dyspepsia Cure

PORTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER

Fore St.
PORTLAND.

JauLilMKkl&wly

p. k.

Lead.

.?

LADIES.

THE

DR. HUGHES particularly utiles all ladles, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 8
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii

every Monday ai 5 o’clock p. m ; and the Steamer
New R&ukswiok, Capt E li. Winchee»er, will leave
every Thiowdat at6 o’clock p.m, for Eaetportand
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John overy Monday atd

on

Infirmary,

Medical

ElecHc

St. Jubn.

*[T"* >% On *nd after Monday, March 27 the
_5a3L'.d..U-^iIst«flaif,r Nxw YouK.Capt if W Chisholm, win leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State- 8t,

Freight received

8treet], Portland, Me
Stamp for Circular.

Co.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Passports required.

a

and will be

_

Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Temple Street [cornet of Middle

Address:

97P Groonwloh 8*. Kcw York
Sold by Druggists all orer the World.
mavBOGdly

Whit

correspondence strictly confidential,

returned, if desired.

J. H. Chapman, Anting Secretary.

Applications rtoeived by

are

ty Send

Tarrant’s Compound Extract <\f Cubebs and
Line

and Panama Railroad may be seonred
by early application at this offioe.
marSOdkwtf
Maroh 20,1886.

I

8

as

For freight

RATES OF FARE,

LOWEST

to seed their freight to the
P. M. on tho day that they

requested

stoatnere ss early
leave Portland.

The l’ains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Fri-

....

for

Portland

affliction oi private diseases whether arising from
vice or sel£abu«e
impure connection or the terrible
that particular branch 0i
Devoting his entire timehetofeel*
warranted in <Juabthe medical profession,
ranikki.no a cube nr ALL Casks, whether Of Ions
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PE KM AN ENT C U BE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his slull and suc-

YOU

all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkoih, 8t. Raul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Qnlnoy, St, Loui«, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fto.. and is prepared te furnish Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal Cities and Town,
In the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

IS

can

All who have committed an excess oI any kind,
whether it bo the solitary vice of youth, or the Htfnging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year-,

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

Bryce,

Depot 198 4

And hating purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINESS at the eld Btand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING.
J. D. DEXTER.

£F.

rues

LInZI

Arrangement!

THE

LITTLE

D.

W.
Agent

Joseph Gsilard, Jr,

A P Pillot,
Dai tel 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
teorge G Hobson,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

West, South, North-West and the Canada?,

Mail Steamers

J Henry Burgy,
Cornelias Grinnell, •
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

Portland,

On and after June
tween Portland and

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old

William B Dodge,’
Dennis Perkins,

All letters must pass
through the Post OiUce.
For freight or
passage apply to
THOMAS ASKNCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
Or,
Thomas as&ncio & cu.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
VT
Nov i dtf
Me.

TO THE

:

Wm Stnrgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,

sldi?1

Grand Trunk Railway.

New York.

C Pick crag ill,
Lewis Curtis,
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
B Warren Weston,

“El Dorado Cook

Morning

Auburn at 7 35

—

Mail Train for

First.—Premiums
at fixed dates.

TINKLEPAUail, Commander,

WU1 leave on
WEDNESDAY, the 29th Nov., and
call at Para.
exi*'r^tince'l Surgej is attaehod to each Steam-

will

TRAINS.

OP

g&BOggtrains will run as follows:

cease

SOUTH AMERICA,

RAILWAY,
Canada.

ALTERATION

Consideration* for Insuring in the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

THE

GRAND TRUNK

States.

Six Years.)

River,

ONE of their NEW
FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Oesipee

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. C/A,18C5,

(Accumulated

the

on

m of oath
month, at 3 P. M., from Pier -13 North

SATURDAY,

THE

Wm

KING

SYKES,

Newton,Maee;c!B. Cotfitt.Esq, N.Y.Clty. ftbSMly

.j-,_■

Ob and after Monday, Oct 30. I860,
will leave as follows, until further

vt rains

ton.

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,

Copartnership.
ap22dtl

Wharf,

CARL£r0^^tm,flte^t,
Farm tor Sale,
ot .0
or

Canvas,

Bath, April 20,1SG3.

roil L^nf Land No. 3 Mont-

HAT,

Agents far State

oct23d4w

BATH, ME.

talbot,

Surveyor of Customs.

wU8du_Atlantic

August 5—d3m

-FOR SALE BY-

Boat-House for sa|e

John W. Hunger <0 Co.,
octfldly
Agents.

TRIP.

Wednesday,Thursday,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

•11,188,600

Oct 5—d&wSm

sN.B^WANTED

Scotch

Me,

OTHER

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

p.

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

and 3 40

EVERY

■win dispatch regularly,

siSTid Lane,

Yellow Corn and Flour.

""

*

and Butter.

BBLS. Fall and Winter
OUU 100 Tubs Choico Butter. Apples.
Just received and tor sale by
*G. W. SMITH
OcL 20.—<ltt
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

50

-rV.

^

*

A

T inanu&cturina f!sTlta for sa,c ln

Dia-

betes,Difficulty o# Voiding Urine, Bleed-

Muscovado

Cienfuegos

OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

61 Wall St,

THE WHITE PINE* COMPOUND

General

Of'lfA

and 2 30

x.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtl

To CO MM ENCE MON DA Yt June 26tk
Trains leave Portland. Grand

OFFICE, 160 Fare Street, Portland,

Life Assurance

Baliia, Every Trip,

PARA

and 220 r.

WHciaSS'SkiS

Secretary.

Mutual Insurance

k

BOXES Yellow Sugar;
VJvJ 75 hogsheads “Remedios” Muscovado

HINE,

C. C.

ATLANTIC

offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after having been proved by the test of eleven years,
in the New England States, wli$re its merits have
become as well Known as the tree from which, in part,

H. H.

and Molasses.

x.

a.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.

now

For Sale.
~i KAO TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
Knce8! Oak, Hackmetack
Ooy A!?0’
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
E. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

Sugar

>

W. POLANDS"

WHITE PINE

& Molasses.
MUSCOVADO

waS»Bjgi'Traln8
Le»v« Foreland Tor Boston at 8 40

CHARLES B. HALL, Agcut.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

THE GREAT

G00DS BOXES’ <or ^

CHOICE

we

U. S. A„

it derives its virtues.

GHE4P
By tlic Portland Kindling Wood Comp’y,
322 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Oct 25—d2w*

indication of how this Company stands AT
take the City business or 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list Includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
for behind the Internationa] in point of patrons e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying anil remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management ol this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that hare been established from
a quarter to a half century.
an

AT

Temple Street,

be coneuited
i.rlratelr, and with
utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
from 8A.M. to 9 P. M.
oilyi
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the

tiro
WHEEE
aud
Lours

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL HAIL

x.

I IflbMjJhl il

he

-Aim-

leav.qgfollow.’

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

New York Estimate of the International.

Xo. S

On and after Not. 6 I860, Presenter
8

x

Straw!

Forage and

COMPOUND,

FOR SALE.

nmu-^tr)

WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.

Quartermaster's Office,

&C.,

139 Commercial St*

QA HIIDS.
OlJ SUGAR,

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Dwelling

on

(Located in New York City, Organised July 25, 1809,)

Office 30 Exchange Street.

for

Proposals

FOB SALE BY

Sugar

issue policies

to

GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

Havana IVhite Sugars,
Havana Brown Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

DEY

Agt.

State

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

Peflhed Sugars,

Oct 31—d2w

prepared

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Central

New York Amber Syrup,

LARD,

wilTOonfinn these Facts.

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheeriully offored to understand the
whole Buttfect.

Clayed Molasses,

BEEF, PORK,

LESS to insure

costs

IT

PROPOSALS

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars, &c

RYAN Sr DAVIS,
No. lei Commercial Street.

ft&ttTISZXlXSii
Inquire

».

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

_

nov2Jlm.

McGILVERY,

T

Oct

^

be

I

rowl.

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

Assistant

lOO Barrels Greenings;
n
200
Selected Baldwins;
lOO
Pure Cider;
50
Cape Cranberries:
sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

For

y*

Standing Rigging. Sails and Block* ol the
Brig Atlanta, 4U0 ions old measurement,

saved in perfect order.
seen at our store.

_novMtf

--

are

Houses lor a term of yoars, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

As

Life Insurance Co.

Also,

■.

We

HOME,

BENEFIT

MUTUAL

WARREN

OAA BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;

term of Years.

store and Wharf now occupied bv Charles
H- Merrill, situated between Union Wharf
and
Merrill s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a twowtery building the; eon, 20 by 76. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
^,
may25dtfNo. (ij Union Wliart.

Oct

a

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

«,

......

isely”

SHOULD IHSURE THEIR LIVES

25T*

Merchandise.

Commercial and Franklin streets.

_1unel6—dtf

1503.

«v.

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
vLITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.
Aug. 20—dtf

^

--A-j-House Lots.

new

two

Wanted.

JEFFEttSON COOMGE & CO.,
Cor.

war

THE

or

small genteel tenement, near me centra' part of the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
augSoodtl

is

apl9dtt

one

—Wanted.

BY

W

c t

Oct 24—dtf

new

1

aocomm(Kiate<i'

tenement

Oct 10—dtf

PORTLAND

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find It for their interest
to give us a call.

REASONS

Portland, Me.

acres,

Rooms, on first floor, luroish
unfurnished, with board, at tbe house 77
o

suitable for
small families, with good water privileges.
WANTI-D
Please address
Box
a

Dollars !

Marine

from the

_

Board.
suits

Tenement Wanted.

Trinidad

m.

July^y^f

septl8eod8w*

quantity.

eor-

Churchill
For particulars enquire of his
Attornev* iless-s
“
Dehlois & Jackson, 58 Exchange

DOTEN

No. It Spring
Street.
Manufactured and sold b3r HORACE H. John
SON, No. 80 Middle Street* Portland, Maine. i>rjJ
Single Bottles 50, 75 cents and $1. Sent to any ^
dress on receipt of letter. Libera! discount by the

the

Nqpiy owned and o^upjcd.ljy the subecriber.

HE

comta^fjjjf

as

Sts.,

july25dtf

drawing

so

ten feet of water can approa< h it. Prosame addres ed lo JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 50
Washington Street. Boston, Btating loca lon, price
per acre, &c., will receive prompr attention.
ocl2dlm
Boston, Oct. 10.1S65.

_

h

wife for a long time was
...Ma. dOHNSOK:—Sir—My
woSrM,iblcd by her balr ^Hng out, and we tcared
bald, notwithstanding sht
nbu^22sdV®comc entirely
the “"vesttoed
r

mostly hard,
from eight to

posals for the

THOMAS LYNCH,

SALE.

The

Term easy.

of Wood

more or
a

of

FOR
._

to Purchase.

thousand acres,
less,
Land;
it must be covered with
ONE
heavy growth of wood,
and
situated that vessels

Valuable Beal Estate! 300

*—n r

eral

Wanted

Commercial St.

Real Cstatc for Sale.
and LO f No. 37 Middle Street, known

Oct 18—TTiUlm

JOHNSON'S

or would take a
with board in a quiet family or small boarding
house. Address Rooms. Box 1590, Portland Post
Office.
Oct 28—dim
room

a

“A

wife (no chilRooms, suitagood furnished*

dren)
for housekeeping,

ble

fur Maiue.

-IN THE-

Three Rooms Wanted.

or

State Agent

147 Middle St.

by a merchant and his
T^ANTED
▼
two or three unfurnished

GAGE,

137

manufac-

THOMPSON & CO’S,
161 Middle St, npone flight of Stairs.

parts.

R. W.

July28 dtf is

In great

PLEASE

Two

Million

One

And

CAN BK FOUND AT HIS

AT

Thoman, Pernambuco,

November, O, 18B5.

Trains leave Portland dally (Sundavs
v**ic^gp£reexcepted) for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin R. R.), Angnsla, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegau, and interme<liate Stations *
1.18 P. M.
Portland lor Bath, Lewiston and Augusta on Saturdays only at 8.00 P. M.
Portland for Brunswick dally (Sundays exeeDted 1
at 5JO P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegau for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta IUJ0 and Bath at 11.30.
Augusta (on Mondays only) lor Portland and Boston at 5JO A. M., Bath 6.30 A. M.
This is the only route east without break of gaugo
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased In Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through ticksts going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class estlng house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as aey otheb.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel'£ast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, NorridgeAthens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhcgan,
wock,
and for China, South China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s
W. HATCH, Train Malinger.
Mill’s.
Nov. 61805.—dtf

MARINE INSURANCE.

McALPINE,

Ang. 20—dly

Apply at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

19—dtf

Wororville and Shcrbrook
St*. Terms ea*y, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37j VtiddloSt.
Jnlylldtt

Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
8ingle Vials, with directions,
ESTTJiese Remedies, hy the Case

prepared

SOME

winter.

of Deering and Henry
Enquire of

corner

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.

S. H.

corner

the Psyson House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

6 00
3 00

given.

WHY THOSE WHO

Wanted.

Ho use Lot for Sale,

Painful Periods, even with Spasms, GO
<
Sufferings at Change o f Life,
100
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 06
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50

intending to effect new insurance, or inexisting policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Iniormstian from official
soutces for the past or precedir g year, cheeriully
Those

crease

-TWO

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of an India Rubber Tree during the

A FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
XX on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of
Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will
vacated this month or
information inquire of DR.
tT£«rm£:«»J\£Lfur-ther
NEWTOH, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1866.

x

Original Capital

Company.

TAYLOR & CO., Temple St.

H. L.

organ-

are

is paid in cash,
year,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment of each renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meoting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in /our
or Jive years, or “on vote of the Directors.” are obvious.
No other Company baa ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite

Portland, Me., Oct. 25,1865-dtf

Cienfuegos Molasses,

To be Let.

on

30
•■31
‘32
33
34

bly rewarded.

ever

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.

Strayed

Store to Let.

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.
&£• E. SPRING.

the
l%
SITUATED
GO
Sts, 60 100 feet.

“29
"

20

THE

ss

oyes

chronfcfi
;; t1^trk
H hooping-Cough, violent Influenza,
Coughs,
*‘
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharge*, impaired Hearing,
ScrofuTa. enlarged Glands, Swellings,
General Debility Phy sical
Weakness,
DroP**'and scanty Seeretions

; JJJ
X)

tl

For Sale.
desirable dwelling house No. 40 Brackett St..
adjoining the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq
I Dot 43 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
Sept 2G—dtf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

“Suppressed or painful WSfloSs,**.*25
H'hitesftoo profuse Periods,
25

Ophthalmy.

APIECE

*

121

any other

six
vertised as lost. Unless called for within four weeks,
it will be sold, and the amount, after paying charges,
held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4w

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

For

than

An Owner Wanted.
of goods was left at this office more than
months ago, which had been previously ad-

HP HE
X of
thereon.

>'&

others,

Oct 14—d&w3m

Oct

A FARM IN CUMBERLAND!

ence. an

“18

Soldiers,

house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav•ngs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO;,
1«1 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. 0. Box 1732.

FROM

For Sale.
two-story
4(3 coin and

Dividends of this

the premises of S. T. Raymond, Cumberland
Mills, Oct. 13th, one Chestnut Mare, 6 years old,
3 white feet, striped fhee, light mane and tail.
Any one giving information to the subscribers, or
S, T. Raymond,where she mayjbe found,will be suita-

Green Street, Portland, Maine.

45

Oct 27—eod2w*

$1,204,188,40

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

or

guaranteed if sold within thiri v dava.

PROVED, from the most ample experiHAVE
entire success; Simple—Prompt—SOIand

SMI Rlieum,

Ladies

Surplus, 204,188,40

Thl« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ised on this Continent, with an

St.

3BjE3EZ3n

Assets Ja u’j 19 1865*

A CLAIM!

Wanted,

Agents

CASH CAPITAL,

Settled.

THIS COMPANY HAS NS FEB LITIGATED

58' nuil 60 Middle St.

;

the most

of

one

Promptly

Losses

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1868-06.

Commencing

Gentlemen.
Remember that
Company
exactly wliat
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
THE
EITHER
they appear to be, being payable at the close of
in cash when the Premium
to returned
each
and

v.

jg

Situated

Bedford

(Ind.) Independent says that one of the merry
wives of that place, played a practical joke on
her husband, by having their babe a sweet little infant of six months, done up in a basket
and left on the front door step with a note informing him that be was the fkther of the
child, and must support it The indignant
husband swore roundly that it was not
his,
but saw the joke finally, when he found the
cradle empty.

HOMCEOPATBIC

of

C. PROCTER, Lime Struct.

All

HUMPHREYS’

Immediately.
DEERING, MILLIKEN & 00,

Sept 16—dAwtf

the teacher was classifying the school he was
called up in turn and interrogated as to his
former studies. Of course he had to say that
he had never been to school and knew none of
his letters. The school mistress gave him a
seat on one side until she had finished the preliminary examination of the rest of the scholars.
She then called him to her and drew on
the blackboard the letter A, told him what it
was and wished him to remember how it looked. He looked at her a moment and then in-

Husband.—The

Hundred.

Policies Issued ou Life, Tea Tear NonForfeiture, uud Ten Tear Non-Forfeiture Endowment Finns.

DB. J. B. HUGHES

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

RIO DE JANEIRO,

SUowhegnn via Waterville
Kendall's Mill.

to

CALLING

$1,000,000all paid in*

C. WAF.KY. President.

J.

Wanted

on

Oct 26—d3w

Incredulity Personified.—There is livon Maltha’s Vineyard an old man who
has never been off the Island, and the extent
of his knowledge is bounded by the confines
of his home. He has been told of a war between the North and the South, but has never heard the din of battle nor seen any soldiers—he considered it a hoax. He is utterly
unable to read, and is ignorant to the last degree. An excellent story is told ofhis first and
only day at school. He was quite a lad when
a lady came to the district where hl3 father
resided to teach school. He was sent, and as

a

dlw*

Portland

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Seminary.

Coat, Pant and Yest Makers!

ed

ing

on

Lime Street.

three-story Brick Dwelling Houses, situa
TWO,Pearl
St., for sale cheap for Cash, If wild im-

mediately.

CONN.

__Medical.

PORTLAND A KENNEBEG R. R. United States Mail Line
and

Organized A. D. I860.

ELBKIDGE WEBSTER,

One

C- PROCTER,

os

For Sale.

The clouds arc round
O Thou, dear Shepherd! leave us not to sicken
In the waste night, our tardy looUtepa quicken.
At evening, bring us home.

OF HARTFORD,

The

November 3,1S65.

26.—d3w

Oct

CHARTER OAK
Life Insurance Company,

Steamboats.

—

%

INSURANCE COMFY

order;

Dwelling

TWO

and the snow-drifts thicken.

us

■

by applying to

same

Railroads.

INTERNATIONAL

-WITH THE-

Not. IK,*t
WALLET Wednesday afternoon
owner can have the

MITCHELL;

Capt. J. A.
C. PROCTER, Lime Street,

For Sale.

no star
The darkness gathers. Through the gloom
Bises to guide us. We have wandered ar—
Without Thy lamp we know not what we arc;
At evening, bring ns home.*
t

“12

AN

Houses in good
a pleasant
and desirable location on Cumberland St. Possession given first of Not. For particulars inquire of

and our hearts

Search lor Thy comingwhen the light departs

“13
14
15

insure

town in the State of Maine to
a new, convenient and useful
patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen
wishing for a rare chance
to make
money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.
nov6d2wed*

At Gorham

by the hunter’s darts.

We have been wounded
Onr eves arc very heavy,

“It

Wanted.

Insurance.
_

Agent in every
»ell

us

When

Joke

Insurance.

Found.

premises ol

on the

Or

complaints—oh, home.
ThliJpiUflflevening
brings

At

Pbeepobt.

op

Fire minutes walk from the Corner.
A very desirable Farm of 25 Acre*
of good land, well fenced and water-

.«>d=

But evening brings

Fieraob

Is THE H*A8ABT

I

Wants, Lost and Found.

Valuable Ileal Estate for Sale.

{From Harper’s
“The E’en Bring* *’ Harne.”

ed wTira

Let.

For Sale and to

Poetry.

eodfcwlyr

PRFSS! HAY PRESS !!_Tho Side-row-

and COTTON PRESS.
HayHAY
and easily set up in
er

portable

will press

a

one

ton

Thia machine la
bam floor;

common

of hay into 80 cubic feet in 30 min-

utes; no beating, rolling or treading; no injury to
the hay; sire of bale 20 In. by ?0 in. by 144 in.
No
other machine can press as cheap.
The invention is
one of those “happy hits” acknowledged to be
Jmt
the thing. Mo< lei and Bale of Hay may be s** n at
Blake & .Jones* Commercial St.
Send for Circular.
Address 8TEPHEN J. AU8TIN, Portland, Mo.

Oct 21—eodlm

*'■

*

l

'•

